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Abstract

The world around us consists of objects that are composed of several different types of materials.

One of the methods through which we can examine the environment is to analyse how objects

visually react to incident light. One dominant category is diffuse materials, which radiate light

in all visible directions. If the light is further radiated uniformly, then the object’s material

is called Lambertian. The visual properties of Lambertian materials are popular for numerous

image processing approaches, largely due to their ease of handling. However, it is a very limiting

category. For instance, many objects are fabricated from metals or plastic, which are often

glossy or even specular and control the distribution of light based on rules different from those

of Lambertian materials. Therefore, non-Lambertian materials have many undesired properties,

particularly for inverse problems. One of the most significant of these is that the non-Lambertian

materials suffer from viewpoint variance. However, this can also be highly informative about the

scene, especially when the scene has been sampled from several different viewpoints. Plenoptic

devices provide angular sampling, which can efficiently complement the geometric properties

of non-Lambertian materials and the undesired viewpoint dependency. Thus, they can reveal

additional scene information, unlike the traditional 2D images. In this thesis, we show several

inverse problems and use the dense angular sampling of a plenoptic camera to extract information

about the scene using the viewpoint variance of non-Lambertian materials.

We show an approach how to separate the diffuse and specular components in the dichromatic

model in a plenoptic setting. We encourage consistency of each scene point sampled from

different views with a separate regulariser for the Lambertian and non-Lambertian component

according to their physically correct models.

We introduce a scene inverse decomposition into the geometry, reflectance and natural illu-

mination components of objects that are made of a single, spatially uniform, non-Lambertian

material. We leverage the structure of light fields and encourage consistency of the normal-field,

and we show consistent geometry prior to the set of solutions. We use a shading-based normal

map refinement that is sensitive to fine geometric details and propagates the results into the

initial coarse depth map.

We study the problem of superimposed patterns present in semi-specular or semi-transparent

surfaces, and we show two methods to detect and retrieve the depth of single or multiple layers

of these objects. The first method uses the redundant nature of the light field and proposes

an optimisation scheme to represent it with a sparse linear combination of specifically tailored



atoms, which can statistically explain each separate layer. The second method improves upon

the structure tensor by combining additional information contained in distinct plane images.

We show for two-view linear and multi-view non-linear pose estimation tailored for a light field.

We introduce Plücker ray parametrisation for light fields based on generalised camera models,

which deduces a set of linear constraints between a camera pair and leads to a fast and robust

scheme for a light field. We further extend our linear scheme for a camera pair to multiple views

and build a non-linear optimisation framework for bundle adjustment, which combines multiple

light fields into single energy and further improves the results for more than two cameras. We

show that the recovered pose can be used to produce light field panoramas from multiple Lytro

Illum images and that we can produce a 3D volumetric reconstruction of scenes that consist of

multiple layers by combining light field views with their recovered depth into single energy and

recover the entire scene, which consists of multiple depth layers such as complex semi-transparent

or semi-reflective objects.



Zusammenfassung

Unsere Welt ist voll von Objekten, die aus vielen verschiedenen Materialien bestehen. Einer der

Aspekte, auf welche diese Materialien untersucht werden können, sind ihre optischen Effekte

und die Interaktion mit einfallendem Licht. Eine besonders wichtige Kategorie sind diffuse Ma-

terialien, welche das einfallende Licht in alle Richtungen zurückwerfen. Wenn das einfallende

Licht gleichförmig reflektiert wird, bezeichnet man diese als Lambert-Strahler oder Lambertsche

Oberflächen. Die visuellen Eigenschaften von Lambertschen Oberflächen sind vor allem wegen

ihrer einfachen Handhabung für zahlreiche Bildverarbeitungsansätze beliebt. In der Realität

ist dies jedoch eine starke Einschränkung. Beispielsweise bestehen viele Objekte aus Metallen

oder Kunststoff, die glänzen oder sogar spiegeln, die Lichtreflexion folgt anderen Regeln als bei

Lambertschen Materialien. Das Auftreten von nicht-Lambertschen Materialien führt daher zu

einer Reihe von Problemen, insbesondere bei Berechnungen zur Rekonstruktion von Szenen. Ei-

ne der wichtigsten Unterschiede ist, daß die Lichtstreuung von nicht-Lambertschen Materialien

abhängig von der Position des Beobachters ist. Allerdings können aus dieser Eigenschaft auch

Informationen über die Szene gewonnen werden, insbesondere wenn die Szene aus verschiede-

nen Blickwinkeln aufgenommen wurde. Plenoptische Kameras erlauben eine Meßung des Lichts

aus verschiedenen Blickwinkeln, so daß zusätzliche Informationen über die Reflexionseigenschaf-

ten der abgebildeten Objekte gewonnen werden können. Dies wird “Winkelabtastung” genannt,

und ermöglicht es, weit mehr Informationen über die Szene zu gewinnen, als mit herkömmlichen

Bildern aus nur einem Blickpunkt möglich wäre. In dieser Arbeit werden mehrere Ansätze für in-

verse Szenenanalyse untersucht. Zudem werden Methoden aufgezeigt, um Informationen zu einer

Szene zu extrahieren, indem die Blickwinkelabhängigkeit von nicht-Lambertschen Materialien

ausgenutzt wird. Plenoptische Kameras ermöglichen hierbei die erforderliche dichte Winkelab-

tastung.

Zunächst wird ein Ansatz zur Trennung der diffusen und spekularen Komponenten im dichroma-

tischen Modell in einer plenoptischen Umgebung gezeigt. Es werden separate Regularisierer für

die Lambert- und Nicht-Lambert-Komponente verwendet, die jeweils anhand von physikalisch

korrekten Modellen arbeiten. Dadurch wird die Konsistenz über die aus verschiedenen Ansichten

abgetasteten Szenenpunkte erhöht. Weiterhin wird eine Separation der Oberflächeneigenschaften

von Objekten, die aus einem einzigen räumlich einheitlichen, nicht-Lambertschen Material be-

stehen, in Geometrie, Reflexion und natürliche Beleuchtungskomponenten eingeführt. Durch

Ausnutzung der Lichtfeld-Struktur sowie des Normalenfelds wird eine Lösungsgeometrie herge-

leitet, welche mit a-priori Annahmen konsistent ist. Unter Zuhilfenahme der Beleuchtung wird



eine Optimierung der Normalen durchgeführt, welche sensitiv auf feine Geometriedetails abge-

stimmt und dann in die initiale Tiefenkarte propagiert werden.

Wir untersuchen außerdem das Problem von überlagerten Mustern in halbspiegelnden oder

halbtransparenten Oberflächen und zeigen zwei Methoden, um die Tiefe einzelner oder mehrerer

Schichten dieser Objekte zu erfaßen und abzurufen. Die erste Methode nutzt die Redundanz des

Lichtfelds und ermittelt anhand derer ein Optimierungßchema, um das Lichtfeld durch eine

Linearkombination aus möglichst wenigen speziell angepaßten Atomen darzustellen, die jede

einzelne Schicht im Bild erklären. Das zweite Verfahren verbeßert den Strukturtensor durch

Kombination mit zusätzlichen Informationen, die in verschiedenen zweidimensionalen Schnitten

des Lichtfelds enthalten sind.

Darauf aufbauend wird eine lineare und eine nichtlineare Abschätzung der räumlichen Lage

von Objekten vorgestellt. Die Schätzung basiert auf zwei Ansichten des Objekts und ist für

Lichtfelder angepaßt. Mit Hilfe der Strahlenparametrisierung durch Plücker-Koordinaten wird

eine Epipolargeometrie für Lichtfelder eingeführt, welche auf verallgemeinerten Kameramodellen

basiert und eine Menge an linearen Bedingungen zwischen Kamerapaaren ableitet. Dies führt

zu einem schnellen und robusten Schema für Posenschätzung von Lichtfeldern. Wir erweitern

unser lineares Schema für ein Kamerapaar auf mehrere Ansichten und stellen ein nichtlineares

Optimierungsverfahren für den Bündelausgleich vor, das mehrere Lichtfelder in einer einzigen

Energiefunktion kombiniert und die Ergebniße für mehr als zwei Kameras noch weiter verbeßert.

Wir zeigen, daß die wiederhergestellte Pose verwendet werden kann, um Lichtfeld Panoramen aus

mehreren Bildern der Lytro Illum Lichtfeldkamera zu erstellen, und daß es möglich ist, Szenen,

welche aus mehreren Ebenen bestehen, volumetrisch zu rekonstruieren. Dies geschieht, indem

Lichtfeldansichten mit ihrer wiederhergestellten Tiefe zu einer einzigen Oberflächengeometrie

kombiniert werden. Die rekonstruierte Szene besteht dabei aus mehreren Tiefenschichten, sowie

aus komplexen, halbtransparenten oder halbreflektierenden Objekten.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Although light is a very complex phenomenon, we can capture it and reproduce the recorded

scenes in the form of digital images for further processing with an instrument called a camera.

Light itself is a carrier which we can study on many levels of physical abstractions which are

often inter-related. Luckily, the propagation of light can be abstracted from its physical nature,

and its distribution can be considered to happen in the form of rays which can significantly

simplify the study. The ray itself is an abstract representation of light and can provide us clues

about the light distribution or objects that are in the trajectory of the ray.

In the last few decades, tremendous efforts have been invested in the development of technology

that can capture light and represent it as a digital image. This has allowed us to capture the

radiance of the scene into image irradiance and then transform into a sequence of bits. The

digitisation of a scene itself is a complicated process. However, the recovery of the original

scenes from their digital representations introduces different interpretations at many levels and

leads to a significantly more challenging problem of inverse recovery of what was captured by

the camera. A series of multiple physical events occur when we want to capture light rays.

Therefore, light as a single visual entity is difficult to capture but even more challenging is to

inversely reconstruct its original distribution.

The research of digital cameras and images has been an active field for decades. It has mostly

focused on processing 2D images or, eventually, their multi-view compositions. The process of

retrieving information solely from a 2D image is often severely ill-posed and relies on complex

models or expert knowledge. The light fields suggest that rays can be recorded with a plenoptic

function, which samples the full scene radiance distribution as a 7D function [4]. This is a very

ambitious task, which partially evolved as an abstract idea and led to the development of digital

devices, which in a restricted sense, are able to capture a part of the plenoptic function. The

market already offers such hand-held devices; thus, we do not have to limit ourselves to the

simple 2D projection, and we can now record richer information of the scene distribution of

light with a light field camera.

Lytro was one of the most reputed companies that started with the production of light field

cameras for the consumer market. Lytro cameras can capture a limited part of the plenoptic

1



Chapter 1 Introduction

function and simplifies it into only a 4D light field, which can, for instance, extract depth and

refocus just from a single shot. The affordability of the first light field camera, like Lytro Illum,

has significantly boosted the light field research.

One of the questions that we can ask is what is happening in front of the camera, and how does

it determine what is happening on the sensor. In other words, this includes the examination of

various scene interactions and their effects on the sensor.

The light fields have a wide impact on photography. It has even introduced new sub-disciplines,

such as image-based rendering as a model-free technique that can render the scene from various

points without the expensive step of ray-tracing.

Many methods in computer vision often assume that the objects in the scene are mostly Lam-

bertian. It informally means that these objects reflect the incident light uniformly into all visible

directions. The Lambertian reflection is often assumed because it is easy to handle. The uniform

radiance distribution implies that the object does not change its appearance. While this may

be the case for non-occluded scene points, many materials partially or largely violate the Lam-

bertian assumption; in the real world, even materials that appear to be perfectly Lambertian

also exhibit non-Lambertian reflectance under very rare conditions.

Consequently, this thesis aims to conduct a thorough study of such materials in the context of

light field cameras.

1.1 Summary of Contributions

The main goal of the thesis is to address several specific problems arising in imaging of non-

Lambertian materials captured with a light field camera. We study encoded distribution of light

to be able to interpret objects in the scene after the rays radiated by the objects are received

with a light field camera; the main problems that we address in this thesis are the following:

1. Separation of glossy and specular components using a consistent regularisation for diffuse

and specular components, as shown in Chapter 4. The chapter is built upon our prior

publication [147].

2. The strongly ill-posed problem of inverse decomposition, where a spatially uniform non-

Lambertian object captured by a light field camera is decomposed into the main vari-

ables present in the rendering equation: geometry, illumination, and material, as is shown

in Chapter 5. The chapter is built upon our prior publication [148].

3. Robust depth estimation of scenes with multiple depth layers using sparsification and

decomposition techniques, as is shown in Chapter 6. The chapter is built upon our prior

publications [82, 83, 84].

2



Chapter 1 Introduction

4. The linear algorithm for light field pose estimation of a camera pair using light field ge-

ometry and a non-linear optimisation for light field multi-view pose estimation, combining

multiple views into one light field consistent optimisation framework along with demon-

strations using light field refocusable panoramas and superimposed volumetric scene recon-

struction from multiple light field views using our results in superimposed depth estimation

from Chapter 6, is shown in Chapter 7. The chapter is built upon our publications [81, 85].

These contributions have been published in the following peer-reviewed publications:

A. Sulc, O. Johannsen, B. Goldluecke, Inverse Lightfield Rendering for Shape, Reflection and

Natural Illumination, In Proc. Int. Conf. on Energy Minimization Methods for Computer Vision

and Pattern Recognition, 2017

Contributions: The author of this thesis proposed and analysed the idea, implemented the

parts responsible for normal field refinement and consistent light field regularisation, conducted

the experiments and was the lead author of the paper.

O. Johannsen, A. Sulc1, N. Marniok, B. Goldluecke, Layered Scene Reconstruction from Mul-

tiple Light Field Camera Views, In Proc. Asian Conf. on Computer Vision, 2016

Contributions: The author of this thesis contributed in the implementation of the core parts

of the multi-view pose estimation refinement approach (bundle adjustment) and equally con-

tributed with the writing and was responsible for experiments.

A. Sulc, A. Alperovich, N. Marniok, B. Goldluecke, Reflection Separation in Light Fields based

on Sparse Coding and Specular Flow, In Proc. Vision, Modelling and Visualization, 2016

Contributions: The author of this thesis contributed to the idea of using sparse coding for the

separation, coding of the prototype, conducting the experiments and was the lead author of the

paper.

O. Johannsen, A. Sulc, B. Goldluecke, Occlusion-aware Depth Estimation Using Sparse Light

Field Coding, In Proc. German Conference on Pattern Recognition, 2016

Contributions: The author of this thesis contributed to the idea and the writing-related parts

and conducted most of the experiments.

O. Johannsen, A. Sulc, B. Goldluecke, What Sparse Light Field Coding Reveals About Scene

Structure , In Proc. International Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition,

2016

Contributions: The author of this thesis contributed by proposing the initial idea of using

1First two authors contributed equally.

3



Chapter 1 Introduction

sparse coding for depth estimation, implementation of the depth estimation prototype, evalua-

tions of the algorithm and actively contributed in the writing.

O. Johannsen, A. Sulc, B. Goldluecke, Variational Separation of Light Field Layers, In Proc. Vi-

sion, Modelling and Visualization, 2015

Contributions: The author of this thesis contributed by the idea of improving superimposed

depth map light field estimation and by the related experiments and was completely responsible

for the experiments associated with this part.

O. Johannsen, A. Sulc, B. Goldluecke, On Linear Structure from Motion for Light Field Cam-

eras , In Proc. International Conference on Computer Vision, 2015

Contributions: The author of this thesis contributed to the analysis of light field features and

to the writing and conducted several experiments.

1.2 Other Works
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CHAPTER 2
Light, Material Appearance and Plenoptic

Imaging

This chapter introduces three main components that are necessary to begin understanding the

subject: light, visual appearance of materials and optical instruments able to capture the light,

known as cameras.

We first introduce light as the energy necessary to receive visual feedback. Light is our primary

carrier of visual information. It carries energy and creates a visual stimulus that we can capture

with, for example, a camera or an eye. We explain the main light quantities, which form the

building blocks for measuring the energy of either emitted or reflected rays.

Light itself is an essential carrier of information to study the world around us. It can reveal a

lot about the scene, for instance, geometry or optical properties of the materials present in the

current view. Nowadays, we can capture these light quantities often as colour and we can study

it and post-process these visual quantities which is one of the important subjects of computer

vision. A part of it is material appearance, which studies only light interaction with an object

independently from geometry and models how the incoming light is reflected and distributed.

In this chapter, we introduce light as a measurable and observable quantity; we show how light

can interact with objects with respect to their visual traits and show how reflected light can be

recorded and represented with modern light field technology.

2.1 Light

Apart from the importance of light for the existence of organisms, light is an important visual

transmitter and enables us to visually perceive the world around us. Light is a result of energy

emission carried in the form of electromagnetic radiation. For instance, heat can lead to the

emission of light. When a wire is heated to a high temperature, the wire filament can transform

electrical energy into heat, which causes the emission of light. It is, for instance, used in

incandescent light bulbs. The emission causes radiation of energy, which is carried by photons.
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Photon is an elementary particle that carries light. If it is emitted in a homogeneous medium,

a photon travels in straight lines until it meets another medium. Furthermore, if the medium

is a vacuum, which is where light travels the fastest, then the photon travels at the speed of

light. The study of these individual quantities (e.g. photons) is carried out through quantum

optics. However, the level of detail provided by quantum or physical optics is often unnecessarily

complex for computer graphics; instead, we use the abstraction of light, where certain energy

is emitted and carried through rays. Individual rays also propagate in straight lines. However,

unlike photons, rays are abstracted from the physical light carrier; thus, we cannot simulate

physical effects such as interference, diffraction or polarisation. A ray is a light quantity which

is present at a certain moment, at a location in space and has a direction. Furthermore, the

energy carried by the ray can be spread over the power spectrum. However, apart from colour

effects, we can often neglect this component.

Biological Aspects of Light

The driving force for understanding light is the human interest in observing, recognising or

capturing it. Biological systems are very complex, but they also thrive in performing their

functions; the visual perception of light is fundamental for many of these functions. There are

many examples where evolution has developed a powerful vision system that is tailored to the

specific needs of the organism. A relevant example of this evolution is the human capacity to

identify and distinguish faces. Consequently, it is not surprising that many computer vision

systems have been inspired by what we have observed in diverse organisms.

Perception is triggered by a stimulus. In modern science, the perception of light can be divided

into two general streams: the first stream is the psychology of perception, where the function-

ality of the stimuli is studied; the second stream is neurophysiology, which tries to provide

explanations for why and how things happen on the level of nerves. For instance, the colour

stimulus on a psychological level can be considered from the viewpoint of colour saturation,

while neurophysiology can interpret the stimulus as an electric signal that is received by the

retina.

The close relationship between perception and a stimulus is demonstrated through the Weber-

Fechner law, which relates the human ability to perceive change with an actual change of the

physical variable. For instance, according to the Weber-Fechner law, the visual perception of

brightness is approximately logarithmic. The law makes a connection between the perception

of light and the actual light present as a physical quantity, including its sensing and interpreta-

tion.

One of the fundamental tasks of computer graphics is to visually convince humans about a visual

stimulus that is artificially produced by a computer. It is known as photorealistic rendering,

and its task is to reproduce real scenes in the form of images that are perceptually very similar.

Ideally, humans would not be able to recognize if the image is synthetic or a real photograph.
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Because the fidelity and quality of the resulting images are judged by a human observer, the

perceivable differences between the appearance of a virtual world (e.g. rendered by a computer)

and its real-world counterpart should be minimised.

Until recently, rendering was restricted to a 2D projection on a screen, which limits the ob-

server’s illusion of being immersed in the scene. For instance, when the screen or the observer

moves, the geometric connection between the observer and the screen allows the spectator to

readily recognise that the rendering is artificial. Holographic displays can partially overcome

this issue. The holographic displays are principally reverse-built light fields because they addi-

tionally provide the angular sampling of the rendered scene and allow the observer to immerse

even when the observer moves.

2.1.1 Quantities of Light

Light is a result of the transformation of energy. It is initiated by the emission of photons,

from what we understand light as energy carried as electromagnetic radiation. The energy is

spread over the ray power spectrum where each frequency can take a certain intensity. Humans

habitually tend to associate light energy directly to brightness; however, brightness is only a

subjective description because it is a context-related quantity and can be affected by a bias

as the Weber-Fechner law indicates for instance. Particularly, the human visual system has a

very limited ability to sense intensities of many wavelengths, and it perceives only a part of the

electromagnetic spectrum. Thus, light’s quantities can be separated into two distinct groups:

the first group for the physical representation of the light and the second group for visible light

stressed by the capability to sense the light radiation but limited by the visible band. The first

group is represented by radiometric units, which measure the energy of light in terms of physical

energy, regardless of the limitations of the observability. The second group are photometric

units, wherein light’s energy is weighted by spectral luminous curves. The luminous curves are

a function of wavelength and incorporate brightness sensitivity of the observer represented by

the capturing instrument like retina or a camera sensor.

We follow the primary assumption of geometric optics, where the ray trajectory is formed as a

series of straight lines where each line is a result of light propagation through a homogeneous

Radiant Flux

Φ

Radiant Intensity

I

n dΩ

Irradiance

E

dA

Radiance

L

n
θ

l dΩ

dA

Figure 2.1: Schematic Illustration of Radiometric Units. The radiant flux Φ is the sum of energies
of all of the rays that are passing through a certain location at a certain moment (the grey dot). The
radiant intensity I is similar to radiant flux but restricted to a direction, i.e. a radiant flux Φ per unit
solid angle dΩ. The irradiance E is the radiant flux Φ per unit area element dA. The radiance L is the
radiant flux on the surface per unit solid angle dΩ and per projected surface area dA cos(θ). Note that
the radiance L depends on the surface geometry.
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Symbol Radiometric Radiometric Unit Photometric Photometric Unit

Φ Radiant Flux W (Watt) Luminous Flux lm (lumen)
I Radiant Intensity W · sr−1 Luminous Intensity cd (candela)
E Irradiance W ·m−2 Illuminance lux
L Radiance W · sr−1m−2 Luminance nit

Table 2.1: Radiometric and Photometric Units. The radiometric units also have their equivalent coun-
terparts in photometric units, which are perceptible quantities of the radiometric units.

medium. The ray energy can contribute to the overall energy present at a particular location at

a certain moment. This energy is called radiant flux Φ and is a sum of all rays measured present

at a certain location per unit time. Light is carried by oriented rays, but the radiant flux cannot

represent the directional spread of the energy. Nonetheless, if the radiant flux is reduced to only

one direction, then we can define radiant intensity I = dΦ
dΩ , which is radiant flux per unit solid

angle dΩ. While radiant flux captures the total energy flow at a specific location and is a sum

of contributions of all rays passing through that position at that time, the radiant intensity is

further reduced to the orientation. The irradiance E is the radiant flux per a unit area dA. The

radiance L is the radiant flux per unit solid angle dΩ per unit projected area dA cos(θ). The

projected area indicates a projection of surface dA and the unit solid angle dΩ. It is an area

dA multiplied by the cosine between the surface normal and viewpoint. The summary of the

mentioned radiometric units and their photometric counterparts are shown in Table 2.1.

2.2 Material Appearance

The appearance of a material is based on visual characteristics of the object (including prop-

erties like colour, texture or specular highlights) and its interaction with light (e.g. reflection,

transmission). Modelling light emitted by an object requires us to find a representation that is

separated from the effects caused by the object’s geometry and lighting. Having a proper model

implies that we can, for instance, ”coat” an object with different geometry and environment.

The visual features that we can perceive are not only limited to the reflection of light; the mate-

rial can, for instance, transmit light, which needs to be taken into consideration. For instance,

dielectric materials such as glass often reflect the incident light as well as transmit a part of it.

The visual result is an outcome of numerous interactions of light with the atoms of the material.

This level of detail is often unnecessary and beyond the concept of geometric optics; however,

the inner structure of objects on the level of atoms is essential to understand how light is

transformed and allows us to see what is behind certain material properties like colours of an

object. Technically speaking, when a light ray hits the surface, it transfers energy which interacts

with atoms and molecules of the object and polarises them. Polarisation pulls away from the

positive and negative charges and can form a dipole [17]. A part of the energy is radiated back,

a part is absorbed (e.g. changed to heat) and the rest can, for instance, be transmitted or

scattered.
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In upcoming sections, we present a taxonomy of materials divided by their visual and physical

properties. For more details, we refer readers to [41] and provide more details and illustrations

of the visual properties of materials.

2.2.1 Diffuse Materials

Diffuse materials are a specific class where power of the incident rays is distributed to all visible

directions. Moreover, if the radiance is evenly distributed, we call this material ideal diffuse or

Lambertian material. The ideal diffuse reflection has an important effect on surface appearance

and its processing. When a point on a Lambertian surface is observed, a change of viewpoint

will have identical radiance regardless of the visible view. Diffuse material, however, does not

necessarily indicate an ideal diffuse or Lambertian material. A broader category of diffuse mate-

rials includes those, which spread energy to all directions but not always evenly as Lambertian

materials do, thus the Lambertian materials act only as a subcategory. The main feature of

diffuse materials is that radiance is dispersed in all directions and creates a feeling of a ”matte”

surface, but not necessarily uniformly distribute the radiance, which makes the diffuse reflection

rather an undirected effect. For glossy materials, reflected light is a directional quantity driven

by a specific law (e.g. law of reflection for specular reflection); while, for diffuse materials, the

light undergoes complex transformations and the incident light becomes almost undirected.

Diffuse

l n
L

Lambertian

l n

L

Lambertian L and I

l n

L

I ∝ cos(θ)

Figure 2.2: Radiance of Diffuse Materials. Left: A diffuse material radiates the incident light in all
visible directions. The radiance L is usually distributed nearly evenly, although some point dependence
due to, for instance, the surface roughness may occur. Center: A material whose radiance is identical and
radiates the incident light equally is Lambertian or Ideal Diffuse. Right: The radiance L of a Lambertian
surface is identical because the Lambertian Cosine Law cancels the viewpoint dependency imposed by the
cosine term from the projection area of the radiant intensity I.

The diffuse reflection often does not happen on the surface but is an outcome of scattering

and absorption of the incident light, either from a rough surface or from the initial layers on

the surface [57, 76]. Scattering and absorption are spectrally dependent effects, and they treat

different wavelengths in different manners, which gives colour to seemingly diffuse materials. In

particular, scattering plays a vital role in the formation of the object’s colour. A ray which

enters a material undergoes multiple scatterings within and induces isotropy. The light ray

that leaves the surface basically at a random location creates the illusion of a diffuse or matte

material which is affected by the random process happening inside the object [76].

Materials such as raw wood, concrete, and textiles are instances of nearly ideal diffuse traits. A
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Figure 2.3: An Ideal Diffuse Material. An example of a material that is perfectly diffuse, viewed from
different viewpoints. The radiance L of any point on the Lambertian material is identical, regardless of
the viewpoint.

representative example where the features of diffuse material are explicitly useful are projector

screens, because they radiate the light projected on the canvas nearly uniformly, and the surface

brightness is almost identical for all viewers.

Note that diffuse materials are interchangeably referred to as Lambertian, although the word

diffuse rather refers to material property, and Lambertian is only an approximation of mate-

rial. On the level of detail, we are concerned about, we use both terms interchangeably unless

otherwise is mentioned.

2.2.2 Glossy Materials

Glossy materials are a visual category where the power of the incident light is reflected by con-

centrating around a single, often predictable, direction. For the most glossy materials, the spot

where most of the reflected light is directed is called the reflection direction, see Equation 2.1.

Unlike diffuse materials, the power of the reflected light is not distributed evenly but centred

around the reflection direction, which is a result of a combination of the surface geometry and

orientation of the incident light [20]. The unequal distribution produces difficulties for process-

ing the scene because a point viewed from different directions can sample different radiance;

thus, a different radiance of ray can be observed for different visible viewpoints.

When the radiance of the incident ray is dispersed but still concentrated around a specific

direction (often given by the Law of Reflection from Equation 2.1), we refer to this as a glossy

material.

A glossy material that changes the trajectory but does not scatter the light is called specular.

Note that specular materials can also change the ray power spectrum, thus colour, but the

essential feature is that the material does not spread light and, hence, represent only a particular

subcategory of the glossy materials. Specular materials that ideally reflect all the incident light

(and thus do not change the power spectrum) are called ideal mirrors. An ideal mirror is

abstract and unrealistic. A portion of the power of the incident ray is always converted into
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Ideal Mirror
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Figure 2.4: A Non-Lambertian Reflection. Left: When the incident ray perfectly reflects the direction of
reflection r, the surface is an ideal mirror. Centre: In a glossy material, incident light rays l are usually
reflected in lobes where power is concentrated around the direction of reflection r. Right: An ideal mirror
forms a virtual image of the scene in front of its surface. When the surface of the mirror is flat, the
virtual image is axially symmetric along the plane with a normal n.

different energy. The atoms inside the material, which are affected by the ray, consume some

power because they get excited, and it eventually converts some frequencies to vibration. This

effect is, however, almost negligible for the visible spectrum.

Apart from special materials, the most objects in this category reflect the light according to the

law of reflection. It states that an incident ray l, the reflected ray r, and the surface normal n

all lie in a single plane and the reflected ray r is axially symmetric along the normal. It can be

expressed as follows [17]

r = 2 (l · n)n− l. (2.1)

Although the law of reflection holds for most materials, there is one notable category that is

designed to reflect light differently; these materials are linked with a term retro-reflective for

which reflection direction points back to the incident light. This property is useful in protective

components like road signs, where it is important to be visible for the illuminant.

Depending on the material, the glossy materials reflect the incident light in lobes which are

commonly concentrated around a particular direction. The lobe defines how the light is spread

after being reflected, and the spread can be roughly expressed by a lobe width. For instance,

a lobe of an ideal mirror has infinitely small width. For the non-mirror glossy surfaces, the

width depends on the material type and thus its size can significantly vary in shape and width.

Figure 2.4 schematically shows lobes of an ideal mirror (or specular material) and a glossy

material. The amount of spread is a blur imposed on the incident light in the reflection; examples

are shown in Figure 2.6. The roughness does not express how much light is reflected but rather

how the light is distributed in terms of the radiance of the incident light. To denote how much

light is reflected, we use term reflectance, which is used to indicate the ratio between the incident

and reflected power, for more details, see Equation 2.4.

Similar to diffuse materials, the glossy materials can have a colour and, depending on the

structure of the material, the colour is changed based on its respective physical properties, but
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Figure 2.5: Examples of Glossy Materials. Left: An ideal mirror reflection (or a specular reflection
with no spectral selectivity on the visible spectrum). All incoming light is reflected according to the law of
reflection. We can see that the surface curvature has a strong effect on the direction where the incident
rays are reflected. Centre: An example of metallic material. Metallic materials are highly conductive
and reflect a significant part of the incident light. A part of the incident light power is absorbed and
makes the material spectrally selective and gives colour to the object. Right: An example of dielectric
material. Plastic is an example of a dielectric material. It is not very absorbent but rather a transmitter
as compared to metallic materials. For dielectric materials in general, the light rays are transmitted or
scattered inside the object’s body after hitting the surface.

unlike the diffuse, these effects come in different proportions. Generally, when only some

bands of the light power spectrum in the material change, the material is described as spectrally

selective.

The spectral selectivity is caused by the absorption and scattering in the object. The electrons

forming the material resonate only at certain wavelengths. The resonance initiates the conversion

of the energy and, hence, only some colours from the power spectrum are affected.

Reflection occurs when the frequency of light does not match the frequency of electrons inside

the material. If it does, it occurs on the surface of the material, where the electrons briefly

vibrate before they are emitted in reflection.

Depending on the conductivity, we can identify three important types of materials: metals,

dielectrics, and semiconductors. Semiconductors are not a common material for visual study;

Figure 2.6: The Roughness of a Glossy Surface. A sphere illuminated with an environmental light,
showing a gradual increase in surface roughness. The leftmost sphere is an ideal mirror with zero rough-
ness or maximal glossiness. The rightmost sphere shows a diffuse surface whose roughness is high and
glossiness low. The increasing roughness magnifies the blurring effect of the reflected power/light, and
high-frequency details are lost in the reflection.
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Figure 2.7: An Example Schema of the Composition of Diffuse and Glossy Materials. A material whose
reflection exhibits the common effects of diffuse and glossy materials at the same time. Both components
obey their physical laws and are additively coupled into one material.

hence, we ignore this category. Metals are excellent conductors and the non-reflected light

is nearly instantly absorbed by free electrons of the material. It is why, for instance, even

very thin metals such as coatings of household mirrors barely transmit any light behind. The

absorption of a substantial part of the non-reflected light makes metals spectrally selective and

is often responsible for the colour of the material. Dielectric materials, in contrast to metals,

are not good conductors, and the light which gets inside the material is transmitted rather

than absorbed. Figure 2.5 shows ray-traced examples of an ideal mirror, metallic and dielectric

materials. Born et al. [24] shows more details about the optical properties of the aforementioned

material categories.

2.2.3 Composed Materials

The visual appearance of numerous materials is a result of a composition of effects, which can

usually be simplified as a sum of contributions of different classes of materials like diffuse and

glossy.

A widely adopted model for the composition of materials is the dichromatic model [138]. The

model states that the radiance L of the object is a sum of two independent contributions: (1)

the radiance Li of the light reflected at the interface and (2) the radiance Lb of the light reflected

from the surface body

L (l,n,v) = mi (l,n,v) ci(λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Li

+mb (l,n,v) cb(λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lb

, (2.2)

where ci and cb are relative spectral distributions and mi and mb geometric scale factors.

The dichromatic model in Equation 2.2 says that there are two independent processes Li and

Lb which in turn are products of spectrally independent geometry terms mi and mb and ge-

ometry independent spectral components ci and cb. The additive character of the dichromatic

model property is, for instance, used in Chapter 4 for separation of diffuse and glossy com-

ponents. Many non-transmissive materials are usually considered to be a composition of only
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the diffuse and glossy components; however it may not necessarily restrict to such cases where

light is only reflected; light can also be, for example, transmitted. For example, some dielectric

materials are transmissive and specularly reflective due to polarisation [41]; thus, a material

can be a composition of two parts: the surface reflection and contribution of the transmitted

component.

2.2.4 Transparent and Translucent Materials

Transparent and translucent are materials that are characteristically allowing light to travel

through an object. The main difference between transparent and translucent materials is that

transparent materials are made of a homogeneous material and do not change trajectory once

the ray is inside. For instance, a vacuum is a perfectly transparent material. In contrast, the

translucent materials are inhomogeneous and the light undergoes complex transformations in

its power spectrum and trajectory. For instance, plastic materials are translucent.

Both effects are a result of the interference of atoms inside the material because the atoms start

to vibrate when the light hits them. If the material is absorbent, the amplitude of vibrations

is high, and the energy of light is converted. Highly opaque materials vibrate at a smaller

amplitude, which results in a small loss in the light energy.

There are three significant effects related to light propagation in transparent and translucent

materials: refraction, absorption and scattering. Figure 2.8 shows a schematic illustration of all

effects respectively.
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Figure 2.8: Properties of Transparent and Transmissive Materials. Left: Refraction is an effect that
changes the direction of the incident light l on the interface of two media with different densities. The
refracted ray travels further in direction lr. Note that refraction is spectrally dependent; thus, different
wavelengths can take different trajectories. Centre: For absorption, the light power is transformed into
different energy, but the direction la remains the same as the incident l. The amount of absorption is
similar to the refraction linked to the wavelength. Right: Subsurface scattering is a result of many inho-
mogeneities inside the material, being a combination of transmission, reflection, and absorption after light
enters the object. The ray undergoes many transformations until the material is no longer transmissive,
and the light is unpredictably modified.
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Refraction

Refraction changes the orientation of the incident light inside the medium on the interface of

two materials with different refractive properties. The refraction occurs due to different material

densities, and density affects the speed of light within the material. Parts of the wavefront

between different materials travel at different speeds and cause the change of orientation on their

interface and leads to the characteristic bending of the trajectory [17]. The amount of change

from the original orientation is given by Snell’s law, which states the relationship between the

angle θi, which is subtended between the incident ray and surface normal, and θr, which is

the angle subtended between the normal and the transmitted and refracted ray inside another

medium with a different density. It is expressed as

ni(λ) sin (θi) = nr(λ) sin (θr) , (2.3)

where ni(λ) and nr(λ) are the refractive indices of the incident and transmitting medium,

respectively, and λ is a wavelength. The refractive indices ni and nr define the portion of how

slow light travels through the material in reference to the speed of light c in a vacuum. Snell’s

law is based on the premise that the time that the light has spent on the path between the two

points is stationary and any change in the path between two points will always lead to an increase

in time. The stationarity of the light path is a fundamental law in geometric optics, known as

Fermat’s principle of least time [24, 75], and Snell’s law can be directly derived from it. If a ray

passes to a denser medium (e.g. from air to glass, where ni < nr), then the angle θr subtended

by transmitted ray lr and normal n gets smaller, inversely, if it goes from a denser medium,

then the angle increases. A schematic illustration of the refraction is shown in Figure 2.8.

The amount of bending further depends on the wavelength of the incident light because the

refractive index is a function of the light’s frequency. This can be seen in the dispersion of

light on a prism, where different wavelengths are separated and displayed in several colours in

different orientations.

Additionally, on the interface of two different translucent materials, a part of light is reflected

instead of transmitted. This portion is given by Fresnel equations and depends on the polari-

sation. The Fresnel equations [75] explain how much of the incident light is specularly reflected

depending on the incident angle on a given material. Although the refraction usually introduces

an undesired distortion, it can also provide the depth clues about the refractive object [170].

Absorption

Absorption is another considerable effect which can have a significant impact on material ap-

pearance. The absorption converts some parts of the power spectrum of the incident light into a

different energy, and this energy remains inside the material [45, 131]. Absorption happens in-

side and is generated by the interaction of certain wavelengths of the ray’s spectrum with atoms
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inside the object. When the frequency of light harmonises with the natural frequency of the

electrons, they begin to vibrate. The vibration absorbs the energy of light because the electrons

use this energy to vibrate. When electrons further ”bump” into the neighbouring atoms, they

can change the vibration in thermal energy [45]. A schematic illustration of the absorption is

shown in Figure 2.8.

The level of absorption depends on the frequency of light because light and the electrons inside

the material have to ”match” to be able to interfere with the electron. This makes absorption

wavelength-dependent. This effect is also responsible for the spectral selectivity of a material.

The spectral selectivity is also why some glossy materials can have a colour. When some fre-

quencies of the incident light are absorbed, the reflected light and some frequencies diminish

their power because they have been absorbed by the material and transformed into different

energy. This leads to changes in colour because the power spectrum is changed, and certain

wavelengths are lost by absorption.

An important law which relates the attenuation of light to the absorptive properties of the

material is Beer-Lambert Law [131]. For instance, the spectral dependence of absorption can

provide a depth of objects immersed in water [13].

Subsurface Scattering

Apart from refraction and absorption, significant inhomogeneities in the material can lead to a

scattering of the incident light. A light ray propagation in an inhomogeneous material undergoes

a complex series of reflections, refractions, and absorptions and both trajectory and power

spectrum of the light entering the surface can be significantly changed [75]. The light is scattered

inside the object and exits at a different, often unpredictable, location. Subsurface scattering is

similar to the transmission, which is also specific by its inhomogeneity; however, the scattering

modifies the trajectory and spectrum of the incident ray so insignificantly that the scattered

light leaves the object at an unpredictable location. Furthermore, it plays a critical role in the

object’s colour because the light is randomly modified within the object.

2.2.5 Material Modelling

One of the fundamental objectives of computer graphics is a realistic synthesis of images from

their digital models. Therefore, a good and realistic representation of the material is the key

to producing a scene that is ideally indistinguishable from a real photograph, therefore the

study of visual properties of materials is largely shaped by the needs of computer graphics. A

good representation stresses many requirements, aside from the visual properties and (physical)

plausibility, ease of handling and computational tractability, since realistic scenes may require

evaluation of complex scenes in a reasonable or even real time.
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Reflectance and Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function

Surface geometry and material determine what a scene will look like after being exposed to light.

The most straightforward way to determine how a material transforms the incident light is to

express it as a percentage of the reflected power Φr to the incident power Φi

ρ(λ) =
Φr(λ)

Φi(λ)
. (2.4)

The quantity in Equation 2.4 is reflectance. It expresses the effectiveness of the material in

reflecting the radiant energy. Note that this is a function of wavelength λ.

The reflectance provides important clues about the material, but it does not use the surface

geometry and, therefore, cannot express how the incident light is distributed.

Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) [116] takes into account the surface

geometry and thus can represent the light distributions, unlike the reflectance. The BRDF is

expressed as the ratio of the received irradiance dEi(ωi) and reflected radiance dLo(ωo)

BRDF (ωi, ωo) =
dLo(ωo)

dEi(ωi)
=

dLo(ωo)

Li (ωi) (l · n)dΩi
. (2.5)

Three essential properties should be satisfied to guarantee a physical plausibility of a BRDF.

These properties are independent of individual BRDFs but have to be taken into account when

their use for a specific domain is assessed:

Positivity : Incident flux cannot induce negative outgoing flux, i.e. ∀ωi, ωo : BRDF (ωi, ωo) > 0.

Helmholtz reciprocity : Preserves symmetry when the incident and outgoing rays are swapped,

i.e. BRDF (ωi, ωo) = BRDF (ωo, ωi).

Conservation of energy : The reflected energy cannot be larger than received,

i.e. ∀ωi :
∫
H BRDF (ωi, ωo) cos(θo)dωo ≤ 1, where integration is performed over the visible

hemisphere H defined by surface patch normal.

BRDF Models

In this section, we show relevant BRDF models used in this thesis. For more state-of-the-art

models see [56, 113]. The specific models are only parametric approximations and a simplified

model of how the surface would distribute the irradiance as close as possible to the original

material. Since we work mostly with diffuse and glossy surfaces, we restrict our analysis of the

most relevant isotropic models: Lambertian, Phong, and Blinn-Phong BRDF.

The Lambertian reflectance is a popular model to approximate diffuse materials while the Phong

and Blinn-Phong are isotropic and can approximate many glossy materials. The Phong and
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Blinn-Phong BRDFs are based on a cosine lobe model [41]. The glossy component is con-

centrated around a certain direction with respect to the geometry, and the intensity drops

symmetrically as the view deviates from the predicted direction. To simulate glossy materials,

a lobe is formed around the predicted direction of reflection to simulate the glossiness of the

object. All three models introduced here are empirical, and their main objective is not to pre-

dict the physically correct behaviour of the material but to replicate the appearance with stress

on computational tractability, where physical correctness is often sacrificed for simplicity and

minimum computational cost.

Lambertian Model The Lambertian model is used to express the ideal diffuse reflectance. It

is the simplest model to represent diffuse materials. Materials following this model radiate

light rays evenly to the visible hemisphere. Such reflectance distribution imposes that material

radiance of an arbitrary surface point sampled from any view must be the same; thus, the

surface appearance is viewpoint invariant, because irradiance received by an arbitrary viewpoint

is identical. The Lambertian model is given as

BRDFΨ (n, l) = ρd/π, (2.6)

where the only model parameter is colour ρd. The geometric variables which visually define the

object appearance are normal and its light direction (shading); thus, the surface normals can

theoretically be recovered when multiple samples with different lighting are provided [67, 169].

The Lambertian model assumes that the surface is perfectly smooth, which is often not the

case, but more complex models such as Oren-Nayar BRDF [119] can overcome this problem and

take the fine surface structures into account by using a special term for microfacet distribution.

The Oren-Nayar BRDF makes the material visually more realistic but is computationally more

demanding and less tractable for inverse problems.

Phong Model The Phong model [124] is an empirical model used to simulate glossy materials.

It is one of the oldest BRDF models and uses the simple cosine lobe model of the viewpoint and

predicts the reflection angle based on the Law of Reflection. The BRDF of the Phong reflectance

is formulated as

BRDFΨ (v, r) = ρs (v · r)α , (2.7)

where the α > 0 is a parameter for shininess and ρs the colour of a glossy component. The

shininess shapes the lobe of the reflection and the larger the value of α; the smaller the width

of the lobe and thus, the glossier the surface is. The r is the direction of the predicted specular

reflection based on the Law of Reflection from Equation 2.1 and the v direction.

The angle between the predicted reflection r and viewpoint v is the cornerstone of the cosine

lobe model. Namely, if the v is close to the r, then it is more likely that viewer v is in the
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Figure 2.9: Phong and Blinn Phong BRDF Models. Left: The image shows intuition behind the Phong
reflectance. The angle subtended by the predicted reflection direction r and l defines the intensity of the
Phong term. Center: The main problem of the Phong model is that when the angle between viewpoint and
reflection is larger than 90 degrees, the term gets negative and the values are clamped. For instance, such
a setting on a flat surface would lead to a sharp transition of the clamped region. Right: Blinn-Phong, on
the other hand, is using the angle between h and n, which should overcome this problem while preserving
similar benefits of the Phong model.

reflection lobe thus the value is high. On the contrary, when the angle is large, the viewer is

away from the lobe and the value is low (or zero).

The Phong model does not obey the energy conservation law but provides a simple model and is

still able to model a wide range of glossy isotropic materials. It is designed to be fast; however,

this means that some important effects of reflection are neglected. For certain, but easily

occurring combinations of orientations, the Phong model can get negative which is eliminated

by clamping the negative values (the value must always be greater or equal to zero). The Blinn-

Phong model overcomes this issue while preserving similar computational requirements which

is sketched in Figure 2.9.

Blinn-Phong Reflection Model The Blinn-Phong [22] is essentially an extension of the Phong

model. Unlike the Phong model, the Blinn-Phong model does not use the reflection vector r

but the half-way vector h, which is defined as

h =
l+ v

‖l+ v‖
. (2.8)

When the viewpoint v is pointing to the reflection direction r, the half-way vector h is pointing

to the same direction as the surface normal n, see Figure 2.9. The Blinn-Phong model is defined

as

BRDFΨ (n,h) = ρs (n · h)α , (2.9)

where similarly to the Phong model, the α > 0 specifies the shininess and ρs the colour of the

glossy component. In Equation 2.9, we can see that the cosine lobe model as used for the Phong

model is present here as well.

A significant merit of the Blinn-Phong model is that it overcomes the clamping of the Phong

model. The situation is schematically sketched in Figure 2.9. The Phong term can easily get
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negative. When the angle subtended by viewpoint and reflection direction is larger than 90°,
the values are clamped, and the contribution of the Phong term is nullified. It can cause, for

instance, that we can see a clear transition between the clamped (v · r < 0) and non-clamped

region (v · r ≥ 0). The Blinn-Phong by using the half-angle overcomes the problem while

preserving the similar or even better computational burden.

2.3 Cameras

The pinhole camera model dominates the theoretical models in computer vision and is one of the

simplest models for a camera. It consists of an aperture and a sensor. The scene projection on

the sensor gets sharper as the aperture gets smaller1. Ideally, the pinhole lets pass a single ray

per scene point. Under these theoretical assumptions, the pinhole camera has then the infinite

depth of field but requires a long exposure as it lets pass only a few rays. The pinhole model

is very simple and has many practical drawbacks, and most cameras use a lens to increase the

aperture width and tackle with the long exposure.

When multiple views are sparsely sampling a scene from different locations, it is called multi-

view stereo. We can already recover a lot of information about a scene with a camera pair,

such as the geometry of Lambertian scene points via triangulation [58]. The sparse sampling

indicates that the scene is sampled from arbitrary views where the position of views has to be

identified.

The plenoptic camera contrasts the sparse sampling in multi-view stereo by considering a dense

sampling of the scene radiance. For multi-view stereo, the views are arbitrarily and sparsely

distributed in the scene, while the plenoptic cameras densely sample views, and we can directly

work with the volume of sampled scene radiance. For light field sampling, by access to the

dense volume of views, the viewpoint interpolation can be model-free, and novel views can, for

instance, be easily interpolated from the known viewpoints without an expensive reconstruction

or rendering steps.

A schematic depiction of these models is shown in Figure 2.10.

In the following sections, we introduce plenoptic function as a theoretical model for the dense

sampling of views. We show how the complex 7D plenoptic function can be simplified. We

reduce the plenoptic function to the real light field sampling by pointing that only 4D subset of

the original function is enough. Later, we present the most common models of plenoptic imaging

devices, including the recent Lytro and Raytrix light field cameras.

1However when the pinhole is too small, the sharpness worsens from diffraction.
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Figure 2.10: Single View, Multi-view and Plenoptic Viewpoint Sampling. Left: The pinhole camera is
based on the premise that there is only a single ray received by the sensor radiated from point X. The
point is captured as an intersection of a line between the camera centre C and the point itself with an
image plane. Centre: A multi-view system considers a sparse set of viewpoints. Right: Light field is a
dense set of viewpoints sampled on a focal plane Π. The image plane Ω is extended by a focal plane Π
with, theoretically, infinite viewpoints. Note that the figure shows the two-plane parameterisation, which
is just one of the ways how light field can be parametrised.

2.3.1 Plenoptic Function

The notion of plenoptic function was introduced in [4]. It builds a connection between the world

and its representation. It states that space is packed with light rays and, thus, can be considered

as an infinitely dense volume of rays.

The light rays that intersect at a common point are called a pencil. For instance, a pinhole

camera selects a single pencil of rays at its camera centre. The radiance of the incoming rays at

a pencil can be parameterized by their angle of incidence (θ, φ). The pencil can be positioned

at an arbitrary place in space (X,Y, Z). Further, when we consider that the pencil is present

at a time t and rays have a power spectrum at various wavelengths λ, we arrive at a plenoptic

function L which samples full scene’s radiance

L (X,Y, Z, θ, φ, λ, t) . (2.10)

The theoretical importance of the plenoptic function is not to capture the real scenes, but rather

provide a theoretical construct how radiance of the world around us can be captured, which is

expressed in the 7D function L shown in Equation 2.10. It can be understood as a link between

the physical scene and its corresponding photometric representation in a camera or any other

recording device.

An important property of the plenoptic function is the model-free nature which can be used

in the Image-Based Rendering (IBR). The IBR is an example of a model-free technique that

deals with plenoptic function analysis and interpolation in a (theoretically) continuous domain

from the available angular samples [141]. The main benefits of the IBR are that it does not

require a model of the scene and avoids expensive ray-tracing because the views are fixed; these

novel views are rendered by interpolating the neighbouring views. It is, however also limited,

because scene variables, such as light and material, are fixed and cannot be changed in the

novel views. Moreover, when the scene is composed of non-Lambertian objects, the novel views
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(θ1, φ1)

(θ2, φ2)

Figure 2.11: The Plenoptic Function L (X,Y, Z, θ, φ, λ, t). The concept of plenoptic function is that it
records the full radiance of a scene at all locations (X,Y, Z), directions (θ, φ), wavelengths λ and at any
time t. The red dot at (X,Y, Z) is a pencil of rays which is the point of intersection of two rays (red
arrows) with directions (θ1, φ1) and (θ2, φ2) respectively.

cannot be consistently interpolated, because the material’s view dependency needs to be taken

into account.

One of the early applications of the plenoptic function emerged as an IBR [53, 95]. These works

became the main building blocks for plenoptic imaging as we know it for the standard plenoptic

devices. They reduced the redundant seven dimensions of the plenoptic function into four with

very small theoretical and practical sacrifices.

Through this thesis, we consider the following simplifications introduced in [53, 95], which makes

the plenoptic function more tractable:

• The scene is static. Time t can be neglected in the analysis as it is integrated over the

exposure.

• All spectral components are independent; thus, the plenoptic function can be con-

sidered as monochromatic and the spectral component λ can be neglected.

• The radiance of non-occluded rays that propagate through free-space is constant along

the trajectory of propagation; thus, we can drop one spatial component.

We arrive from the 7D plenoptic function

L

free space︷ ︸︸ ︷
X,Y, Z , θ, φ,

monochr.︷︸︸︷
λ ,

static︷︸︸︷
t

 to L (x, y, s, t) (2.11)

which is the 4D light field function L [53, 95] where the coordinates (x, y) encode the spatial

and (s, t) angular coordinates of the light field respectively. From the free-space assumption also

implies that the reduction of the plenoptic function to the 4D can be understood as functions on

the space of oriented lines [95] because the radiance does not change along its straight trajectory.

It is also important to note, that for all outer views of the object, only its convex hull may be

generated from a 4D light field [95] and the L function cannot be arbitrary since the radiant

flux is carried in the form of discrete photons, which are quantified units [71] hence the radiance

of rays is a result of averaging.
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2.3.2 History of Plenoptic Imaging

The Hartmann mask was developed in 1900 [59] and can be considered as the first construction

of a device to sample angular information in a single shot. The Hartmann mask is an array of

apertures which, by different alignments of the mask with the sensor, can focus and produce

one bright image.

In 1903, Ives [73] patented a device called parallax stereogram. This device consists of a planar

pattern with slits, which could be understood as pinholes.

In 1908, Lippmann [103] proposed the theory of integral photography. Lippmann’s idea is to

consider an array of lenses, where each lens functions as a camera that records the scene from

a slightly different angle. The goal was to develop a mechanism that would allow observers to

examine the scene from different perspectives depending on the direction and location of the

observer. This is also why the idea is named reversible photography. In 1971, the array of

apertures in the Hartmann mask [59] was extended by Shack and Platt [137] as an array of

lenses, where all lenses have the same focus on the sensor.

The term light field first appeared in 1936, in the work of Gershun et al. [48].

The idea of a plenoptic function introduced by Adelson et al. [4] is to sample the radiance of

all points in space, coming from all viewpoints, at any time at all wavelengths. The motivation

was to make a link between the physical scene and what one can sense to study early vision.

Adelson’s plenoptic function is the cornerstone of the modern light fields that we know now.

A few years later, in 1996, the idea of plenoptic function was applied for an image-based rendering

by Levoy et al. [95] and Gortler et al. [53] as a lumigraph in the known form of the 4D light field.

The first multiplexing plenoptic camera as an all-at-once light field device was presented in

2005. Ng [115] introduced a design of a Plenoptic 1.0 camera, which was soon followed by the

mass-produced Lytro F01. This was the first affordable hand-held light field camera available

on the market. The Lytro F01 was later succeeded by the Lytro Illum, which was equipped with

a better sensor and was technologically more advanced; The both Lytro cameras are the main

representatives of what we know as Plenoptic 1.0 technology nowadays.

In 2009, [106] revealed a slightly different design of Plenoptic 2.0, also known as a focused

plenoptic camera. The technology is mainly produced by the Raytrix [123], often for industrial

use.

Light Field Parametrisation

There are three commonly adopted light field parameterisations.

The first is a spherical-Cartesian parametrisation, where each ray is coded by its location on a

manifoldM and the angle of incidence. The second uses spherical parameterisation, where rays
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Figure 2.12: Popular Light field Parametrisations. Left: Spherical-Cartesian parametrisation, where
rays are coded as a location in space and its angular coordinates on the surface. Centre: Spherical
parametrisation, where rays are coded as two intersections on the surface of a sphere. Right: Two-plane
parametrisation, where rays are coded as an intersection of two parallel planes Π and Ω.

are coded as two intersections on a sphere. Finally, the most widely adopted parameterization

is the two-plane parametrisation [23, 53, 95], where rays are coded as an intersection of these

two parallel planes. These two planes are parallel and within the standardised reference frame

of the light field camera. One is the focal plane Π, and another is the image plane Ω, which

is parallel to the focal plane Π and aligned f from the focal plane, where f is the focal length

which grows in the Z-direction. A ray r intersecting these two parallel planes is determined

by four coordinates (x, y, s, t), where the pair (s, t) ∈ Π encode the viewpoint positions or

equivalently angular coordinates on the focal plane Π, and the pair (x, y) ∈ Ω is an image plane,

which is a pinhole projection through the (s, t) with image plane in Ω. All three light field

parameterizations are schematically sketched in Figure 2.12. Through this thesis, we use only

the two-plane parameterization.

Epipolar Plane Image and Epipolar Plane Volume

Two-plane parameterization provides access to two important light field structures: epipolar

plane image (EPI) and epipolar plane volume (EPV) [23]. Both structures are 2D and 3D slices

of the 4D light field volume L(x, y, s, r).

Formally, EPI is a restriction of the light field 4D function into a subset of an angular-spatial

pair of variables. If we fix horizontal angular s∗ and spatial x∗ coordinates, we obtain a func-

tion ex∗,s∗(y, t) = L(x∗, y, s∗, t) which is a function of (y, t). Conversely, if we fix vertical

angular t∗ and spatial y∗ coordinates, we obtain EPI ey∗,t∗(x, s) = L(x, y∗, s, t∗) which is a func-

tion of variables (x, s). In this notation, es∗,t∗(x, y) = L(x, y, s∗, t∗) is the subaperture (pinhole)

view at viewpoint coordinates (s∗, t∗). Furthermore, if we fix only a single viewpoint coordinate,

then we obtain epipolar plane volumes es∗(x, y, t) = L(x, y, s∗, t) and et∗(x, y, s) = L(x, y, s, t∗),

respectively.

In Figure 2.13, we can see examples of both epipolar plane image and volume on a Lambertian

material. We can recognise lines that have a constant radiance for different rays. Each line

is a projection of the same scene point in a different view, and if the point is Lambertian,
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Figure 2.13: Epipolar Plane Image and Epipolar Plane Volume. Left: Image shows the epipolar plane
image. The EPI is a restriction of the light field function L(x, y, s, t). The image on the right side of
the centre view is an EPI ex∗,s∗(y, t) where x∗ and s∗ are fixed, and below it, an EPI ey∗,t∗(x, s) where
y∗ and t∗ are fixed. The EPI structure can be interpreted as a stack of fixed scanlines in subaperture
views. Right: This image shows the epipolar plane volume, which is a 3D restriction of the light field
function L(x, y, s, t), where one of the angular coordinates is fixed. EPV can be interpreted as a stack
of subaperture views. It has a specific role in the non-Lambertian scenes. In contrast to their diffuse
counterparts, horizontal and vertical EPIs are not symmetric; thus, some non-Lambertian components
(e.g. glossy and specular surfaces) can often be efficiently tracked only through EPV.

its luminance is constant and has the same value in all non-occluded angular samples due to

viewpoint-invariance.

There is a relationship between the slope of the line formed by a Lambertian non-occluded

point and its depth Z. Consider a scene point X with two rays, r1 = [x1, y1, s1, t1]T and r2 =

[x2, y2, s2, t2]T , being projected into the light field. The disparity of the two rays which emanate

from the same scene point X is in light fields related as

∆x = f
Z∆s and ∆y = f

Z∆t, (2.12)

where f is the distance between the image Ω and focal Π plane and Z depth of the point.

Figure 2.14 shows a schematic illustration of the problem.

f

Π Ω

(x1, y1)

(x2, y2)

(s1, t1)

(s2, t2) r2

r1 X

Figure 2.14: Relation Between Depth and Disparity. This figure shows schematically the relationship
between depth and disparity. Two rays r1 and r2 that radiated from the same scene point X are received.
These two rays are related by their distances on the corresponding focal and image planes (disparity),
which is inversely proportional to depth Z of the point X.
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2.3.3 Plenoptic Camera Design

The idea of working with the digital plenoptic function is largely from the utilisation of the

dense sampling of the plenoptic function for the image-based rendering. The simplification into

the 4D light field also helped to develop the first hand-held light field cameras. Therefore, there

are principally two directions of light field use: light field displays and light field cameras. The

main goal of plenoptic displays is to reproduce the dense distribution of radiance and create

an immersive illusion of the visualised scene. A plenoptic or light field camera is a device that

captures the dense distribution of light distribution in the scene. Unlike the plenoptic function,

the light field camera does not capture the complete scene radiance as the 7D plenoptic function

does, but only the 4D radiance. The reduction of the 7D into 4D is shown in Equation 2.11.

Remark that the viewpoints are usually sampled on a regularly spaced grid, but the arrangement

of the views can be arbitrary [38].

This section presents three of the most common designs of light field acquisition which can be

divided into the following categories: (i) multisensor (ii) time-sequential and (iii) multiplexed

capture. The multisensor and time-sequential methods are closely linked because both use a

view alignment usually with a standard camera to simulate light field, whereas the multiplexed

capture records light fields with a special alignment of optical instruments on a single sensor in

a single moment.

Multisensor and Time-Sequential Capture

A multisensor camera design considers a regular dense array of cameras [102, 158, 168, 173, 178],

where each sensor represents an angular sample. The multisensor design is easy to interpret

intuitively but often requires accurate synchronisation of exposure and calibration. Multisensor

light field cameras are, for example, used in the film production since they can achieve high

resolution with just proper alignment of multiple high-resolution precisely calibrated cameras.

Time-sequential capture [72, 88, 99, 150, 157, 163, 165] samples the views at different locations

with an identical sensor but at different times when the sensor is moved. This can be made

by attaching a camera to a gantry, which moves the body of the camera along the predefined

locations and imitates viewpoint sampling by moving the camera. The viewpoint sampling does

not necessarily have to rely on a gantry; Ihrke et al. [72] used a fixed camera and a mirror moving

around the sampled viewpoints or Taguchi et al. [150] where the camera is moving around a

mirror-sphere. Time-sequential capture suffers from similar drawbacks as multisensor capture,

and it also imposes another restriction whereby the recorded scene should be static throughout

viewpoint sampling.
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Figure 2.15: Schemes of Multiplexed Plenoptic Camera Designs. Left: The image shows the Plenoptic
1.0 camera design. The microlens array is focused to infinity, whereas the main lens focuses on the
microlens array. Right: The image shows the design of the Plenoptic 2.0 camera. The main lens focuses
on the virtual location between the lens and the microlens array on this virtual image.

Multiplexed Capture

The multiplexed light field camera is a device that can record the light field within a single

shot by a series of special optical instruments. Most multiplexing camera designs delegate the

angular sampling either by a microlens array, which is a matrix of tiny lenses placed between

the sensor and the main lens [5, 106, 115] or modules with specially aligned mirrors [109].

The design with a microlens array splits the incoming light before the rays are received and

integrated by the sensor, while mirror-based design uses inter-reflections of light and a spe-

cial alignment of the mirrors which captures the scene from slightly different perspectives by

reflecting different parts of the scene to the sensor.

There are two technologies of multiplexing plenoptic cameras: Plenoptic 1.0 and Plenoptic 2.0

(focused plenoptic camera), for schematic illustrations of both designs, see Figure 2.15. Both

models achieve the light field dense sampling by the lenslet array between the sensor and aperture

and then split the incoming light before it is received by the sensor. The main distinction is in

how the light is operated after passing through the aperture.

Plenoptic 1.0 Camera The Plenoptic 1.0 [5, 115] is a light field camera design where the main

lens is focused on the microlens array (lenslet) and the microlens array is focused to infinity. A

schema of the Plenoptic 1.0 camera is shown in Figure 2.15.

The microlens array splits the focused light cone on the lenslet in the individual angular samples

instead of integrating it. Hence, unlike in a standard camera where the sensor integrates the

rays, the presence of the lenslet allows viewpoint sampling. The main disadvantage is that

the microlens array significantly limits spatial resolution. Each microlens is a single spatial

coordinate (i.e. pixel); thus the resolution is then limited to the number of microlenses.

The Plenoptic 1.0 design provides us easy access to the individual rays because each image of

the lenslet on the sensor is corresponding to a spatial position (x, y) and individual pixels in

lenslet to angular samples (s, t) [50].
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Figure 2.16: Raw Plenoptic 1.0 and 2.0 Images [7]. Left: The image shows centre view and the white
box is the approximate location of the shown lenslets. Centre: The image shows a close-up of a small
patch from the sensor of the Lytro Illum camera (Plenoptic 1.0). Right: The image shows a close-up of
a small patch from the sensor of the Raytrix R29 camera (Plenoptic 2.0).

The original design of the Plenoptic 1.0 camera is based on the work of Adelson et al. [5], which

was later used by Ng et al. [115] to produce the popular Lytro Illum and F01 cameras. An

example of a raw image projected on the sensor is shown in Figure 2.16.

Plenoptic 2.0 Camera A Plenoptic 2.0 or Focused Plenoptic Camera is a design where the

microlens array is focused on the image plane of the main lens and between the lenslet array

and the main lens. The lenslet is focused on the image plane formed by the main lens, and each

microlens captures a part of the scene and creates a miniature view of the virtual image.

The virtual image is usually formed between the main lens and the lenslet array. The lenslet is

an array of cameras that project the virtual image on the image plane from a slightly different

location. Although Plenoptic 1.0 and Plenoptic 2.0 are very similar by design, the Plenoptic 2.0

samples the spatial and angular coordinates as a function of arrangements of the virtual image

plane, which is regulated by the alignment of the main lens and the lenslet. Hence, Plenoptic

2.0 can achieve higher and dynamic resolution and unlike Plenoptic 1.0 which is limited by the

fixed lenslet array. Figure 2.16 shows the raw images from the Plenoptic 1.0 and 2.0 cameras

for comparison.

Kaleidoscopic Lens A kaleidoscopic lens [109] is an exchangeable lens that can transform a

standard camera into a plenoptic one. Unlike the previously shown multiplexed light field, the

kaleidoscopic lens does not capture the light field with a microlens array but with a rectangularly

aligned series of mirrors. The module design is based on a copy mechanism, which divides the

sensor into several copies where each represents different angular information of the scene. Each

subaperture view is a result of reflection from one side of the mirror in the mirror tube.
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Figure 2.17: Kaleidoscopic Lens [109]. Left: The image shows the centre view of a scene captured with
the kaleidoscopic lens. Right: The image shows the raw image projected onto the sensor after passing
through a series of optical elements. Each subaperture image represents one side of the mirror inside the
specially rectangularly aligned lens.
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CHAPTER 3
The 4D Light Field of a Non-Lambertian

Surface

Many materials around us are not Lambertian. The violation of the Lambertian property on

materials causes numerous difficulties when their digital form is processed because their visual

behaviour is dependent on various factors that need to be taken into account.

The technology of light field digital cameras is relatively recent. The light field cameras benefit

from the dense sampling of views by regularly capturing the scene from slightly different per-

spectives and therefore, unlike the sparse sampling in multi-view stereo, the light field provides

a rich source of data of scene radiance.

One subgroup in image processing is supposed to deal with inverse problems. The inverse prob-

lems are associated with the recovery of the original scene from their digital forms, where their

digital form contains clues which may lead to the recovery of the original scene. The input can

be provided in various forms, e.g. a single image, multiple images, or a video. The reconstruc-

tion tasks can also vary significantly on the level of difficulty from separation, segmentation,

geometry reconstruction, to even recovery of sound from vibrations in video [39].

One of the traditional inverse problems is depth estimation. For a single image, it is hardly pos-

sible to estimate scene depth without strong priors, restrictions or learning-based approaches;

these require massive annotated datasets with questionable explainability. Multiple views are

a richer source of data; nevertheless, the ability to accurately reconstruct the scene is usually

limited to a sparse matching. Light field cameras, unlike single or multi-view approaches, have

been dealing with this problem with comparative success [64, 80]. With the plenoptic func-

tion, we theoretically have access to full scene radiance distribution. However, in reality, the

light field cameras sample only a subset of the original 7D plenoptic function in 4D light field

as we mentioned in Section 2.3.1. Therefore, when we capture a light field, we have a highly

redundant dense 4D volume of views and each view captures the scene from a slightly different

perspective.

One of the frequent prerequisites of processing light fields is to associate rays from the same

point in different views. It seems similar to problems that we are dealing with in multi-view
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Chapter 3 The 4D Light Field of a Non-Lambertian Surface

stereo. In light field, a capture of a scene point is a result of projection from the 3D world into

4D light fields, and these rays form a 2D subspace in the 4D light field volume. For Lambertian

surfaces, finding such subspace is relatively straightforward since it projection of rays with the

same radiance, and similarly to multi-view stereo, these rays can be found by efficiently matching

them. However, when the surface point is not Lambertian, the sampled radiance of rays hitting

on the sensor will become viewpoint dependent, and different viewpoints obtain irradiances

which do not match, in the other words the values in the subspace are not constant anymore,

and the photo-consistency is broken.

This chapter shows how the light field looks like when the scene is made of various Lambertian

and non-Lambertian materials. For simplicity, we ignore all undesired effects of calibration

and related technical problems and assume exclusively only perfectly calibrated synthesized

light fields. The scenes were rendered with Cycles Rendering Engine available in Blender [21]

and Blender Light field Plug-in [64].
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Figure 3.1: A Schema of a Diffuse and Glossy and Mirror Surfaces and Light Field. The images
show a schematic situation of angular sampling of a single point X. Left: An ideal diffuse surface
radiates energy uniformly, and all angular samples from the same point X have an equal radiance.
Centre: A glossy surface reflects the incident light in ”cones”. Depending on the surface glossiness, the
radiance is concentrated around a direction of reflection r, but different viewpoints can observe similar
radiance. Right: A mirror reflection ideally maps the incident rays to their reflection counterparts; thus,
theoretically, for a point we observe, we receive a different radiance.

3.1 Lambertian Materials

The ideal diffuse or Lambertian material emits the radiance equally in all directions in the

visible hemisphere as we stated in Section 2.2.1. The rays radiated from a common point make

lines which are noticeable in the epipolar images in Figure 3.2. Each line corresponds to the

projection of different rays which are leaving from a common point. Because the point lies on

the Lambertian surface, it must be viewpoint invariant, and the sampled radiance is constant.

The left image in Figure 3.1 shows a single coloured Lambertian material being projected to a

light field.
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Chapter 3 The 4D Light Field of a Non-Lambertian Surface

3.2 Non-Lambertian Materials

In real-world, all surfaces are, for various reasons, always non-Lambertian. Capturing non-

Lambertian surfaces from different perspectives then leads to a viewpoint-dependent variation of

radiance and the points on such surface are not photo-consistent anymore. It causes considerable

difficulty since many algorithms allow only a minimal deviation from the photo-consistency.

Since the rays cannot be correctly matched; depending on the level of violation (e.g. glossiness,

opacity, reflectance), these categories often have to be handled individually and separately.

The non-Lambertian materials sometimes provide additional information about the scene like

scene light’s distribution, which is often lost in case of Lambertian materials. For instance,

in Chapter 5, we show that we can recover surrounding illuminations and BRDFs, and in Chap-

ter 6, we explain how to get multiple depths from a single light field image.

In this section, we demonstrate several cases consisting of glossy, semi-transparent and specular

surfaces with their corresponding epipolar plane images and analyse the impact of such type of

material on analysis of light field.

3.2.1 Glossy Materials

In contrast to Lambertian materials, glossy surfaces change the radiance for different directions

and lead to a different radiance integrated by a sensor. The photo-consistency is broken, and

many algorithms working with this premise cannot be directly used. Some methods overcome

it by treating the glossy part as an outlier and still assume that most of the scene is coarsely

photo-consistent. However, this can be used only on a limited level. The reflection of glossy

surface depends on the combination of glossiness, disparity, the curvature of the surface, and

viewpoint [20]. Furthermore, the dependency on the surface curvature can be a strong reason

why fine details are challenging to handle even for rough surfaces. Their curvature is often

higher than on smooth surfaces and viewpoint variation is then stronger.

Schematic illustrations of glossy and ideal mirror situations are shown in the middle and right

images in Figure 3.1. The middle and right images in Figure 3.2 show light field images of glossy

and specular (ideal mirror) surfaces, respectively. While we can see that on a coarse level the

lines are roughly photo-consistent for the moderately glossy surface, the ideal mirror surface

shows how much the photo-consistency can be broken with high glossiness on a curved surface.

Note that the specular cones in Figure 3.1 depict the situation where the surface discretely

samples the reflectance, which often is not the case because the lobe formed by the reflectance

function is often smooth.

In the next chapters, we show two approaches that directly deal with glossy surfaces. Chapter 4

presents an approach that combines the consistencies of the Lambertian and diffuse components

to separate them and Chapter 5 shows that when the surface is glossy, we can partially recover
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Chapter 3 The 4D Light Field of a Non-Lambertian Surface

depth, the visual properties of the material in form of BRDF and identify the strong light sources

surrounding the object.

Roughness and Glossiness For glossy surfaces, light is distributed in lobes in the direction of

reflection.

For a specular surface, the light can be spectrally changed, but the BRDF is always a Dirac

delta function (multiplied by the reflectivity). The reflection is a copy of incident ray according

to the law of reflection; therefore, a distance of surrounding objects (light radiators) can have

an impact on the radiance-viewpoint variation, see the right image in Figure 3.1 where the

surrounding environment is reflected from the object.

Ideal Diffuse

Horizontal EPI ey∗,t∗(x, s)

Vertical EPI ex∗,s∗(y, t)

Glossy

Horizontal EPI ey∗,t∗(x, s)

Vertical EPI ex∗,s∗(y, t)

An Ideal Mirror

Horizontal EPI ey∗,t∗(x, s)

Vertical EPI ex∗,s∗(y, t)

Figure 3.2: Diffuse, Glossy and Perfect Mirror Surfaces. The figure shows a transition from an ideal
diffuse surface (Lambertian) (left) to a glossy surface (centre), where we can spot small variations along
projections of same points. The variations become more evident on a perfect mirror (right), where the
perfect reflection causes small variations of viewpoint that lead to different radiance of 3D points. The
EPI taken from the centre of the image and centre vertical and horizontal views are shown below.

3.2.2 Composed Materials

Glossy and Diffuse Materials

From the dichromatic model shown in Section 2.2.3 we know that material can be a linear

combination of two components, the light reflected on the interface and from the surface body.

One of the most representative examples is a surface which is a linear combination of diffuse

and glossy material properties.
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Figure 3.3: Composition of Diffuse and Glossy Materials. This figure shows the transition from a
dominantly Lambertian material, with a 25% contribution of a glossy component (left), to a dominantly
glossy material, with only 25% contribution of the Lambertian component (right).

For such surfaces, one of the components usually dominates, which makes their separation even

more challenging. For instance, when the diffuse component dominates, only a slight viewpoint

variation occurs due to the narrow baseline of light field and the glossy component is barely

distinguishable from the diffuse counterpart, as it is shown in Figure 3.3. Furthermore, the

glossy component can appear only in highlights, and is unequally present, which makes it very

challenging to identify.

We show two diffuse-glossy separation approaches: In Chapter 4, we present a light field method

for separation based on a consistent light field regularisation of the diffuse and specular compo-

nents and in Chapter 5 we indirectly separate these two components by BRDF estimation as a

byproduct of the decomposition of the rendering equation.

Semi-specular and Semi-transparent Surfaces

The semi-specular and semi-transparent surfaces are outcomes of distinct physical phenomena

but lead to the visual effect, which is characteristic by superimposition. The sensor integrates

rays coming from different depths. It leads to the superimposition, which is visible as two

overlaid images. For the conventional 2D image, we see two overlaid images with no depth

context. In light fields, we can work with the epipolar plane images where we can see patterns

with overlaid slopes where each encodes the respective depth of its layer. Wanner et al. [163]

was the first who pointed out this phenomenon for light fields.

The specular reflection is often a result of very glossy materials or coatings or polarisation
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Figure 3.4: A Schema of Scenes which Exhibit Superimposed Patterns. The images show a schematic
situation of angular sampling of a single point X. Left: A schema of a semi-specular surface. A planar
semi-specular surface reflects the object (black oval) and creates a virtual axially symmetric image behind
the mirror (grey oval). We sample radiance of the X from different viewpoints (red lines). The surface
is semi-reflective (i.e. 0 < α < 1) and the radiance of that point is a linear combination of the radiance
of the layer LM and radiance of the virtual image formed behind the mirror LV . The points of the virtual
image are at different depths from the focal plane, so they have a different disparity, i.e. each contributing
part is encoded by a different slope in the epipolar representation. Right: A schema of a semi-transparent
surface. A planar semi-transparent surface lets rays of an occluded Lambertian object pass (black oval).
We sample radiance of the X from different viewpoints (red lines). The surface is semi-transparent (i.e.
0 < α < 1) and the radiance of that point is a linear combination of the radiance of the layer LM and
radiance of the occluded object behind the point LV . Similarly to the reflective materials, the points of
the occluded image are at different depths from the focal plane, so they have a different disparity, i.e. a
different slope in epipolar volume encodes each contributing part.

for dielectric materials which can be seen for instance on the water surfaces. The transparent

materials are made of homogenous transmissive material, like glass or fine plastics.

Both categories share that the distinct layers visually follow the rules as if they were separated.

Therefore, when the reflected object is, for instance, Lambertian, each layer is weighted by its

contribution, but it still follows the flow of the Lambertian model, and we can see overlapping

patterns with lines.

The semi-specular material obeys the law of reflection from Equation 2.1 and the virtual image

of the reflection is formed behind the reflector in agreement with the surface normal. For the

semi-transparent objects, instead of the virtual image, the object is physically present behind

the transparent occluder. It is important to note that because the reflection is depending on

surface curvature, we can consider only planar surfaces, otherwise, the separate components

would not be like Lambertian. Similarly, for the transparent surfaces, we consider a relative

flatness, although slight deviation in curvature is possible. For the transparent surfaces, we also

require the surface to be thin since the thickness of the object has an effect on refraction and

makes transmission more dependent on the curvature.

The specular reflection and transparency are always present only in a certain percentage. We

can associate the contribution of the reflected part with a surface reflectivity 0 < α < 1 for the
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semi-specular surfaces. For α = 0 the surface is diffuse (or Lambertian) and α = 1 the surface is

an ideal mirror. For the transparent surfaces, the value 0 < α < 1 defines transparency (inverse

to opacity) which is how much is the object behind the surface contributing.

The total radiance is then a linear combination of both layers

L = (1− α)LM + αLV , (3.1)

where LM is the radiance of the main surface (the specular or transparent surface) and LV the

second layer (the virtual image of the reflected object or the occluded object of a transparent

surface). Figure 3.4 schematically sketches both situations and Figure 3.5 shows a situation

where a Lambertian object is specularly reflected from a textured planar surface. Figure 3.6

show the same object which is occluded with a textured thin transparent object.
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Figure 3.5: A Semi-specular Planar Surface. The images show a diffuse object that is reflected by
a textured semi-reflective surface. The epipolar plane images depicted below show that semi-reflection
is represented by overlaid patterns, where each layer is encoded with a different slope and is present
proportionally to its reflectivity α.
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Figure 3.6: A Semi-transparent Planar Surface. The images show a diffuse object that is occluded by a
textured semi-transparent thin surface. The epipolar plane images shown below illustrate that the semi-
transparency forms, similar to the semi-specular reflection, an additive overlaid pattern, where each layer
has a different slope and is present proportionally to its transparency α (or inversely opacity).
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Separation of Diffuse and Glossy Components

Many algorithms within computer vision are designed under the assumption that the appearance

of a scene point does not change under different perspectives. However, this is not the case for

most natural scenes, which are generally not perfectly Lambertian and where surfaces can exhibit

significant view-dependent changes due to glossy reflectance as we showed in Section 3.2. Thus,

conventional methods for image analysis often fail in such scenes, due to the different motions

of the highlights caused by the glossiness of the surface.

To remedy this problem, current approaches often leverage that specular or glossy pixels can be

decomposed under the assumption of a dichromatic reflection model [138] shown in Section 2.2.3,

where the observed colour of a scene point is a sum of diffuse and glossy components. Classical

algorithms for the detection of a glossy component and its removal from a single image are

strongly limited by the fact that the image does not contain information about scene geometry

and, thus, have to rely on colour information.

We assume that we have captured a light field of the scene so that we have immediate access to

the scene geometry. Indeed, depth reconstruction from light fields is currently a very active area

of research [64, 80]. The light field provides necessary structures and dense sampling of views

on a regular grid inside a common focal plane. By stacking these views and computing slices,

one can directly observe the depth of pixels because it is inversely proportional to the shift of

corresponding pixels when moving the camera, i.e. disparity.

However, the constancy of pixel intensity is valid only for Lambertian surfaces because glossiness

is a classic violation of the photo-consistency, as it is strongly view-dependent [149]. A natural

way to deal with these pixels is to separate the diffuse component from the glossy while preserving

constancy along the projections in the epipolar image only for the diffuse part. We model this

in the global variational framework [51]. The remaining challenge is to enforce the consistency

of the glossy part, which is the major focus of our theoretical analysis. We base our model

for regularisation on the specular flow [3] which, under certain practical assumptions, can be

computed directly from the estimated disparity and provide predictions about the location of

the glossy component based on the view.
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In this chapter, we present a method to separate diffuse and glossy or specular components

from a set of rays in a 4D light field. The separation is consistent across all subaperture

views and exploits the dense light field structure with consistencies of the respective diffuse and

glossy component. The model is based on explaining the observed light field as a sparse linear

combination of a constant-colour specular term and a small finite set of albedos. Consistency

across the light field is achieved by embedding the ray-wise separation into a global optimisation

framework. On each epipolar plane image, the coefficients of the diffuse component need to

be constant along the lines that are projections of the same scene point, while the specular

coefficient needs to be constant along the direction of the specular flow within the epipolar

volume. We handle both constraints with depth-dependent anisotropic regularisers.

Contributions In this chapter, we make the following main contributions: We first extend

the colour based sparse factorization approach [8] for reflection separation on single views to

light fields by embedding it in the variational framework [51] for consistent light field labelling.

We additionally propose a novel term for the glossy coefficient in epipolar volumes, which is

based on specular flow [3]. We show how to optimise jointly for consistent diffuse and spec-

ular coefficients. Finally, we evaluate performance on Lytro and synthetic datasets and show

improvements compared to previous work, particularly the original single-view approach [8], as

well as the alternative light field-based approaches [12, 153].

4.1 Related Work

There is a wide range of methods to remove glossy or specular components from a single image,

which are mostly based on colour statistics or rely on additional knowledge about the scene.

In [89], the authors perform colour space analysis by clustering the diffuse and specular com-

ponents based on estimated illumination colour. A similar approach was chosen in [14], where

the authors analyse colour variations on the object based on hue, saturation, and brightness

information. Another category of approaches is neighbour-based methods, where the authors

additionally use spatial information [151, 174].

Our work is based on the idea stated in [8], where the authors use sparse non-negative matrix

factorisation to separate diffuse and glossy components from a single image. They represent the

colour of every pixel as a sparse linear combination of a diffuse palette and one glossy colour

based on estimated light source colour. The amount of a certain colour taken from the palette is

controlled by a sparse set of coefficients regularised with a L1 norm, and the palette is iteratively

optimised together with the sparse coefficients.

In our work, we leverage that having a light field available makes it much easier to separate diffuse

and glossy parts due to the difference in motion. Although the rich light field structure allows us

to obtain a lot of information about a scene’s geometry, there is not much research in the area

of light field tracking of glossy or specular components and their removal. An analysis of glossy
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Figure 4.1: Disparity-based Regularisation of Diffuse Components. For every 2D epipolar plane image,
disparity induces a vector field along which any property assigned to a 3D point remains constant [51].
This is leveraged in Lambertian depth reconstruction, where one can search for the orientation of lines
with constant colour [164] (left and middle). When moving the camera in s-direction, pixels only shift
in the x-direction; thus, regularisation can be treated separately for every 2D epipolar plane image [51].
However, one can also stack all epipolar plane images and regularise the complete epipolar volume along
a 3D vector field whose y-component is zero everywhere (right). This is much faster because it reduces
computational overhead, such as calling CUDA kernels, and we can improve the runtime of the original
method as shown in [51], by a factor of ten.

and specular surfaces in light fields was done by [153], where they analysed the dichromatic

model for light fields. These authors used the natural assumption for the diffuse component

to be photo-consistent, while the glossy and specular components exhibit strong variance in

subaperture views. However, in contrast to our proposed approach, they do not incorporate the

exact motion of the non-Lambertian component from the specular flow. In [101], the authors

analyse diffuse-specular separation from an image sequence, which gives a structure similar

to a light field. These authors’ histogram-based approach is built upon the assumption that

diffuse pixels do not vary from one view to the next, while the glossy component is view-

dependent. By calculating the difference of colour histograms between views, they were able to

localise specular regions. A multi-view approach [149] presents a study of the deviation from

photometric properties under the presence of specularities sampled from different viewpoints

and their behaviour in the epipolar plane image level.

In [122], the authors analysed specularities as a part of surface light field estimation. In [161]

they proposed a method for joint shape and reflectance estimation in light fields based on a

theory for differential appearance changes for single-lobe BRDFs. The work of [11] proposes

an optimisation framework using the specularity priors and Retinex theory for the intrinsic

decomposition of glossy and specular surfaces. Recently, [12] showed that a trained encoder-

decoder model can robustly separate respective diffuse and specular components. Their model

trains from a massive dataset of patch-wise relations for diffuse and specular flow. Furthermore,

their method is able to accurately estimate the depth of glossy materials.

4.2 Reflection Model and Sparse Light Field Coding

We formulate reflection separation as a sparse coding problem, similar to [8] but extended to the

light field. Our main contribution is to formulate and impose spatial regularisers and constraints
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required for a consistent separation across all subaperture views and then optimise for all of them

in a unified global optimisation framework. In this section, we first review the ideas proposed

in [8] and, in particular, adapt them to the light field scenario.

Our approach for diffuse and specular separation is based on the assumption of the dichromatic

reflection model shown in Section 2.2.3. Note that the dichromatic model is also adopted by [153]

in the previous light field approach.

The key assumption is that the light field colour L(r) of every ray r in 4D ray-space is a

sum L(r) = S(r) + D(r) of a specular and diffuse term. Following the dichromatic model

from Equation 2.2, the specular reflection is given by S(r) = Scσ(r), where Sc is a globally con-

stant RGB illumination colour, and σ(r) the specular coefficient for the ray r. The assumption

for the diffuse term is that the objects in the scene consist of regions of different materials; thus,

it is drawn from a discrete set of different RGB albedos [A1, . . . , AK ]. The colour of a ray is

L(r) = Scσ(r) +A1α1(r) + · · ·+AKαK(r), (4.1)

where α(r) = [α1(r), . . . , αK(r)] are the ray-wise diffuse coefficients from the RGB albedos.

Ideally, we would like the visible material at every ray to be unique; mathematically, this means

the counting norm ‖α(r)‖0 should be equal to one. All coefficients must also be non-negative.

Because the counting norm is non-convex, we relax this constraint and the assumption of Equa-

tion 4.1 as well as minimise for every ray the L1 sparse coding energy as

E(u(r), D) = λs ‖σ(r)‖1 + λd ‖α(r)‖1 + ‖L(r)−Du(r)‖22 , (4.2)

where λs, λd > 0 are constants controlling the amount of sparsity for the diffuse and specular

coefficients, D = [Sc A1 · · · AK ] is the global dictionary of specular and diffuse colours, which

are the same for every ray, and u(r) = [σ(r) α(r)]T are the coding coefficients, which are

different for every ray.

Note that while the dictionary for specular colour and basis albedos is the same across the

light field, Equation 4.2 still leads to independent coefficient estimates for every ray. To make the

result spatially consistent as well as consistent across all subaperture views of the light field, we

need to impose specialized regularisers which take into account geometry of the scene. The prin-

ciples behind light field consistency for both diffuse and specular components will be discussed

in the next section. Everything is integrated into a global variational model with additional

spatial regularisation in Section 4.4.

4.3 Separation Consistency Based on Depth and Specular Flow

Diffuse and glossy or specular components follow different motions; thus, we require two dif-

ferent regularisers on epipolar space. We encourage consistency with the estimated motion by
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Figure 4.2: Specular Flow-based Regularisation of Specular Components. Left: A synthetic rendering of
the buddha light field [165] using the estimated depth map as a geometry proxy, with the camera shifting
towards the right. Middle: A specular flow for differential motion in positive s-direction, illustrating the
differential shift of reflection patterns. Specular flow is a 2D vector field (ws,x, ws,y) in the image domain
(left), which depends on curvature and surface normals in a complex way. Thus, specular components have
to be constant along the integral curves of the vector field (1, ws,x, ws,y)T (right), which can be encouraged
with an anisotropic regulariser on the epipolar volume in (s, x, y)-space. Similarly, one defines a second
specular regulariser on (t, x, y) space for movement in t-direction.

anisotropic smoothing in the respective direction. We will first describe the regularisation of

epipolar plane images and volumes along a vector field in general, and we will then turn to the

specialised models for the diffuse and glossy components.

Let e be any epipolar plane image or volume. Ideally, we want to impose constancy of every

scalar component ei of the vector-valued function e along the vector field v (two- or three-

dimensional depending on the dimension of e). In practice, this cannot be achieved exactly

because we have to deal with a discrete approximation. We thus follow [51] and define an

anisotropic regulariser which, for every point p, only encourages constancy in the direction of

the vector field v(p). This is defined as the anisotropic total variation over all components

Jv(e) :=
∑
i

∫
dom(e)

√
∇eTi (vvT )∇ei dp. (4.3)

It encourages smoothing into the direction of v because it becomes larger the more that v is

aligned with the gradient of the components ei.

Consistency for Diffuse Components Given a Disparity Map Given that each scene point has

a unique diffuse colour independent of the viewpoint, the diffuse coefficients α must be constant

along with projections of the same point. As we mentioned in Section 3.1, the projections

belonging to the same points manifest in the linear structure, which is visible on the epipolar

plane image of a Lambertian scene. For example, in Figure 3.2, we show a diffuse scene with

respective horizontal and vertical epipolar plane images where the non-occluded points manifest

the mentioned linear structure.

The slope of the lines is related to the disparity. Let d be the disparity map defined on ray

space for the complete light field, then this disparity map induces a vector field [1 d]T on each

epipolar plane image along which the diffuse components need to be constant. While disparity
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is technically a differential quantity, this follows the usual meaning that a shift of one unit in

viewpoint direction implies a shift of d of the respective image coordinate for corresponding rays,

see [51] and Figure 4.1.

In summary, the anisotropic regulariser in Equation 4.3 needs to be specialised to the diffuse

component α by applying it on every epipolar plane image with smoothing in direction [1 d]T .

We thus obtain the regulariser Jd as

Jd(α) =

∫
J[1 d]T (αs,x) d(s, x) +

∫
J[1 d]T (αt,y) d(t, y). (4.4)

In this form, the regulariser is a sum over contributions of vertical and horizontal 2D epipolar

plane images. We note, however, that when shifting the viewpoint in a single direction, i.e. s,

the pixels shift only in x-direction while the shift in y-direction is zero. This means that we

can rewrite the relationship in Equation 4.4 as a sum over contributions of 3D epipolar volume

regularisers

Jd(α) =

∫
J[1 d 0]T (αs) ds+

∫
J[1 0 d]T (αt) dt. (4.5)

Although the form in Equation 4.5 does not look considerably simpler, it is now unified with the

regulariser for the specular or glossy component defined later on. Furthermore, it turns out that

in the final implementation, it is faster when dealing with a single epipolar volume regularisation

compared to the sum over all 2D epipolar plane images independently.

Consistency for Glossy Components Given Specular Flow When moving the camera, the

reflection follows a motion that is different from the motion of surface points. This is shown

in Figure 3.2, where we can see a combination of glossy and specular materials in which the

radiance of rays shown by horizontal and vertical epipolar plane images follow a different motion.

This motion field is called the specular flow. According to the specular motion model proposed by

Blake and Bulthoff [20], the displacement of a specular or glossy material depends on disparity,

surface curvature, and the camera’s baseline. In the simple case of a specular sphere viewed

along the ray that passes through the sphere’s centre, the specular motion vector is proportional

to the camera speed and radius of the sphere and is inversely proportional to the square of the

depth.

A generic model for the motion of specularities or highly glossy materials was studied by Swami-

nathan et al. [149] and Adato et al. [3]. Swaminathan et al. detects specular motion based on

deviations in epipolar stripes, while Adato et al. recover 3D geometry from tracking the flow

of the glossy or specular component. We do this exactly the other way around and infer the

theoretical specular motion for the given disparity map by specialising the approach in [3].

From [3], we impose certain restrictions, which are given by the specular flow:

A1 The light source is far enough from the surface such that the angle of incident radiance is

the same for all scene points,
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A2 On object boundaries, the direction of the specular flow coincides with disparity,

A3 The baseline of the camera is small,

A4 Camera motion is planar.

The A1 is a limitation imposed on the scene. The A2 implies that the regulariser for the specular

component has the same effect as the diffuse on the boundary and preserves object boundaries.

Finally, the specific structure of most light fields allows us to model the camera’s motion ap-

proximately as a continuous planar motion with a small baseline. Thus, the assumptions in A3

and A4 are automatically fulfilled for the light field domain.

Let f be the scene surface parametrised by (x, y) coordinates on a view, which can be inferred

from a calibrated light field camera given the disparity estimate d. We assume a distant light

source and, first, compute the reflection vector on the surface in spherical angles according to [3],

from Equation 4.5 as

α = atan
(

2‖∇f‖
1−‖∇f‖2

)
and β = atan

(
fy
fx

)
. (4.6)

All derivatives are computed with a finite difference approximation using filters with optimised

rotation invariance [167]. For camera motion in the direction of q parallel to the image plane,

the environment motion field ω can be approximated as

ω =

[
dα/dt

dβ/dt

]
=

[
∇αT

∇βT

]
dq. (4.7)

From this, we recover the specular flow w as w = J−1ω with the Jacobian

J =
1

|| 5 f ||(1 + || 5 f ||2)

[
fxfxx + fyfxy fxfxy + fyfyy

fxfxy − fyfxx fxfyy − fyfxy

]
. (4.8)

See [3] for further details about Equation 4.7 and Equation 4.8. An example of specular flow

motion and its tracking in light fields is shown in Figure 4.2.

In this way, when shifting the viewpoint in direction q = [s 0]T , we obtain a specular flow ws =

(ws,x, ws,y). The meaning of this flow field is that within the epipolar volume for constant t,

the specular coefficient should stay constant along the direction [1 ws,x ws,y]. We thus need

to regularise σt accordingly. Similarly, for a shift in direction q = [0 t]T , we obtain a second

specular flow wt = (wt,x, wt,y).

Once the directions of specular flow have been computed, the regulariser Js for the specular

component σ can be written as anisotropic regularisation Equation 4.3 of the epipolar volumes

in the directions given by the specular flow, i.e.

Js(σ) =

∫
J[1 ws,x ws,y ]T (σt) dt +

∫
J[1 wt,x wt,y ]T (σs) ds. (4.9)
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In the following section, we will embed the regularisers that encourage consistency of the specular

and diffuse components in a variational optimisation framework for the complete light field.

4.4 Optimisation

When obtaining the separation for the complete light field, the unknown factor is the func-

tion u : R → R1+K of coefficients on ray space. We optimise over all of the energies defined

previously, particularly the ray-wise separation model based on sparse coding in Equation 4.2

over all of ray-space and the epipolar plane consistency regulariser for the diffuse component as

in Equation 4.5 and specular component as in Equation 4.9. In addition, we use the image-driven

total generalised variation ITGV2 [130] as a spatial regulariser on each individual subaperture

view. In effect, this gives the final variational model

argmin
u=[σ α]

{∫
R
E(u(r), D)dr + µdJd(α) + µsJs(σ) + . . . (4.10)

. . . + ρd

∫
ITGV2(αst) d(s, t) + ρs

∫
ITGV2(σst) d(s, t)

}
.

Note that the overall energy is convex in u for a fixed dictionary D, which we pre-compute

before solving Equation 4.10. The constants µd, ρd and µs, ρs are the smoothness weights for

diffuse and specular regularisation, respectively.

Initialising the Dictionary. To estimate the illumination colour Sc corresponding to the first

column of the dictionary D, we use the approach proposed by Yang et al. [171]. The key idea

presented in their work is that most of the natural images contain grey pixels under a white light

source. The authors identify those pixels with an illuminant invariant measure (IIM), which are

computed for local image patches. As a necessary condition for a pixel to be grey, they propose

that the non-zero IIM is the same for all RGB channels. Once the grey pixels have been detected,

they compute illumination colour as the mean RGB value of those pixels. The remainder of the

dictionary is initialised as an overcomplete basis of R3, where we interpolate the RGB unit

vectors to span K columns. Note that in most practical situations, objects are illuminated with

natural illumination. This would significantly complicate the estimation because an expensive

calibration of the light source would be necessary. Using a single light source colour is a tradeoff

between complexity and simplicity. Given that we are dealing with highlights; in most cases,

the strongest illuminant alone is nevertheless often sufficient.

Optimising for the Coefficients. When optimising for u with fixed D, the energy in Equa-

tion 4.10 is convex. In principle, it fits the overall optimisation framework for consistent light field

assignment [51]. However, there are more regularisers to be taken into account and there are

two orientations to consider for the regularisation of epipolar images. This technique is the same

and is inspired by FISTA [18]: iterate over a gradient descent step for the differentiable part of

the energy, as well as an implicit subgradient descent step for every convex term. As a reminder,
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Step 1: Initialisation

• Initialise dictionary D according to Section 4.4.

• Allocate vector-valued functions u = [σ,α] on the subset C of views, with σ(r) ∈ R,
α(r) ∈ RK .

• Pre-compute the disparity map using [164] and the specular flow fields for horizontal
and vertical camera shifts; see Section 4.3.

• For every ray r, pre-compute regularisation orientation for disparity and specular flow
for the regularisers in Equation 4.5 and Equation 4.9 according to Section 4.3.

• Set step size τ = 1/(K + 1).

• Set diffuse and specular smoothness weights µd, ρd, µs, ρs and diffuse and specular
sparsity weights λd, λs.

Step 2: Iterate until convergence

• gradient descent for data term in Equation 4.2,

u(r)← u(r)− 2τDT (Du(r)− L(r))

• subgradient descent for sparsity norm in Equation 4.2; i.e. a proxy operator for the
L1-norm (shrinkage),

α(r)i ← (α(r)i − τλd)+ sgn(α(r)i) for i = 1, . . . ,K

σ(r)← (σ(r)− τλs)+ sgn(σ(r))

• subgradient descent for diffuse regulariser in Equation 4.5 and specular regulariser
in Equation 4.9 using [126],

α← proxτµdJd(α) and σ ← proxτµsJs(σ)

• subgradient descent for the spatial regularisers as implemented in [130]; i.e. for every
subaperture view (s, t) ∈ C,

αst ← proxτρdITGV2
(αst) and σst ← proxτρsITGV2

(σst).

Figure 4.3: Overview of the Proposed Separation Algorithm. Overview of the complete algorithm to
solve the separation problem in Equation 4.10 with consistent regularisation. To improve efficiency, we
follow [51] and only run it on a crosshair-shaped set C of views around the centre view (sc, tc); i.e. C
consists of all views (s, t) for which s = sc or t = tc. Note that the prox operators for the diffuse and
spatial regularisers separate into one each for the vertical and horizontal slit of the crosshair, respectively.
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if J is convex, then an implicit subgradient descent step with step size τ > 0 starting from u is

performed by computing the proximity operator [133]

proxτJ(u) = argmin
w

{
‖w − u‖22

2τ
+ J(w)

}
. (4.11)

Thus, a subgradient descent step for total generalised variation or anisotropic total variation

amounts to solving an instance of L2-denoising with the respective regulariser, while a subgra-

dient descent step for the L1 sparsity norm is computed with the shrinkage operator Tµ, defined

component-wise [18] as

proxτλ‖·‖1(u)i = Tτλ(u)i := (|ui| − τλ)+ sgn(ui). (4.12)

We solve all denoising subproblems with the primal-dual algorithm [126] with diagonal pre-

conditioning. For a comprehensive overview, all of the steps of the algorithm are summarised

in Figure 4.3.

4.5 Experiments

To demonstrate the capability of our method on synthetic ray-traced and real-world scenes. We

use the synthetic images from [12] rendered with the Cycles engine with Blender and Light Field

Plugin [64]. We then quantitatively compare our results with recent, state-of-the-art light field

decomposition methods [12]. We further captured multiple light fields under different natu-

ral lighting with the Lytro Illum camera to show that our approach can handle real-world

light fields.

We first compare results from our methods to two approaches on the Lytro data. We extend the

original factorisation single view method [8] to the light field setting to show that having the

light field structure helps improve the results. As an input to their method, we provide the centre

view of the light field. The second method that we use for comparison is according to [153],

which is a state-of-the-art approach for specular separation tailored specifically to light fields.

We kept the default parameters as recommended by the authors and evaluated the results of

their implementation.

Our method requires a precomputed disparity map, which is calculated on the input light field

with the first-order structure tensor [164] and regularised with an image-driven TGV [130]. The

Light Field Toolbox [37] was used for the calibration of the Lytro Illum.

The results of light fields on the synthetic scenes are shown in Figures 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11 and

Table 4.1. Scenes captured with a Lytro Illum are shown in Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. Parameters

for synthetic scenes were fine-tuned once and then fixed for all scenes. The parameters for real

Lytro Illum light fields were determined empirically and individually for each light field. Note

that all of the results for the specular component have been normalised to make them more
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Figure 4.4: The Effect of the Diffuse and Light Field Reguralizers. Figure shows the efficiency of
the proposed light field reguralizers on the respective diffuse and glossy components on two light fields
Basket (see Figure 4.8) and Container (see Figure 4.10). The dataterm with sparsity regularizer only
(see Equation 4.2), shown in left columns, provide an accurate ray-wise estimate of the separation, but
the estimate is colour based and both components are prone to falsely identify the specular components.
The light field regularizers for diffuse and specular component (see Equation 4.5 and Equation 4.9) can
greatly help with elimination with these falsely identified parts. They are inconsistent with the respective
assumption of the regularizer which can be seen in the third and fourth column. With ground truth
information about the geometry and specular colour available we produce better separations which can
be seen in the fine textural details on the diffuse component, where the depth map was often wrong and
the details were thus eliminated (background regions). Note that the brightness of all images is equally
adjusted for better visibility.

visible, so diffuse and specular parts do not sum up to the input. We will briefly comment on

our results. On the dataset Bowl, both methods [8, 153] failed on specular highlight removal.

The illumination has a very similar colour to that of the surface and our method can better

differentiate between the two motions using specular flow. However, one can observe some blue
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artefacts in the diffuse component, which are from the channel saturation in the input images,

making the exact additive model partially invalid. On the Swan dataset, we obtain very good

results in comparison to [153]. The method of Tao et al. cannot efficiently handle regions with

larger specularities, but the original method [8] provides quantitatively similar results. On the

Dragon, our method gets visually a better diffuse component than [8], as well as a better specular

component in comparison to [153].

On the synthetic ray-traced datasets, we perform quantitatively better on the dataset Container

where we compare with the state-of-the-art encoder-decoder intrinsic light field decomposition

method [12].

MSE × 100
Basket Chair Container Kettle

Diffuse Specular Diffuse Specular Diffuse Specular Diffuse Specular

Ours (est. d, est. Sc) 0.30 0.33 1.41 1.15 0.12 0.037 0.91 0.85
Ours (est. d, mean Sc) 0.32 0.25 1.26 1.04 0.16 0.049 1.19 1.09
Ours (gt. d, est. Sc) 0.26 0.33 1.13 1.04 0.067 0.037 0.83 0.83

Ours (gt. d, mean Sc) 0.22 0.25 0.98 0.89 0.07 0.049 1.1 1.09
Alperovich et al. [12] 0.11 0.14 0.19 0.3 0.1 0.05 0.04 0.13

SSID × 100

Diffuse Specular Diffuse Specular Diffuse Specular Diffuse Specular
Ours (est. d, est. Sc) 76.77 41.56 56.52 35.67 73.04 80.63 59.75 70.03

Ours (est. d, mean Sc) 78.48 76.43 51.02 35.81 76.82 82.07 58.89 66.92
Ours (gt. d, est. Sc) 77.35 41.74 64.45 45.99 75.24 78.92 58.72 70.79

Ours (gt. d, mean Sc) 78.88 77.86 s 47.69 50.18 77.87 83.21 59.36 67.26
Alperovich et al. [12] 84.25 77.85 68.57 51.52 82.52 75.64 75.03 82.9

Table 4.1: Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Structural Similarity (SSID) Comparison on Synthetic Ray-
traced Light Field with [12]. The table shows results of four different settings. We evaluated the proposed
method on the estimated (est. d) or ground truth depth maps (gt. d). Furthermore, we used the estimated
specular colour (est. Sc) or used mean colour of the ground truth specular component. Resulting images
of decomposition of our method with [12] of each dataset are shown in Figures 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11.
For better interpretation, the results of MSE are multiplied by 100.

Our results are often sharper than [12] because the sparsity data-term is pixel-wise and pixels

are spatially dependent only though a small contribution of the spatial and angular regularizers.

We often falsely identify diffuse details as glossy, which is mostly due to wrong light colour

identification; this effect is noticeable in Kettle light field where the bright background is falsely

identified as the specular component because is similar to the body colour of the specular

highlight.

We further show the importance of the light field epipolar regularizers and present results of

the separation based solely on colour (only sparsity term as prior) where the separation is often

visually better with use of the light field regularizers, see the visual comparison in Figure 4.4 and

MSE and SSID quantitative evaluation in Table 4.1. The results show that we can achieve better

separation with the use of our proposed regularizers on the respective components compared to

the solely colour-based approach with the sparsity term. It also turns out that the method is not

sensitive to the light source colour (Sc), but often leads to worse results for the estimated depth

map. This is however a known chicken-egg problem of the proposed method, considering the
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estimated depth is often damaged by the specular highlights. Interestingly, while the corrupted

estimated depth map provided visually slightly better separations of the specular component,

the details of the noisy (but diffuse) parts are preserved when ground truth data are available

like background regions, see Figure 4.4. It turns out that the proposed method is robust against

the noise in the depth map.

In summary, in most cases, we obtained a similar or better specular component on the Lytro

Illum scenes [8, 153]. Compared to [153], our method is more accurate in regions with larger

specularities and is more reliable than the original method [8] thanks to our contributions of

diffuse and specular flow regularisation based on the light field structure. On the synthetic

ray-traced datasets [12], we often perform slightly worse or on par with the recent state-of-the-

art [12].

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we showed a method to separate a glossy or specular component, and we also

demonstrated its removal from light field images. The proposed approach leverages the geom-

etry of light fields to obtain more robust results via light field regularizers. These regularizers

encourage consistency of both components according to their physical properties and lead to a

significant improvement in consistency unlike the colour-based separation [8]. We embed the

previous approach [8], based on the idea that the observed colour is a sparse linear combination

of a few diffuse basis colours and single specular colour in a global optimisation framework for

light fields labelling [51].

In our method, we regularise the diffuse component based on disparity. We propose a novel

regularisation scheme for the specular component based on the specular flow [3]. We conducted

many experiments with synthetic [12] and real-world light fields captured with Lytro Illum.

We demonstrate that we outperform the original method [8] and the light field approach [153]

for specular removal on the images recorded with Lytro Illum. Furthermore, we compared our

method with a state-of-the-art approach for light field intrinsic decomposition [12] with their

dataset. Our results are qualitatively on par or slightly worse, but unlike the [12], our method

produces sharper separations.

The main drawback of the proposed method is that it requires a scene’s depth map and rough

information about the light distribution. It nevertheless experimentally turns out, that our ap-

proach is very robust against inaccuracies in the depth map and standard off-the-shelf algorithms

for light field depth estimation [51] is often sufficient.
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Input (Center View) Precomputed Disparity Map

Diffuse (Ours) Glossy (Ours)

Single View Diffuse [8] Single View Glossy [8]

Light Field Diffuse [153] Light Field Glossy [153]

Figure 4.5: Evaluation of Diffuse and Glossy Component Separation on a Lytro Dataset Bowl. This
figure shows an evaluation of our proposed method for separation of diffuse and glossy components on a
Lytro Illum with the original single-view method [8] and light field-based method [153]. First row: Centre
view and the precomputed disparity map [130, 164]. Second row: Estimated diffuse and normalised glossy
components using our method. Third row: Method that we compare to the original single-view method [8]
Fourth row: The row shows the results of the light field method [153].
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Input (Center View) Precomputed Disparity Map

Diffuse (Ours) Glossy (Ours)

Single View Diffuse [8] Single View Glossy [8]

Light Field Diffuse [153] Light Field Glossy [153]

Figure 4.6: Evaluation of Diffuse and Glossy Component Separation on a Lytro Dataset Swan. This
figure shows an evaluation of our proposed method for separation of diffuse and glossy components on a
Lytro Illum with the original single-view method [8] and light field based method [153]. First row: Centre
view and the precomputed disparity map [130, 164]. Second row: Estimated diffuse and normalised glossy
components using our method. Third row: Method that we compare to the original single-view method
[8] Fourth row: The row shows the results of the light field method [153].
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Input (Center View) Precomputed Disparity Map

Diffuse (Ours) Glossy (Ours)

Single View Diffuse [8] Single View Glossy [8]

Light Field Diffuse [153] Light Field Glossy [153]

Figure 4.7: Evaluation of Diffuse and Glossy Component Separation on a Lytro Dataset Dragon. This
figure shows an evaluation of our proposed method for separation of diffuse and glossy components on a
Lytro Illum with the original single-view method [8] and light field-based method [153]. First row: Centre
view and the precomputed disparity map [130, 164]. Second row: Estimated diffuse and normalised glossy
components using our method. Third row: Method that we compare to the original single-view method [8]
Fourth row: The row shows the results of the light field method [153].
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Center View Disparity Map [164] Diffuse (GT) Specular (GT)

Diffuse (Ours) Glossy (Ours)

Diffuse [12] Glossy [12]

Figure 4.8: Results of Separation on Diffuse and Glossy Component on a Ray-traced Dataset Basket.
This figure shows an evaluation of our proposed method for separation of diffuse and specular components
on a ray-traced dataset [12] with their state-of-the-art trained light field encoder-decoder for intrinsic
decomposition. The top row shows the centre view, precomputed disparity map [130, 164] and given
ground truth of diffuse and specular components. The second row shows the estimated normalised diffuse
and normalised glossy components with our proposed approach. The third row shows the method that we
compare to [12]. An evaluation of the MSE and SSID is shown in Table 4.1. Note that brightness is equally
increased on all images for better visibility.
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Center View Disparity Map [164] Diffuse (GT) Specular (GT)

Diffuse (Ours) Glossy (Ours)

Diffuse [12] Glossy [12]

Figure 4.9: Results of Separation on Diffuse and Glossy Component on a Ray-traced Dataset Chair.
This figure shows an evaluation of our proposed method for separation of diffuse and specular components
on a ray-traced dataset [12] with their state-of-the-art trained light field encoder-decoder for intrinsic
decomposition. The top row shows the centre view, precomputed disparity map [130, 164] and given
ground truth of diffuse and specular components. The second row shows the estimated normalised diffuse
and normalised glossy components with our proposed approach. The third row shows the method that we
compare to [12]. An evaluation of the MSE and SSID is shown in Table 4.1. Note that brightness is equally
increased on all images for better visibility.
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Center View Disparity Map [164] Diffuse (GT) Specular (GT)

Diffuse (Ours) Glossy (Ours)

Diffuse [12] Glossy [12]

Figure 4.10: Results of Separation on Diffuse and Glossy Component on a Ray-traced Dataset Container.
This figure shows an evaluation of our proposed method for separation of diffuse and specular components
on a ray-traced dataset [12] with their state-of-the-art trained light field encoder-decoder for intrinsic
decomposition. The top row shows the centre view, precomputed disparity map [130, 164] and given
ground truth of diffuse and specular components. The second row shows the estimated normalised diffuse
and normalised glossy components with our proposed approach. The third row shows the method that we
compare to [12]. An evaluation of the MSE and SSID is shown in Table 4.1. Note that brightness is equally
increased on all images for better visibility.
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Center View Disparity Map [164] Diffuse (GT) Specular (GT)

Diffuse (Ours) Glossy (Ours)

Diffuse [12] Glossy [12]

Figure 4.11: Results of Separation on Diffuse and Glossy Component on a Ray-traced Dataset Kettle.
This figure shows an evaluation of our proposed method for separation of diffuse and specular components
on a ray-traced dataset [12] with their state-of-the-art trained light field encoder-decoder for intrinsic
decomposition. The top row shows the centre view, precomputed disparity map [130, 164] and given ground
truth of diffuse and specular components. The second row shows the estimated diffuse and normalised
glossy components with our proposed approach. The third row shows the method that we compare to [12].
An evaluation of the MSE and SSID is shown in Table 4.1. Note that brightness is identically adjusted on
all images for better visibility.
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CHAPTER 5
Recovery of Geometry, Natural Illumination

and BRDF from a Single Light Field Image

The radiance of a ray received by a sensor depends on many factors, particularly surface prop-

erties such as geometry and BRDF along with illumination from the environment. The difficult

and ill-posed problem of inverse rendering aims to recover all such variables, which leads to the

formation of an image of a scene. While there has been tremendous progress in the recovery

of each of these variables separately [104, 120] or under very restrictive conditions [9, 10], the

general question of reconstructing a geometry, natural illumination and non-Lambertian BRDF

from an image has not been addressed yet. The main problem is that an image can be explained

in numerous ways; therefore, strong priors or additional information such as multiple views are

often necessary. Consequently, most of the previous works based on traditional images have

focused on the recovery of an object either with priors—which restrict the set of possible so-

lutions [16] as well as the type of analysed object [10]—or they require additional information

either about illumination [120] or shape [104].

In contrast, this chapter shows an approach which relies on the structure of the light field and

profits from the dense viewpoint sampling and recovers these variables with the only restriction

that the object of interest should consist of a single material.

Significant progress has been made in Lambertian depth estimation [64, 80], where the appear-

ance of a surface point does not change for different viewpoints. However, it has also been shown

that due to the rigid structure of a 4D light field, recovery of surface normals and single-lobe

BRDF is robustly possible for non-Lambertian objects in case of a calibrated, single distant light

source [161].

The problem of inverse rendering is severely ill-posed; however, the specific structure of the 4D

light field as a regular grid of views allows us to enforce a prior, which encourages consistent

solutions between views and does not suffer from the bias towards a certain class of solutions.

Furthermore, although most algorithms for depth estimation fail when the Lambertian assump-

tion is violated, a loss in accuracy is usually visible on geometric details on fine scales, while the

depth map is on a coarse level accurate enough. This is sufficient as an initial guess of geometry,
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which is necessary to initially estimate other missing variables as a starting point for further

refinement.

In this chapter, we show a model for inverse rendering based on light fields which can recover

surface normals, depth, BRDF and natural illumination. This approach is uncalibrated, and

the BRDF is modelled with a spatially-constant Blinn-Phong model [22] as introduced in Sec-

tion 2.2.5 along with illumination as an environment map. Most previous works make strong

assumptions in this difficult scenario, focusing on specific types of objects [10, 47] or imposing

very strong priors [16]. Our approach leverages only the light field structure, where a solu-

tion consistent across all subaperture views is sought. Our optimisation is based primarily on

shading, which is sensitive to fine geometric details that are propagated to the initial coarse

depth map. Despite the problem being inherently ill-posed, we achieve encouraging results on

synthetic as well as real-world data.

Contributions In this work, we present the first complete inverse light field rendering pipeline

that can recover shape, BRDF, and natural illumination. The model is inspired by [104], where

the authors formulated the estimation of natural illumination and BRDF given a surface shape.

By leveraging the light field structure, we can additionally impose priors on geometry, i.e. depth

and normals. We do this by employing regularisation based on [145, 164], which encourages

the normal field to be consistent with depth, particularly with respect to the epipolar geometry

across subaperture views. Overall, we obtain a unified energy-based formulation, where we

can optimise for all variables in turn. In contrast to the previous work based on individual

images [16], our model does not overly restrict the space of solutions and relies on the light field

geometry.

5.1 Related Work

Although there have been tremendous efforts in light field depth estimation, most of these allow

only a very small deviation from the Lambertian assumption, if any. For an in-depth review

of recent Lambertian methods, we refer to [64, 80]. A recent light field method that does not

assume Lambertian BRDF is [162], where they use differential motion to estimate normals under

the assumptions of Blinn-Phong BRDF and a single calibrated point light source that is infinitely

distant from the object. They can also recover parameters of the BRDF; however, in contrast to

their work, we estimate unknown natural illumination and assume a fully uncalibrated setting.

In [120], the authors proposed an approach to shape estimation under the assumption of known

natural illumination from a single view. They used strong geometric priors to enforce smoothness

while maintaining similarity from exhaustive search in a discrete set of normals. Since the

normals are estimated from a look-up table, their accuracy is highly dependent on the quality

of input illumination. The work of [120] is further extended to multiple views [121] and can

recover a complete 3D geometry of the object.
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Figure 5.1: Epipolar Plane Images of Glossy Surface and Its Normal Field. Left: An example of a non-
Lambertian object. We can observe in the epipolar plane image below, that not all lines exhibit constant
values as for Lambertian surfaces. Right: An illustration of the normal map n. The epipolar plane image
of a normal field nt,y for fixed (t, y)-coordinates below shows that while the appearance of some points
may change with viewpoint for the input image, normals remain constant, and thus the epipolar plane
image exhibits the typical line pattern like if the surface is Lambertian.

Shape-from-shading based methods underwent promising development under challenging condi-

tions, such as natural illumination [69]. In their method, the light is modelled with spherical

harmonics and the objects are assumed to be Lambertian. In [16], the authors search for the

most likely parameters for geometry, reflectance, and illumination that would explain a single

input image. In contrast to our work, they employ very strong priors to prune the set of possible

solutions. In [135], the authors proposed a method for BRDF estimation from a single image

of a known shape in an unknown natural illumination. They leveraged a statistic about real-

world illumination and estimated the BRDF that is most likely under a distribution of probable

illumination environments.

Our work is partially based on [104], who formulated the problem of estimation of natural

illumination and BRDF as a maximum a-posteriori problem. In contrast to approaches where

they use spherical harmonics [69] to represent illumination, they discretise distant illumination

on the space of illumination directions. However, in contrast to their work, we do not assume

known geometry [104] or illumination [120], which makes the problem much harder.

5.2 Light Field Model for Inverse Rendering

Nearly all physically-based lighting models are an approximation of the rendering equation.

This equation was first introduced by Kajiya [87]. The rendering equation represents a norm by

which realistic rendering models are assessed.

The radiance R of a ray r is a function of several variables. It depends on:

1. The surface normal n(r) at the point in 3D space where the ray intersects the scene

geometry,
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2. The BRDF at this location, given by a global parametric model depending on parame-

ters Ψ,

3. The global illumination L.

In particular, all rays that intersect at the same 3D point have the same normal associated to

them, a fact which we employ later to impose consistency. We have

R(r,L,Ψ) =

∫
Hn(r)

BRDFΨ (v(r),n(r), l) L(l)(l · n(r)) dl, (5.1)

where integration is performed over the hemisphere Hn(r) of illumination directions l, which are

oriented into the direction of the surface normal n(r), i.e. l · n(r) ≥ 0, and l(r) is the viewing

direction for the ray. Global illumination L is assumed to be distant and, thus, just a function

of direction l. Note that we can easily specialise to a setting with only one point light source by

setting illumination to a delta distribution over the set of directions, in which case the integral

reduces to a single evaluation of the BRDF. In the following, we discuss the specific parametric

models we use for BRDF and illumination, as well as our priors on geometry imposed by the

light field structure.

5.2.1 BRDF and Illumination

BRDF is the ratio of the radiance of light that was reflected by material and the irradiance of the

incident light L (ωi). To keep the model simple, we model the BRDF with a spatially uniform

composition of the Lambertian and Blinn-Phong BRDFs we showed in Section 2.2.5, but it can

be easily replaced with a more complex model. The lobe of the glossy component is parametrised

with respect to the half-angle vector h and the normal n. The constant α > 0 is the shininess

of the material, while ρd, ρs ∈ R3 are colours of diffuse and glossy colours respectively. The

resulting BRDF is

BRDF (l,n,v) = ρd/π + ρs (n · h)α , (5.2)

where the h is half vector between normal and viewing direction [136], see Equation 2.8.

The general assumptions about illumination are that it is natural and infinitely far from an

observer. We adopt an approach similar to that of [104, 120], where the illumination is discretised

on the domain of l. A linear combination of spherical harmonics [69] can be considered as an

alternative for the illumination.

5.2.2 Depth and Normal Maps

We recover the depth z = z(r) for each ray as the distance of the focal plane to the 3D point

on the scene surface intersected by the ray. Knowing the depth gives us 3D coordinates of the

point, and we can then recover disparity, i.e. the ratio of a shift in the (x, y) plane vs. shift in
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the (s, t) plane when changing viewpoint [164]. In addition, we require normal vectors n(r) for

each ray to evaluate the rendering equation in Equation 5.1. While normals can be computed

directly from the depth map z via suitable derivatives, in our approach, we decided to introduce

two separate variables and link them via soft constraints. One of the essential motivations is

that normals are more sensitive to fine geometric details, which we lack on the smoothed input

depth map. Therefore, the results of an optimised normal field provide a valuable clue about

fine geometric details.

Our priors for geometry follow directly from the structure of the light field. We further impose

area minimisation and piecewise smoothness of the normal map to regularise the surface geome-

try. However, we need to leverage and combine several insights from previous work. In [54], they

show that if depth z is reparametrised in a new variable ζ := 1
2z

2, then the linear operator N is

given by

N(ζ) =


−ζx/f
−ζy/f

x̂ζx/f + ŷζy/f + 2ζ/f2

 , (5.3)

which maps a depth map ζ to the map of corresponding normals scaled with the local area

element of the parametrised surface. Above, the x̂ and ŷ are the homogenous image coordinates

of the ray where the normal is computed. In particular, N varies across rays, while ζx and ζy

denote partial derivatives of reparametrised depth with respect to the spatial view coordinates.

We leverage this map in several ways. First, we follow [54] and introduce a minimal surface

regulariser by encouraging small total ‖Nζ‖, which corresponds to the surface area. Second,

we follow [145] and encourage similarity of the normal map n scaled by local area elements α

and Nζ. The authors enforce consistency of normals and depth as a soft constraint by penal-

ising ‖Nζ − αn‖22. In particular, they propose an optimisation strategy to jointly optimise for

depth and α, which we make use of in our framework.

5.2.3 Consistency with the Light Field Structure

The rigid structure of the light field becomes visible when considering epipolar plane image

space, which is the restriction of ray space to 2D horizontal (s, x) or vertical (t, y) coordinates

respectively. In particular, a non-occluded point of a perfectly Lambertian surface distributes

the radiance equally; thus, all of its observations in the light field should be the same as we

stated in Section 3.1. In [23, 164], the projections of a single point lie on a line in horizontal

and vertical epipolar plane image space, whose orientation v = [d 1]T can be computed from

disparity d. This becomes immediately visible when considering the epipolar plane images of a

Lambertian light field L, see Figure 5.1, which consists of patterns of lines in the normal field

which behaves like a Lambertian surface. Determining their slope is the same as reconstructing

disparity [164]. While the non-Lambertian surface does not follow this constancy, the normal

field does.
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In [164], this constancy was encouraged using an anisotropic regulariser Jv, which for a vector-

valued function e : Ω 7→ Rn and a pointwise orientation field v(p) can be defined as

Jv(e) =
∑
i

∫
Ω

√
∇eTi (vvT )∇ei dp. (5.4)

This regulariser prefers functions that are constant along v. In our case, because we are con-

sidering non-Lambertian scenes, it is not the radiance which is constant for a surface point.

However, the surface normal is an invariant property. Thus, a well-defined reconstruction of

normals n should be consistent with the disparity map in the sense that it is constant along

the corresponding directions on an epipolar plane image space. We thus define a regularisation

term to obtain a consistent normal field as

Jd(n) =

∫
J[d,1](nx,s)d(s, x) +

∫
J[d,1](ny,t)d(t, y), (5.5)

where we sum up the contributions of all epipolar plane images. See [164] for further details

about the regularizer.

5.2.4 Final Inverse Rendering Model

Putting together the terms from the previous subsections, we arrive at the energy

E(ζ,n,Ψ,L) = Edata(n,Ψ,L) + Edepth(ζ,n) + Enormals(n),

with Edata(n,Ψ,L) =

∫
R

(
R(n(r),L,Ψ)− L(r)

)2
dr,

Edepth(ζ,n) = ‖Nζ − αn‖22 + ‖Nζ‖2,1 ,

Enormals(n) = Jd(ζ)(n),

(5.6)

to be minimised for ray-wise depth ζ, surface normal n, global BRDF parameters Ψ, and global

illumination L.

Here, the data term Edata enforces similarity of the rendering R with the input light field L,

which is defined as an integral of the squared error over all rays. However, given that we

currently have only one global BRDF, we have to restrict the data to the rays that actually hit

the object and perform a semi-automatic pre-segmentation of the light field using the approach

described in [166]. The depth term Edepth links the depth map to the estimated normals and is

used for depth refinement. For depth regularisation, we minimise the area of the scene surface

as suggested in [54]. The scaling factor α, equal to the local area element, is recovered from

the initial coarse depth map [145]. Finally, the normal term Enormals regularises the normal

map and makes it consistent with the epipolar plane image structure encoded in the disparity

map, as detailed above. Note that disparity can be computed directly from ζ using the standard

light field projection equations [164].
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In the following section, we describe the strategy for optimisation, which has to be very carefully

performed since the energy is highly non-convex.

5.3 Optimisation

In this section, we describe how we minimise energy from Equation 5.6 and recover the depth

reparametrised as ζ, normals n, BRDF parameters Ψ and illumination L. Overall, we follow

three main iterative steps. The first is the optimisation of variables L,Ψ and n which are part

of Equation 5.1. For BRDF parameters and illumination, we compute a global solution given all

of the other variables. For the normals, we compute a descent step. The second is a refinement

of depth ζ given the normal field, i.e. descent of Edepth with fixed n. In the third step, we

finally adapt the normals n to make them consistent with the light field structure and scene’s

geometry. This is a descent step with respect to Enormals. All three steps are iterated until there

is convergence to a local minimum.

For initialisation, we require an initial geometry. We compute a coarse depth map under the

assumption that the scene is approximately Lambertian. In practice, we use [145] and apply

strong regularisation. The algorithm is summarised in Figure 5.3. We will now describe the

descent steps in more detail.

5.3.1 Optimisation of the Dataterm

In our framework, the data term Edata in the unknowns n,L and Ψ is optimised in a rela-

tively straightforward manner by computing the gradients of the rendering equation to find a

maximum-likelihood solution.

BRDF

The Blinn-Phong BRDF is defined via the shininess parameter α, the colour of glossy lobe ρs =

[ρrs, ρ
g
s, ρbs] and colour of diffuse albedo ρd = [ρrd, ρ

g
d, ρ

b
d], which makes up the seven unknowns

summarised in the vector Ψ. The optimisation is simple because BRDF parameters occur only

in the data-term. The rendering equation is differentiable in all variables, and we can easily

calculate explicit derivatives with respect to Ψ. In each iteration of BRDF estimation, the

parameters Ψ are optimised with trust-region optimisation [25] with constraints α > 0, ρd ≥ 0

and ρs ≥ 0.
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Figure 5.2: Influence of Illumination on Energy Landscape for Normals. The top images show two
different input illumination maps that are parametrised with respect to a normal oriented to the direction
[0, 0, 1]

T
and Blinn-Phong BRDF with shininess α = 10. The right image is the ground truth, the left

image is a smoothed version of the ground truth. The figures at the bottom show the log of the data-term
for different orientations of a normal for these two illumination maps. The correct normal is indicated
by a red circle. One can see that the correct normal orientation can be coarsely identified in the case of
ground truth illumination, but optimisation is still quite prone to getting stuck in a local minimum. For
the incorrect smoothed illumination, even the global minimum gives a wrong result.

Illumination

The illumination L is distant and thus a function of illumination direction l. In our imple-

mentation, it is discretised as a 2D high-dynamic-range image, where two coordinates represent

the azimuth and elevation of l on a sphere. As for the BRDF, the illumination occurs only in

data-term, and the explicit derivatives of L are easy to calculate.

It is important to highlight that if the object’s surface is not an ideal mirror, then the material

plays the role of a low-pass filter [129], and the high-frequency details are lost in the reflection.

Therefore, in addition to the limitations incurred by the recovery as an optimisation problem,

we have limited access to the light structure due to the reflective nature of many materials. Each

iteration of illumination estimation entails a few iterations of a limited memory BFGS-B [27].

Normals

Neither BRDF nor illumination is likely to be accurate enough to render a correct normal

because the energy landscape for normals is drastically influenced by both illumination and

BRDF, see Figure 5.2 for an example of energy landscape. Consequently, we do not look for

a global minimum; instead, we only perform a few steps of ray-wise gradient descent for the

normals, with explicit exact derivatives calculated for the rendering equation in Equation 5.1 in
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Initialisation Calculate initial coarse depth map ζ(0),
. n(0) = Nζ(0)/‖Nζ(0)‖, L(0) = 0

Iterate K times:

Illumination update L(i+1) ← argminLEdata(n(i),L,Ψ(i)) using [104].

Reflectance update Ψ(i+1) ← argminΨEdata(n(i),L(i+1),Ψ(i)) using [25].

Normal update n(i+1) ← n(i) − τ ∂Edata
∂n (n(i),L(i+1),Ψ(i+1)).

Depth update ζ(i+1) = proxτEdepth(·,n)(ζ
(i)) using [145].

Normal consistency update n(i+1) = proxτEnormals
(n(i)) using [164, 177].

Figure 5.3: Overview of the Optimisation Algorithm for Energy in Equation 5.6.

a straightforward manner. The unit length of the normals is enforced with a Lagrange multiplier

applied during these gradient descent steps. The data-term is not sufficient because it is only

shading based. It reveals fine geometric details, but it can quickly converge to an undesired local

solution. To overcome it, we impose a light field prior on the normal field which encourages

normals to be consistent through subaperture views.

5.3.2 Refinement of Depth

We want to update our perspective depth map ζ to account for the currently estimated normals n

via the depth term Edepth. The framework for this was established in [145], which makes use of

the linearised relationship of depth to normals from [54]. The optimisation problem that we solve

in this step is an implicit subgradient descent for Edepth in ζ given the current solution ζ(i)

ζ(i+1) = proxτEdepth(·,n)(ζ
(i)) = argmin

ζ

{∥∥ζ − ζ(i)
∥∥2

2

2τ
+ Edepth(ζ,n)

}
. (5.7)

Once the operator N in Edepth has been computed, minimisation is essentially a straightforward

implementation of the approach provided in [126]. Further details can be found in [54, 145].

Note that Edepth is convex in ζ, so a solution can be uniquely determined.

5.3.3 Consistent Optimisation of Normals

This part shows a consistent optimisation of normals via the Enormals term. We compute an

implicit subgradient descent step for the normal map regulariser Jd in Enormals to enforce consis-

tent normals across the light field. This means that we have to essentially solve an L2-denoising
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problem for the current normal map n(i)

n(i+1) = proxτEnormals

(
n(i)

)
= argmin

n

{∥∥n− n(i)
∥∥2

2

2τ
+ Jd(n)

}
. (5.8)

This is done by using the idea presented in [177] for successively linearising and updating the

normals around the current solution to deal with the unit length constraint and embed it in

the framework provided in [164] for consistent regularisation with respect to the light field

structure imposed by current disparity d. For further details, we refer the reader to the respective

papers [54, 145, 177]. While the energy Enormals is formally convex in n, the constraint ‖n‖2 = 1

is not, which adds to the overall non-convexity and difficulty of the problem.

5.4 Experiments

We tested our method on ray-traced synthetic and real-world light fields captured with the Lytro

Illum [114]. The ray-traced light fields were rendered using a high-resolution HDR environment

map for illumination1. For the synthetic scenes, normals for all subaperture views are generated

using the light field Blender Add-on [65], and then each view is rendered with the engine provided

in [104] with the BRDF from [111]. For the initial estimation of geometry, we used the structure

tensor from [164], which is simple but achieves an accurate enough initial estimate of depth

map ζ(0) after applying strong TV-L2 denoising [126].

The inverse rendering problem is, of course, highly ill-posed, which is underlined by two obser-

vations. The first is that it is very complicated to separate the colour of illumination from the

colour of reflectance, and there is an inherent ambiguity in how strong a material reflects versus

the brightness of its illumination. While possible in theory, this only works for very accurate

geometry [104], which is difficult to achieve from our rough initial guess. The second problem

arises from the nature of the BRDF and ability to reconstruct lighting. The BRDF applies

a filter on the illumination [129] and limits possible recovery of the high-frequency details of

illumination.

We evaluate our method on three different synthetic models, a simple smooth sphere and two

objects with complex geometry. We evaluated mean angular error (MAE) of the estimated normal

field and mean squared error (MSE) of the estimated disparity on all materials from the MERL

1Available online http://gl.ict.usc.edu/Data/HighResProbes/ and https://www.mitsuba-renderer.org

Bridge Doge2 Ennis Envmap Terrace

Figure 5.4: Five Environment Maps Used for Rendering. This figure depicts five different environment
maps used to render the synthetic light fields.
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database [111] and five different environment maps shown in Figure 5.4 plus one point light

pointing towards the object from the camera to compare our approach with [161]. The first

light field shows the sphere, see Figures 5.5 and 5.6. Visually, the results that are depicted

in Figure 5.6 demonstrate that the method does not work well on smooth surfaces. The likely

reason for this is that when the surface is smooth, details with higher frequency can be reflected

and this can lead to early convergence of some normals towards inaccurate illumination. The

normals are spatially independent; thus, the estimated normals are usually a source of con-

vergence to the local minimum because illumination and reflectance are shared for the entire

light field. Noteworthy, the results for scenes which consist of a single point light produce worse

results than the seemingly more challenging natural lights. This could be connected to the

absence of many light sources on which the normal update largely relies. The gradient update

of the normals is proportional to directional proximity to the light sources, which is in case

of a single light source limited in comparison to richer natural lights. This hypothesis is also

manifested in different dataset shown in Figure 5.10, where the details are reconstructed mostly

for the normals which are pointing upwards to the strongest light sources. In comparison to

existing BRDF and geometry estimation method [161] which is using known single point light,

our approach performs worse because the one illuminant limits the estimation and our approach

as the geometry update relies on the light clues.

The second light field arria shows a statue with more complex geometry, see Figure 5.8 and Fig-

ure 5.7. These results show that our method is stronger on surfaces with higher geometric

details.

The third light field lochardil is a flat but rough surface that contains many high geometric

details, see Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.9. The normal map shows the recovery of the fine geometric

details on a roughly planar surface. The carvings inside the object create highlights where our

method is particularly powerful once the strong light source direction is identified. Note that

some geometric details are propagated to the depth map but the details are only slightly visible

because the surface is flat.

Reflectance and illumination often have very similar colours because reflectance suffers from

the above-mentioned illumination-reflectance ambiguity. The relatively small value of MAE is

attributed to the good identification of strong light sources in the scene; however, some persistent

inaccuracies in geometry cause the shininess α to be too small. Our method performs very well

on surfaces with many geometric details due to the shading based nature of the data-term. The

results are particularly visible on the locations with strong curvature on surfaces that are rather

matte (e.g. fabric) and rough, where [161] often fails.

Figure 5.11 shows two datasets captured with a Lytro Illum. The first light field is a plastic

crocodile. The geometry is identified for the normals pointing upwards because this is the

direction where the most light comes from; however, identification of only the upper section of

the object part leads to an estimate of BRDF with a low contribution from the glossy component.
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This can be seen in the estimated illumination where the strongest light comes from the upper-

right section and the reflection of the table. The second light field is a ceramic elephant. Similar

to the crocodile, this geometry is only well-identified on the visibly, but moderately, illuminated

part, while some parts remain unchanged due to the strong influence of the specular highlights.

The strongest illuminants are roughly, but correctly, identified from the left and right windows

and the artificial light.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have shown the first approach to recover geometry, reflectance and illumi-

nation from a single light field image based on energy-minimisation. We start with a coarse

initial depth map, which is computed under the Lambertian assumption, to provide an initial

clue to roughly initialise all variables. Then, an iterative scheme that optimises for each of the

variables in turn is shown, while imposing the inverse rendering data-term, enforcing depth to be

consistent with normals, and enforcing normals to be consistent with the epipolar plane image

structure with a global optimisation framework for light field labelling [51].

We tested our approach on synthetic and real-world Lytro Illum data and achieved encouraging

results despite having a substantially ill-posed problem with a non-convex energy source. It

turns out that the proposed method produces the most promising results on rather flat scenes

with fine geometric details. This is likely given by a disproportional gradient update of regions

of the input image which are rather illuminated thus the best update is provided for regions

with strong reflection. This also explains why the proposed method has the worse quantitative

results with (uncalibrated) light on a seemingly easier setup with a point light source, unlike the

calibrated setup [161] and apart from shown strength on the fine geometric details often fails on

scenes with complex geometry with large disparity gradients.
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Ground Truth Disparity d ∈ (−0.03, 1.21) Ground Truth Normals n

100 × MSE of Disparity MAE of Normals
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Figure 5.5: Evaluation of the Sphere Light Field on MERL BRDF Database [111]. The top left figure
shows ground truth disparity. The top right figure shows ground truth normals. Below, the left column
shows MSE of the disparity and the right shows MAE of the normal field of our method on all MERL BRDFs
with various environment maps. Note that identical parameters were used for all experiments, where we
picked the results with the best MSE and MAE scores.
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Chapter 5 Recovery of Geometry, Natural Illumination and BRDF from a Single Light Field Image

Illumination terrace with Material pink-felt

Input Image L Re-rendered Image R Estimated Disparity d̂ Estimated Normals n̂

100 ×MSE 5.97 MAE 15.3196

Ground Truth Illumination L Estimated Illumination L̂

Ground Truth pink-felt BRDF [111]

Estimated BRDF Ψ̂

Illumination doge2 with Material silver-metallic-paint2

Input Image L Re-rendered Image R Estimated Disparity d̂ Estimated Normals n̂

100 ×MSE 6.78 MAE 14.09

Ground Truth Illumination L Estimated Illumination L̂

Ground Truth silver-metallic-paint2 BRDF [111]

Estimated BRDF Ψ̂

Figure 5.6: Evaluation of the Sphere Light Field on Two MERL BRDFs [111]. The top image shows
results on pink-felt BRDF [111], illuminated by the terrace environment map. The bottom image shows
results on silver-metallic-paint2 BRDF [111], illuminated by the doge2 environment map.
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Ground Truth Disparity d ∈ (−0.85, 1.65) Ground Truth Normals n

100 × MSE of Disparity MAE of Normals
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Figure 5.7: Evaluation of the Arria Light Field on MERL BRDF Database [111]. The top left figure
shows ground truth disparity. The top right figure shows ground truth normals. Below, the left column
shows MSE of the disparity and the right column shows the MAE of the normal field of our method on
all MERL BRDFs with various environment maps. Note that identical parameters were used for all
experiments, where we picked the results with the best MSE and MAE scores.
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Illumination envmap with Material gold-paint

Input Image L Re-rendered Image R Estimated Disparity d̂ Estimated Normals n̂

100 ×MSE 7.422 MAE 20.8125

Ground Truth Illumination L Estimated Illumination L̂

Ground Truth gold-paint BRDF [111]

Estimated BRDF Ψ̂

Illumination terrace with Material pure-rubber

Input Image L Re-rendered Image R Estimated Disparity d̂ Estimated Normals n̂

100 ×MSE 8.165 MAE 20.81

Ground Truth Illumination L Estimated Illumination L̂

Ground Truth pure-rubber BRDF [111]

Estimated BRDF Ψ̂

Figure 5.8: Evaluation of the Arria Light Field on Two MERL BRDFs [111]. The top image shows
results on gold-paint BRDF [111], illuminated by the envmap environment map. The bottom image shows
results on pure-rubber BRDF [111], illuminated by the terrace environment map.
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Ground Truth Disparity d ∈ (−0.11,−0.79) Ground Truth Normals n

100 × MSE of Disparity MAE of Normals
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Figure 5.9: Evaluation of the Lochardil Light Field on MERL BRDF Database [111]. The top left figure
shows ground truth disparity. The top right figure shows ground truth normals. Below, the left column
shows MSE of the disparity and the right MAE of the normal field of our method on all MERL BRDFs with
various environment maps. Note that identical parameters were used for all experiments, where we picked
the results with the best MSE and MAE scores.
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Chapter 5 Recovery of Geometry, Natural Illumination and BRDF from a Single Light Field Image

Illumination terrace with Material silver-metallic-paint

Input Image L Re-rendered Image R Estimated Disparity d̂ Estimated Normals n̂

100 ×MSE 2.709 MAE 14.91

Ground Truth Illumination L Estimated Illumination L̂

Ground Truth silver-metallic-paint BRDF [111]

Estimated BRDF Ψ̂

Illumination doge2 with Material teflon

Input Image L Re-rendered Image R Estimated Disparity d̂ Estimated Normals n̂

100 ×MSE 2.783 MAE 15.68

Ground Truth Illumination L Estimated Illumination L̂

Ground Truth teflon BRDF [111]

Estimated BRDF Ψ̂

Figure 5.10: Evaluation of the Lochardil Light Field on Two MERL BRDFs [111]. The top image shows
the results on silver-metallic-paint BRDF [111], illuminated by the terrace environment map. The bottom
image shows the results on teflon BRDF [111], illuminated by the doge2 environment map.
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Chapter 5 Recovery of Geometry, Natural Illumination and BRDF from a Single Light Field Image

Plastic Crocodile

Input L Rendered R Estimated Disparity d̂ Estimated Normals n̂

Estimated BRDF Ψ̂

Ground Truth Illumination L Estimated Illumination L̂

Ceramic Elephant

Input L Rendered R Estimated Disparity d̂ Estimated Normals n̂

Estimated BRDF Ψ̂

Ground Truth Illumination L Estimated Illumination L̂

Figure 5.11: Evaluation of Plastic Crocodile and Ceramic Elephant Light Field Captured with the Lytro
Illum Camera. The top row shows the input image L, re-rendered image from the estimated parameters
R, refined disparity map d̂ and estimated normals n̂. The second row shows BRDF rendered on a sphere
with a horizontally moving point light on the estimated Blinn-Phong parameters Ψ̂. The third row shows
the ground truth L and estimated illumination of L̂. Note that before the estimation, the silhouette of the
object needed to be given, since only a uniform BRDF is considered.
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CHAPTER 6
Depth Estimation of Lambertian and

Multilayer Surfaces

Images taken through semi-reflective or semi-transparent surfaces, such as windows or mirror

surfaces, create visual degradation due to the reflection or transmission interfaces of multiple

layers. Some examples of these materials are shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6. Although

the reconstruction of scenes that consist of a single layer, such as Lambertian surfaces, is a

well-known problem for light fields [64, 80], most of these approaches fail under the presence

of multiple layers. The main problem is that many single-layered approaches rely on corre-

spondences between rays. The overlaid patterns make finding correspondences between rays for

depth estimation more challenging because the lines in the epipolar plane images are not per-

fectly constant along the projection of the same point. In Section 3.2.2 we show detailed analysis

of light fields with the presence of scenes which fall into this category and exhibit superimposed

patterns.

In this chapter, we illustrate two different approaches to deal with the Lambertian, semi-

transparent and semi-reflective scenes to estimate depths of present single or multiple layers.

The first approach benefits from the redundant representation of light fields and shows that

when the input light fields are sparsely represented in a compressed form with light field tailored

atoms, we can estimate depth(s) by studying which distribution of such atoms. The use of a

sparse linear combination of atoms is based on the observation that epipolar plane images are

redundant. Namely, non-occluded scene points are projected into multiple light field views and

produce lines whose slopes differ according to their depth. Intuitively, we can observe a similar

effect for semi-transparent or semi-specular scenes but with two overlaid patterns, where each

pattern is a result of sampling the rays on a distinct layer but with different slopes. By finding

a sparse linear combination of such atoms, we can explain depths of the separate layers. When

the coefficients of the atoms that reproduce the light field are analysed, they statistically reflect

the distribution of depths. If we use as few atoms as possible by encouraging sparsity, we can

see that the dictionary elements whose slopes are similar to the actual slope are represented

more often than other elements.
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Figure 6.1: Light Field with Two Disparity Layers. The top image shows the centre view of a scene which
consists of a Lambertian statue. The object is occluded by a semi-transparent textured glass (α = 0.25)
(left) and reflected by a semi-specular mirror (α = 0.7) (right). The epipolar plane image ey∗,t∗(x, s)
corresponding to the vertical centre of the light field is shown below. Most parts of the centre view are
either semi-transparent or semi-specular, with two surfaces on top of each other visible in the same pixel.
These regions of the epipolar plane image thus, in turn, exhibit superimposed oriented patterns and their
orientations are corresponding to two different disparities.

The second approach improves upon the existing work of Wanner et al. [163]. The authors

obtain two distinct disparities from the vertical and horizontal epipolar plane image with the

use of a second structure tensor [1, 2]. Two depths have to be merged into a single depth

from both horizontal and vertical epipolar plane images and in contrast to the original work of

Wanner et al. [163], we show a simple extension that combines contributions from both epipolar

plane images into a single tensor and slightly increases robustness of the original approach.

Contributions In this chapter, we show two approaches for depth estimation of scenes that can

also consist of superimposed layers in the light field domain.

In the first method, we show a novel way to use the redundant light field structure to infer

multilayered depth with a prior on sparsity. This method approximates the input light field

as a sparse linear combination of patches in the epipolar plane images by fitting specific dic-

tionary atoms that encode depth. In contrast to previous methods, the dictionary atoms are

based on a generative model where each atom is designed to have a known slope by lifting a

lower-dimensional set of generators, which are estimated from the scene structure by dictionary

learning or PCA into the 4D light field. With a simple averaging strategy, the sparse coding

coefficients for the lifted dictionary already allow us to compute a reliable per-pixel estimate of

disparity for Lambertian surfaces. In contrast to orientation analysis using the structure tensor

of epipolar plane images [163] and our extension, as shown in Section 6.3, disparities can be

much larger than one pixel. Moreover, statistical analysis of the coefficients reveals whether

the light field contains multiple depth layers caused by transparent or reflective surfaces. The

disparity in these layers can be reconstructed, substantially surpassing existing state-of-the-

art [163] for multi-orientation estimation in accuracy and robustness, particularly on real-world

light fields from plenoptic cameras.
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The second method introduces an improvement to the state-of-the-art multilayer disparity es-

timation [163]. The original work dealt with estimation from different slices through the 4D

light field volume in a heuristic manner and performed slope analysis on distinct epipolar plane

images separately; here, we give a theoretical justification that these contributions can be merged

into a single tensor. The experiments show that this increases the robustness on real-world

light fields.

6.1 Related Work

6.1.1 Depth Estimation on Lambertian Surfaces

There has been a substantial amount of recent work and significant progress in depth estimation

for Lambertian surfaces in light fields. Epipolar images were introduced in the pioneering work

by Bolles et al. [23], where they performed gradient-based slope estimation of the epipolar images

to estimate disparity. The follow-up work by [36] performed a shearing of the epipolar volume

to subsequently extract the lines with the smallest colour variations. In [88], the authors refine

the idea of line extraction and obtain very accurate results on extremely large-scale light fields.

Tao et al. [152] shear the epipolar plane images and relate the incurred defocus to depth. In [166],

the authors work with first-order structure tensor and compute the orientation of individual

lines formed by Lambertian points. They additionally enforce global consistency by developing

a light field-tailored variational framework to minimise the effect of occlusions. The work of

Jeon et al. [77] matches the subaperture views with the phase-shift theorem to deal with the

narrow baseline of light field cameras. The idea of a scale-depth space is pursued in [154] to find

the best disparity. A data-term based on active wavefront sampling is considered in [62] within

a variational stereo framework. The work of Heber et al. [60] profits from the redundancy of

the 4D light fields in subaperture views and used the sparsity of the Robust PCA [28] as a new

matching term. Likewise, [112] employ sparsity ideas to model light field patches as Gaussian

random variables conditioned on its disparity value. They construct a patch prior and can

estimate disparity by finding the nearest PCA subspace.

Some approaches only work with the angular patches for better occlusion handling. In [160], the

authors observed that occluders and occluded views can be separated in the angular patch by

matching the border with the orientation respective to the subaperture locations. Chen et al. [32]

analysed the angular patch and focused on the correct depth from the variance of subsets of

the patch. In [100, 145], the authors use symmetry on the focal stack. The empirical Bayesian

framework [68] was shown to be very successful in light field depth estimation. The proposed

method shows the EM algorithm to fit a model and robustly estimate depth with a simple MRF

and pixel differences. In [33], the authors detect partially occluded boundary regions via super-

pixel based regularisation. The detected occlusion boundaries are then used on the confidence

map of the depth label.
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Many approaches rely on models that learn from data. In [78], the authors build multiple cost

volumes of wrapped views from phase-shift and add random forests to select a proper cost volume

and regression of depth. Heber et al. [63, 63] build an encoder-decoder fed with 2D epipolar plane

images [61] and epipolar plane volumes [63] and train the network to perform depth regression. A

fully convolutional neural network that combines contributions from different angular samples

was proposed by Shin et al. [140]. In a similar vein, Alperovich et al. [12] showed that an

encoder-decoder network can be trained light field to perform a decomposition into intrinsic

components and depth estimation. Notably, in [12], they represent the redundant light field in

a lower-dimensional latent space, while our sparse coding represents the light field as a sparse

linear combination of an overcomplete light field dictionary.

6.1.2 Light Field Sparse Coding

The inherently sparse structure of the light field has been exploited in several lines of research.

A natural application is light field compression [107] and compressive sensing [110], where the

redundancy is used to generate an efficient light field coding scheme or reduce the amount

of data. Indeed, the key idea is that if one knows the depth for all of the points in any of

the 2D views, one can perfectly reconstruct the light field without any occlusions. The latter

work [110] also employs patch dictionaries to learn the 4D structure and improve reconstruction.

Just like traditional 2D image patch dictionaries [42], the 4D light field dictionaries can also be

used to regularise inverse problems. In particular, these have been employed for light field

denoising and deconvolution, inpainting, and super-resolution [97]. In [112], the authors solve

similar problems by modelling light field patches as Gaussian random variables conditioned on

disparity to construct a Gaussian Mixture Model based prior. Similar to our work, they generate

patches that are synthetically based on disparity but not to create dictionaries. In contrast, the

papers that also explicitly employ light field dictionaries [97, 110] learn structure directly on

4D light field patches. While this allows sparse coding and construction of priors, it cannot be

expected that the orientation-depth relationship on the epipolar plane images is preserved in

the atoms.

6.1.3 Depth Estimation on Multilayer Surfaces

Less work has been pursued on the topic of multilayer light fields, which appear in the context

of semi-specular or semi-transparent surfaces, and also, to some extent, in the case of glossy

surfaces.

Depth Estimation Based on the idea of orientation estimation [1], the work of Wanner et al. [163]

proposed a scheme based on the second-order structure tensor to estimate disparity values for

superimposed patterns on horizontal and vertical epipolar plane images. However, while the
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method exhibits good results on accurately calibrated datasets, it often fails to do so with re-

spect to Lytro Illum images. We used orientation analysis [163] with an improvement that

handles contributions from horizontal and vertical jointly and slightly increases robustness and

accuracy. In [156], the authors optimise for two overlaid matching models for an epipolar volume

using graph cuts or semi-global matching respectively.

Separation In [142], the authors decompose the reflection from a single 2D image. Their

system consists of a transparent stereo algorithm, a two-layer planar depth labelling component,

a regularised colour separation algorithm and an interactive hardware-accelerated image-based

rendering matching. Chandramouli et al. [31] propose a method that separates the plenoptic

images with superimposed layers with a trained convolutional neural net.

6.2 Sparse Representation with Overcomplete Dictionaries

6.2.1 Dictionary Learning and Sparse Coding

We first briefly review ideas and the notation for sparse coding and dictionary learning, and we

then specialise in our scenario of light field coding.

The central idea is to represent a signal as a linear combination of elements from a dictionary.

Consider a set of n patches x1, . . . , xn written as m-dimensional vectors xi ∈ Rm, and a patch

dictionary D ∈ Rm×k where k is the number of elements, usually with k � n. The problem of

L1-sparse coding or Lasso [118] is to find

argmin
αi∈Rk

{
1

2
‖xi −Dαi‖22 + λ ‖αi‖1

}
, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, (6.1)

where λ is a regularisation parameter that controls the sparsity. The factor λ penalises the

use of the coefficients; thus, the higher the value, the more we penalise the use of coefficients.

The columns of D represent the dictionary elements to approximate the input signal and are

called atoms. To ensure comparability between the different atoms and input patches, both are

normalised, i.e. rescaled to a zero-mean and constant variance.

A real sparse solution can be obtained for the regulariser ‖α‖0, i.e. the number of non-zero

elements; however, it is well known that this problem is—in contrast to Lasso—not convex.

There is a link between the L1 and L0 norms. The L1 norm is a convex envelope of the L0;

thus, it is widely used instead and gives sparse solutions close to the L0 norm. The problem

of dictionary learning is closely related to the one shown in Equation 6.1. However, instead of

optimising over α given a dictionary D, the task is to find a dictionary D that is optimal in

terms of representing the signal with a sparse α [108].
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6.2.2 Creating Light Field Depth Dependent Dictionaries

...

dictionary

lifting

center view

patch extraction

d
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dictionary atoms C

Figure 6.2: Creation of the Light Field Dictionary Atoms. First, 1D patches are extracted from centre
view by sliding along each horizontal and vertical line in the image. Then, principal component analysis
is applied on the 1D grey scale patches to obtain an orthonormal patch basis. The first elements in order
of decreasing singular value are picked as generators to build the dictionary. For each generator C and
disparity value L, we obtain a final atom by shearing the generator along the patch, offsetting by the
disparity when moving to the next view.

When considering the problem of sparse coding for light fields, one needs to decide on the shape

of the patches xi and the dictionary atoms. Remember that the key idea is to encode light field

dictionaries in such a way that their sparse coding coefficients α yield information for disparity

estimation. Consequently, we leverage the fact that if the disparity is constant, then the centre

view of a light field determines all other views. With this in mind, we create light field dictionary

atoms according to a generative model only from small patches in the centre view, which are

further lifted to encode a specific disparity. In particular, each light field atom that is generated

corresponds to a unique disparity value.

The procedure of creation of the dictionary atoms can be divided into two steps. In the first step,

a set of generators based on the centre view are created. The set of generators is a dictionary

of 1D patches through the scene where each 1D slice is a result of an extraction algorithm from

the centre view. Using all possible generators from the centre view is not necessary, and we

employ an extraction algorithm that uses only very few explanatory generators (C), which can

generatively reproduce the original centre view. The second step is dictionary lifting, which

consists of stacking copies of every generator and shearing it to encode the specific disparity.

Extracting a Set of Generators

The critical question is how to choose the set of generators for the lifting. We use two approaches.

One approach employs 1D dictionary learning, similar to Equation 6.1 but optimising for D,

which generates an overcomplete dictionary of 1D generators. However, using the dictionary
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learning from Equation 6.1 sometimes creates many unnecessary generators and, consequently,

dictionary atoms. It is not optimal, and the overcompleteness of generators is not always neces-

sary to reconstruct the centre lines. Instead, for the dictionary generators, it is more important

to use the most meaningful vectors alone and capture the patch structure and achieve this over-

completeness only by shearing with a large number of disparity labels ∆. Therefore, estimating

generators as the most important principal components of the set of all 1D centre view patches

instead of using the Lasso in Equation 6.1 can reduce the number of dictionary atoms and

increase the speed with a slight improvement in accuracy.

Lifting the Generators

When we have a set of generators C, we have to set a structure for how the generators are

organised to reflect the light field depth. This section shows three ways in which the generators

can be lifted to the light field with increasing complexity.

1D Generators, 2D Epipolar Plane Image Patches We extract the set of generators from all

horizontal and vertical patches of a fixed constant length P of the centre view. Every 1D-atom of

the base dictionary can then be lifted to atoms for an epipolar plane image as follows: Consider

a shift in viewpoint parallel to the line, and assume that the points on the line have constant

disparity. For fixed disparity, there is a linear relationship between viewpoint and image plane

coordinates of the projection; all pixels in the base patch will shift by the same degree. To

simplify notation, we assume that disparity units are chosen such that when shifting to the next

view, the pixel shift is exactly equal to the disparity value. We repeat this shifting for every

viewpoint coordinate and, thus, generate a 2D patch, where one coordinate is along the line in

the image plane and the other coordinate is along the line of viewpoints parallel to it. Figure 6.2

shows the lifting procedure.

To obtain the final light field dictionary atom, we cut out the valid area that lies exactly above

the baseline.

To generate the complete light field dictionary, we repeat this process for every generator and

every disparity label l = 1, . . . , L. Note that disparity itself does not need to be an integer—each

integer label corresponds to an actual disparity value dl ∈ R. Figure 6.3 shows an exemplary

2D patch dictionary created for epipolar plane images where the set of generators is a subset of

dictionary learning-based 1D patches.

In the following sections, we refer to this light field dictionary type as the 2D dictionary. It is

lightweight, simple and efficient to compute. The main drawback is that there is no inherent

correlation between the horizontal and vertical epipolar patches corresponding to a pixel, while

disparity should be the same for both, of course. Thus, we also consider two alternatives.
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Figure 6.3: Visualisation of a Subset of the Atoms of a Light field Patch Dictionary with Rows as
Generators. Each light field atom represents a 2D 5 × 5 epipolar plane image patch generated from a
specific centre view atom and using an individual disparity value. Every row of patches corresponds to
one centre view generator, and each column of patches corresponds to a distinct disparity. A total of 320
light field atoms are visible, corresponding to 64 disparities and five different generators.

Crosshair Base Patch, 2×2D Epipolar Patches The first alternative is designed to enforce

disparity consistency between horizontal and vertical epipolar plane images. We will refer to

this type of light field dictionary as cross. Here, the base patch has the shape of a cross-hair

of width and height P . For simplicity of implementation, the centre pixel is duplicated, and

the horizontal and vertical lines are lifted separately to create horizontal and vertical epipolar

patches. A single light field atom consists of a pair of orthogonal 2D patches in epipolar space

with consistent disparity.

Although the resulting Lasso problems in Equation 6.1 are higher-dimensional and computa-

tionally more expensive, only one has to be solved for horizontal and vertical epipolar plane

images together. Thus, the different contributions do not have to be made consistent in the

later optimisation pass, which is conceptually more satisfying. This approach has higher accu-

racy on smooth areas but has more problems at occlusions, especially if the occlusion boundary

is close to being vertical or horizontal.

Square Base Patch, 4D Epipolar Patches The most ambitious implementation employs com-

plete 4D light field patches as atoms. Each base centre view atom is a P × P square, which is

lifted from the centre view into every other one of the light field views to create the 4D light field

atom. As we will also see later on, this type of light field dictionary, which is referred to as 4D,

yields high accuracy but is computationally very expensive. It also tends to smear the edges

because of built-in spatial smoothing. In our experience, it is often advantageous to keep the

pointwise results potentially more noisy, but also more precise, and leave regularisation to a

global optimisation step that is designed for it.

6.2.3 Sparse Coding for Disparity Estimation

Estimating depth from epipolar plane images is equivalent to estimating the slope of the linear

structures because in the Lambertian case, each line corresponds to the projection of a single

3D point. The multilayer superimposed case will be discussed in the next section.

Since each dictionary atom by construction corresponds to a well-defined slope, depth estimation

from sparse dictionary learning comes down to analysing the result of the Lasso in Equation 6.1

for each pixel in the centre view. To simplify the notation, we first fix one pixel and drop indices

related to the pixel position.
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of the Sparse Codes a(x). The graphs illustrate possible simulated distributions
for the sparse coding coefficients ad(x) as grey bars over the disparity range. Top: this distribution is
likely to have only a single mode, and we can see that a single normal distribution is a good fit. Bottom:
Distribution with two modes and a two-component Gaussian mixture model fitted to it using the EM-
algorithm [128].

For each distinct disparity label l, we collect the responses of all of the coefficients αi in Equa-

tion 6.1 that correspond to atoms of disparity dl in a vector Al. Since our dictionary is grayscale,

if we consider colour light fields, we need to solve several instances of Lasso per pixel: one for

each channel. Additional instances are required if horizontal and vertical epipolar plane images

are analysed separately and not e.g. with the crosshair dictionary. In the cases of multiple in-

stances, we simply add all of the responses from all problem instances and atoms of disparity

label l to the corresponding vector Al.

From the vector Al of responses for disparity dl, we now compute a single number al ∈ R by

taking the sum of the absolute values in Al. Doing this for every pixel yields the final response

function

a : Ω 3 x 7→ (a1(x), . . . , ad(x), . . . , aL(x)) ∈ RL, (6.2)

which returns a real number al(x) for every pixel x and disparity label l. According to our

dictionary model, the number will be larger when it is more likely that the pixel has a disparity

of dl. We now analyse the distribution of the coefficients over l for every pixel to obtain the

final disparity estimate.

Lambertian Case

In the case of a Lambertian surface, for every pixel, the positive values of al(x) will be clustered

around the correct disparity value dl; see Figure 6.4, graph on top. Thus, we fit a Gaussian to

the data at each pixel by computing mean and standard deviation as

µ(x) =

L∑
l=1

l al(x) and σ2(x) =

L∑
l=1

al(x)(l − µ(x))2, (6.3)

respectively. Although the disparity values are quantised when creating the dictionary, this

strategy achieves a pointwise, sub-label accurate estimate because oriented patterns of the slope
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between e.g. dl and dl+1 will be a weighted mixture of the atoms corresponding to the discrete

labels.

In cases where an estimate in a pixel is completely inaccurate, we will likely have a very high

standard deviation. In addition, in a textureless region, the response from all atoms will be

close or equal to zero. Thus, we inpaint unreliable estimates and perform an overall smoothing

by solving the L1-inpainting problem with weighted second-order total generalised variation

(TGV) [26]

argmin
u:Ω→[1,L]

{
λTGVg(u) +

m

2
‖u− µ‖22

}
, (6.4)

to obtain the final disparity map u. The pointwise regulariser weight g is adapted to the edges

in the centre view I and defined in a standard fashion as

g(x) = exp(−K ‖∇I(x)‖2), (6.5)

where we set K = 5. The inpainting mask m is zero whenever the variance σ2(x) is larger than

one-fourth its maximum value, and one otherwise.

By design, the method sketched above assumed Lambertian surfaces because it assumes the

presence of a single orientation in every pixel. In the following section, we will generalise this to

a second disparity layer to handle more challenging cases.

6.2.4 Disparity Estimation of Superimposed Scenes

In Section 3.2.2, we discussed how flat reflecting or transparent surfaces give rise to layered

epipolar plane images, which consist of two differently oriented superimposed patterns. This

processing problem was first discovered in light fields in [163]. We show how to analyse this

situation with the help of the sparse coding coefficients obtained using the generated dictionary.

In contrast to previous work, we show how to compute an accurate estimate for the regions

where the two-layer model applies. Furthermore, we establish an optimisation framework to

obtain disparity estimates for both layers, which far surpasses previous work [163] in quality

and robustness in real-world light fields.

Computing the Mask for the Two-layer Model. In the first step, we need to detect the

region T ⊂ Ω in the centre view where the two-layer model actually applies. Let alx be the

sparse coding coefficients of pixel x for disparity labels l = 1, . . . , L computed with the method

described in Section 6.2.3.

If pixel x belongs to a reflective or transparent surface, then the surrounding regions on the

epipolar plane images should exhibit two superimposed orientations. Thus, the question of

whether x belongs to T is a question for the distribution of the coefficients alx. If x ∈ T , then

we should see two distinct peaks corresponding to the two different disparities of the two layers;

otherwise, we should see only a single peak. The bottom graph in Figure 6.4 shows a few

examples taken from our light fields.
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To assess whether there are two layers, we perform different statistical tests. First, we perform a

pixel-wise fit of a two-component Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) using a GPU implementation

of the Expectation Maximisation algorithm [128], which is run in parallel on all the pixels. We

use a fixed number of 50 iterations, where the means are initialised with µ− = 0 and µ+ = L+1,

respectively, and both with standard deviation L/4. Let µ1 ≤ µ2 be the estimated means of the

mixture components.

We now construct a data term ρ : Ω → R for a global binary segmentation. First, the data

term should be negative where we have a preference for the one-layer model. A good test of

whether a distribution only has a single mode is to check whether γ2 − κ ≤ 5
6 , where γ is the

skewness and κ the kurtosis of the distribution [134]. Formulas to compute these are formed

similar to µ and σ from Equation 6.3. Second, ρ should be positive in case of a preference for

the two-layer model. There is a preference for this if the initial estimates µ1 and µ2 are both

valid and substantially different from each other.

We thus define the data-term ρ to strike a balance between these two indications,

ρ := −1{γ2−κ≤ 5
6
} + τ 1{1≤µ1,µ2≤L} (µ2 − µ1). (6.6)

Here, the notation 1S denotes the characteristic function of the set S, and τ > 0 is a constant,

which we set at τ = 1 throughout the experiments. A special case occurs if
∑

l a
l
x = 0, which

happens when the region around x is entirely devoid of texture. In this case, a valid estimate

is not possible, and we flag x to belong to a region I ⊂ Ω, which will later be inpainted during

optimisation.

First, we compute the final mask T denoting the region flagged for the two-layer model by

solving the binary segmentation problem with weighted length regularity

argmin
t:Ω→{0,1}

{ ∫
Ω
g ‖∇t(x)‖2 + ρ(x)t(x) dx

}
. (6.7)

for its characteristic function t = 1T . We achieve global optimality with relaxation to func-

tions taking values in [0, 1], optimisation via the primal-dual algorithm [29], and subsequent

thresholding. The pointwise regulariser weight g is defined as in Equation 6.5.

Optimising Disparities for the Two-layer Model. In the region Ω \ T , one can compute

disparities with the method described in the preceding section. However, within T , two disparity

maps v, u need to be extracted from the coefficient distributions. To facilitate this, we introduce

the notion of a separating disparity label s(p) assigned to each pixel. We demand v ≤ s ≤ u.

The key idea is that the coefficients below s should explain u, and the coefficients above s should

explain v. We allow fractional separation in the sense that in case of s(p) lying in between the

integers l and l + 1, then the coefficient alx is split. A fraction s(p) − l is then assigned to the

upper layer u, while the rest are assigned to the lower layer v.
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v̄s(p) ūs(p) L1 s(x)0
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Figure 6.5: Separation, Upper and Lower Expectations. The coordinate s(x) separates the label range
into upper and lower sections, thereby providing the two disparity layers. The upper and lower estimates
ūs(p) and v̄s(p) are computed as expectation values over the red and blue distributions respectively. Note
that s(x) is allowed to be fractional: if it lies between two disparity labels, then it cuts a bar from the
chart in two.

Let us formalise this idea: for every pixel, we extend alx to a function Ax(l) over the continuous

interval l ∈ (0, L] by setting Ax(l) := A
dle
x , where dle denotes rounding up, see Figure 6.5. Then,

we define the lower expectation value v̄s(p) and upper expectation value ūs(p) as

v̄s(p) =

∫ s(p)

0
lAx(l) dl and ūs(p) =

∫ L

s(p)
lAx(l) dl, (6.8)

respectively. Of course, this is just notation, in practice, the integrals can be computed by

simple summation, correctly taking care of a possibly split coefficient.

Ideally, all of the observed data would be explained entirely with the dictionary. However, in

practice, we often have regions where the estimate is noisy or invalid due to lack of texture.

Thus, our algorithm consists of finding a local optimum of the functional

E(u, v, s) = λR(u, v) +

∫
T
mu(u− ūs)2 +mv(v − v̄s)2 dx (6.9)

for the three unknowns, u, v and s. Above, R is a regulariser for the disparity maps u and v, we

use TGV [26] with a pointwise weight g to account for image edges, defined in Equation 6.5. The

functions mu and mv are masks depending on the coefficients and the estimated separator s.

For some pixels, all coefficients above or below s might be zero, i.e. no information is available

about u or v, respectively. In this case, we set the respective mask value and, thus, the data-term

weight to zero, effectively performing inpainting in Equation 6.4. For all other pixels, the mask

is set to one.

The optimisation can only be performed up to a local minimum. We initialise u, v with the

corresponding estimates µ2 and µ1 from the GMM, s as the mean of u, v, masks as defined

above, and iterate the following steps:
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1. Keep v, s fixed and minimise E for u, which is an instance of TGV-smoothing and in-

painting in Equation 6.4.

2. Keep u, s fixed and minimise E for v, the same TGV-smoothing and in-painting, see Equa-

tion 6.4.

3. Keep u, v fixed, ignore the masks, and compute a new estimate for s by optimising E

in Equation 6.9 pointwisely; then update the masks as described earlier.

6.2.5 Occlusion Handling

The occlusion handling that we customised for sparse coding can help us improve the depth maps.

We add occlusion handling as an additional step before the depth map is presented, which can

handle the occlusions by combining contributions from different locations of the epipolar plane

image. The occlusion algorithm has three main steps:

1. An initial depth map is aggregated from the four disparity channels, i.e. combinations of

top or bottom patch, and horizontal or vertical epipolar plane image).

2. We estimate an occlusion map with oriented occlusion boundaries.

3. We refine the disparity estimate within the occlusion area by choosing the contribution

from the optimum channel according to the direction of occlusion.

The following paragraphs will explain this procedure in more detail.

Step 1: Generating Initial Depth Maps. As an initial disparity estimate d0, we aggregate the

four channels into a single disparity map using just a pointwise weighted average. Intuitively,

patches with more structure give more reliable estimates; hence, we choose to compute the

weight wj for each channel j = 1, . . . , 4 using the coefficients αji from the channel’s dictionary

expansion according to wj =
∑

i |αji|. To improve the initial estimate and make it fully dense, we

denoise it and complete regions where the weight is below a certain threshold τ for all channels

in a joint TGV-L1 inpainting step, where we compute

argmin
u

{
TGV(u) +

∫
Ω

1{τ≤∑j wj} |u− u0| dx

}
, (6.10)

with the primal-dual algorithm [29]. This initial depth map is already precise for areas without

occlusions.
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Figure 6.6: Visualisation of Patches for Different Epipolar Plane Image Orientation Around Occlusions.
The patches to the right correspond to different epipolar plane image orientations and locations around an
occlusion (left). The main patch of size 9×5 is split into two 5×5 patches corresponding to the upper and
lower sections, visualised by the black squares. The patches parallel to the occlusion boundary show the
correct disparity for the foreground (green) or the background (yellow) respectively, correctly depending
on their location. In contrast, if the epipolar plane image orientation is chosen perpendicular to the
occlusion orientation, the foreground disparity dominates, as orientation is estimated for the contrast
change between foreground and background. Thus, for occlusions parallel to the axis, it is optimal to
choose patches oriented in the same direction as the occlusion.

Step 2: Detecting Occlusion Region and Orientation. Occlusion areas are related to strong

disparity gradients or edges in the initial disparity map d0. Thus, we compute the first-order

structure tensor of d0 and define as an occlusion region the set of pixels where at least one

Eigenvalue is higher than a certain threshold. The occlusion orientation is defined as the direction

with the strongest increase, i.e. the Eigenvector associated with the highest Eigenvalue. Note

that the orientation direction thus points from background to foreground.

Step 3: Improving Disparity in Occluded Regions. As the final step of the occlusion handling,

we improve the disparity estimate d in the occlusion regions by selecting the estimate from the

optimal channel j according to the occlusion’s orientation. The key idea is that in each pixel, we

choose the source channel such that the occlusion boundary does not bias the disparity estimate

of the encoded patch. Figure 6.6 illustrates this idea and shows that, generally, the source

epipolar plane image orientation should be similar to the occlusion orientation.

To achieve this, we divide the orientations into eight classes corresponding to compass directions

N, NE, . . . , assigned clockwise with “N” pointing towards the top of the centre view. If occlusion

orientation is one of the compass directions from N, E, S, or W, then it is regarded as aligned

with either horizontal or vertical epipolar plane image, and the upper and lower parts should

give the correct disparity estimate. We thus assign the weighted average of both. Otherwise,

there is no optimal choice for epipolar plane image orientation, and we choose the weighted

average of the upper/lower patches corresponding to the smaller disparity for each to counter

the bias towards enlarged foreground regions. The Table 6.1 summarises the choice of source

disparity channels depending on occlusion boundary orientation.

Note that this selection process is only performed within the estimated occlusion region. Some

pixels might still be missing due to unreliable information; for instance, when the necessary
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Gradient Direction N NE E SE S SW W NW
Source Disparity HT HB HT VB VT VB HT VT HT HB HB VT VT VB HB VB

Table 6.1: Choice Of Correct Source Disparity for Possible Orientations of the Occlusion Edge. The
final disparity is the weighted average of two channels, encoded by a combination of horizontal (H) or
vertical (V) epipolar plane images and top (T) or bottom (B) patch respectively.

choice of source channels have an associated weight below the threshold for reliability. Thus,

we perform a final denoising and inpainting optimisation pass equivalent to Equation 6.10, with

the disparities in the occlusion region replaced by the updated ones.

6.3 Disparity Estimation with Second-order Structure Tensor

The sparse coding approach that was shown in the previous section uses the redundant light field

structure. By applying the framework for sparsification, we demonstrate that it can lead to

robust depth estimation by finding a set of predefined atoms. Despite the merits in robustness,

this method is still strongly reliant on a set of fixed dictionary atoms. The depth can also

efficiently be extracted from the epipolar plane images by analysing the gradient structure of

the separated layers, which we will show in this section. This approach is less robust, but the

main merits are that it is fast and almost parameter-free.

We first briefly introduce the core ideas of multilayer depth estimation with the second-order

structure tensor [1, 163] to recover the two disparities in an epipolar plane image that consists

of superimposed layers (the previous method [163] is referred as ST), then we will proceed to

our extension of the second-order structure tensor (ST+).

The model proposed in [163] and the model we show here are only valid for planar surfaces in

the first layer.

6.3.1 Two Superimposed Layers on a Single Epipolar Plane Image

Assume a region Ω where the light field is composed as a superposition of two components

Lu and Lv, see Equation 3.1 with two distinct disparities u and dv respectively. We encode

the disparities in a mixed-orientation parameters (MOP) vector a = [dudv du + dv 1]T , which

can be decomposed again into the disparities after it has been estimated [163]. The first key

observation [1] is that the vector a satisfies the relation

aT
(
ded

T
e

)
a = 0 on Ω, (6.11)

with the spatially varying vector of derivatives de = (exx, exy, eyy)
T of second-order derivatives.

In practice, the equation will not be satisfied exactly everywhere. To recover the MOP vector a,
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we minimise the quadratic form [1]

Q(a) =

∫
Ω
aT (ded

T
e )a dx = aT

(∫
Ω
ded

T
e dx

)
a

=: aTT 2a.

(6.12)

The 3 × 3 matrix T 2 is called the second-order structure tensor. In practice, the integral is

a weighted summation over a square window around the pixel under consideration, which is

often weighted with a Gaussian to decrease the influence of derivatives further away. According

to Equation 6.12, the MOP vector a, and thus the two disparities, can be recovered as the

Eigenvector to the smallest Eigenvalue of T 2.

6.3.2 Merging Contributions from Different Epipolar Plane Images

For each pixel of the centre view, we obtain two estimates for disparities: the first estimate is

from a vertical epipolar slice, and the second estimate is from a horizontal slice. Both slices are

merged into a single disparity map for each layer. In [163], a heuristic strategy was proposed

which was based on a comparison of the outputs of the different models, selecting disparities

which agree for both epipolar plane images. This strategy also yields a binary map detecting

the regions in the image where two orientations can reliably be detected.

Unfortunately, for real-world data from the Lytro, the original approach [163] breaks down

because the data from the various channels is just too unreliable and noisy, see Figure 6.10, and

a strong smoothing is necessary. We propose an improved approach that constructs a single

tensor from the contributions of the individual epipolar plane images. It automatically merges

all available information and overall yields a robust result.

Let (s∗, t∗) be the focal point of the centre view, and (x∗, y∗) be a fixed image coordinate. From

the epipolar plane images ex∗,s∗(y, t), we obtain the second-order structure tensor T 2
x∗,s∗ , and

from the epipolar plane images ey∗,t∗(x, s), we get the tensor T 2
y∗,t∗ .

The disparities only depend on the Z-coordinates of 3D points, the MOP vector a for both epipo-

lar plane images will be the same and, in the ideal case, zeroes both quadratic forms aTT 2
x∗,s∗a

and aTT 2
y∗,t∗a. It thereby minimises the form

Q′(a) = aTT 2
x∗,s∗a+ aTT 2

y∗,t∗a = a(T 2
x∗,s∗ + T 2

y∗,t∗)a. (6.13)

We compute a as the Eigenvector to the smallest Eigenvalue of T 2
x∗,s∗ +T 2

y∗,t∗ instead of treating

results of Eigendecomposition of both tensors separately.

Figure 6.10 shows that the joint treatment of both tensors gives more robust results on the

real data from Lytro Illum. The ray-traced and gantry data present only a minor quality

improvement, if they do not even perform worse as Figure 6.7 shows in MSE comparison. The
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ST An original second-order structure tensor [163], see Section 6.3.
ST+ Improved second-order structure tensor, see Section 6.3.
SC Sparse coding with dictionary-based generators with no occlusion handling, see Section 6.2.
SC+ Sparse Cording with PCA based generators an occlusion depth refinement, see Section 6.2.5.

Table 6.2: Abbreviations of the Methods for Single and Multi-layer Depth Estimation. The table shows
four methods we use in our comparisons on Lambertian and semi-transparent and semi-reflective materials
which exhibit superimposed patterns.

proposed method, apart from the benefits in robustness on the Lytro Illum light fields, the

presented approach is straightforward to implement and requires only very few parameters.

6.4 Experiments

We conduct experiments with a MATLAB implementation of our method ST+, SC and SC+. To

solve the Lasso problem in Equation 6.1 we employ the SPAMS Toolbox [108] .

For a thorough evaluation, we have several datasets available of varying origin. For the assess-

ment of the synthetic dataset, we used the ray-traced benchmarks [64, 80, 165]. The datasets

consist mostly of Lambertian scenes with some mild specular reflections. As an example of a

light field with multiple layers, we use one rendered light field with ground truth from [163], as

well as one gantry light field with ground truth that also came from the benchmark [165].

The ray-traced datasets are of very high quality and present only a moderate challenge. There-

fore, to test the limits of the methods, we also compare qualitatively on a dataset captured with

a Lytro Illum [114], where the calibration was performed with MATLAB Light Field Toolbox

4.0 [37].

6.4.1 Parameter Settings of the Sparse Coding

We verify how different parameters and choices of dictionaries for our method influence the

quality of results on Lambertian scenes on the synthetic benchmark [165]. Graphs of the results

can be seen in Figure 6.7, we now proceed with a detailed discussion.

Influence of the Dictionary Size

First, we verify the influence of the dictionary size on the quality of the results. Two dif-

ferent factors have to be distinguished, which have a direct impact on the cardinality of the

dictionary atoms: the number of disparity labels used |∆| and the number of generators |C|.
Somewhat remarkably, the influence of the size of the dictionary on the quality of the estimation

is diminutive. Furthermore, note that the cardinality of generators is relevant only if we extract

generators with dictionary learning. In Section 6.2.2, we have shown that when we use principal

components instead, the number of generators is much smaller and is determined mainly by the
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cross grayscale

cross RGB

2D grayscale

2D RGB

4D grayscale

4D RGB

Foreground Accuracy (100×MSE)

Our SC+ Our SC Our ST+ ST [163]

Maria 0.79 4.89 6.86 7.05
Tiger 1.11 1.06 0.65 0.36

Background Accuracy (100×MSE)

Our SC+ Our SC Our ST+ ST [163]

Maria 1.45 3.2 7.95 5.26
Tiger 0.09 1.06 0.84 1.38

Mask (%)

Name Our SC+ Our SC Our ST+ ST [163]

Maria 1.24% 2.27% - -
Tiger 1.84% 2.31% - -

Figure 6.7: SC Parameter Tuning and Quantitative Comparison on Two-Layer Scenes. Left: MSE for
different types of patches and regularisation depending on the sparsity parameter λ on dataset buddha
from [165]. Solid lines show the raw pointwise estimates, while dashed lines show results after TGV-
L2 regularisation and inpainting in Equation 6.4. See the text in Section 6.2.2 for a description of the
different light field patches used. Right: This table shows the quantitative results of two-layer dispar-
ity reconstructions on a ray-traced Tiger [163] (see Figure 6.11) and Maria [165] taken with a gantry
(see Figure 6.12). We compare four approaches. The first is our sparse coding approach (SC+) improved
by PCA-based generator with the explicit occlusion handling introduced in Section 6.2.5 The second is
the plain sparse coding (SC) with dictionary learning-based set of generators. The third and fourth are
structure tensors, where (ST+) is our additive improvement of the original second-order structure tensor
(ST) [163].

dimension of the patches. And given that the 1D patches usually have about 13 pixels, we are

limited by the dimension of the 1D patches and only have 13 or fewer generators.

For the number of disparity levels |∆| and the number of generators |C|, the results do not

improve as long as the values are chosen above a certain threshold. In our experience, a good

trade-off between accuracy and runtime is to discretise disparity space such that the difference

between two subsequent labels equals about one-third of a pixel. Finer disparity levels do not

improve the results, and using fewer labels implies that the method becomes faster. For the

number of generators, four times the number of pixels in each patch seems to be a good rule of

thumb. Further increasing the disparity resolution and the overall dictionary size gives close to

no improvement in case of Lambertian scenes, and we thus do not include a figure with detailed

numbers.

Influence of Patch Shape

In theory, the patch shapes cross and 4D have certain advantages. The shape cross enforces

a coherent estimate over both epipolar plane image directions similar to what was proposed for

our extension of structure tensor in Section 6.3, while 4D additionally reinforces some spatial

coherence. However, this does not reflect in performance, and the best results are attained

by 2D, which returns coefficients for 2D patches for both directions separately. This situation

may happen because the more complex atoms are also less flexible in adapting to occlusions.

In general, except for 4D patches at higher values of λ, coding the individual colour channels
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separately yields better quality than using aggregated grey-scale information. Note that while

the pointwise results for the different patch shapes can differ greatly, the results are much closer

after inpainting and smoothing with Equation 6.4.

Influence of the Sparsity Parameter λ

For the raw pointwise estimates, the sparsity norm weight λ has a sweet spot at around λ = 0.3.

Again, after inpainting and smoothing with Equation 6.4, this sweet spot is no longer visible

and the results of the SC method are quite robust for different choices of λ. Thus, as the runtime

decreases with larger values of λ, we suggest a value of around λ = 0.8 for general-purpose depth

estimation.

6.4.2 Accuracy of Sparse Coding on Lambertian Materials

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show qualitative and Table 6.3 numerical comparison of our SC-based ap-

proach on the available light field benchmark [64, 80]. The benchmark provides textured Lam-

bertian or nearly Lambertian light fields with corresponding MSE and BadPix(x) measures.

As can be seen from Table 6.3, our proposed SC method performs on par or slightly worse

than the previous approaches on the BadPix(x) measure. The MSE shows that our method is

comparable with the previous methods EPI2 [166], LF [77] and LF OCC [160], but the newer

EPINET [140] and RPRF [68] produce significantly better results on the metrics that are shown.

The main strength of our proposed SC and SC+ is that we are able to estimate scenes that contain

two overlaid depth layers at the same time in addition to the Lambertian objects, whose results

will be shown in the upcoming section. It is what sets us truly apart from previous techniques

and is also where we make a big leap in quality.

6.4.3 Accuracy on Semi-Specular and Semi-Transparent Surfaces

Data with Ground Truth Depth Map Available

For multilayer light fields, we compare our approach to the method presented in [163] on two

light fields where ground truth is available. The first light field is a ray-traced light field called

Tiger [163] shown in Figure 6.11. The second is a scene which consists of a wooden statue

occluded with a semi-transparent glass called Maria [165]. The scene was captured by an accurate

gantry and ground truth depth was acquired with a laser scanner shown in Figure 6.12. A

qualitative comparison is shown in the left table in Figure 6.7.

We achieve qualitatively and quantitatively superior results with our proposed SC+ and often

perform on par with our original implementation SC on the provided benchmark light fields.

Our improved structure tensor ST+ shows comparative results with the previous method ST;
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however, the main benefit is in robustness against calibration inaccuracies which we show in

Figure 6.10. The improvement is additionally visible in the background disparity on Tiger in

Figure 6.11, where the depth of the reflected object of ST+ has better results but twice worse

on the foreground in comparison to the original ST. Note that the SC and SC+ also produce a

robust segmentation into regions with and without multiple layers.

The ST and ST+ naturally perform well on the synthetic data. They both use the inherent

structure of the superimposed structure present in light fields; however, as the noise increases,

there is a noticeable leap with the quality as we show on the data from the Lytro Illum.

Data from a Lytro Illum Plenoptic Camera

Lytro Illum creates a challenge since the post-processed light fields are noisy from various non-

linear distortions and calibration inaccuracies. The main result of the Lytro Illum light field is

shown in Figure 6.10. Our extension of the structure tensor ST+, which is already an improve-

ment over the ST, works reasonably well on high-quality ray-traced data, as shown in Figure 6.11

and Figure 6.12, but both approaches produce poor results on the Lytro Illum as Figure 6.10

shows. A slight improvement can be noticed on the ST+ where some of the depth of reflected

objects can be seen in the background layer in comparison to ST. For the SC, the left spherical

object can be distinguished in the background depth map, and the foreground layer presents

improvement in the depths of the reflective plane and reflected Lambertian objects than the ST

and ST+. Additionally, the SC and SC+ are capable of estimating reflection masks, as well as the

disparities of the separate layers robustly with visually convincing accuracy.

Despite the noticeable leap in results on more challenging data of the ST, the estimation may

require a lot of parameter adjustments. The ST and ST+ are easy to use and implement and

expect only very few parameter adjustments which are strong advantages against the SC and

SC+.

6.5 Conclusion

We showed two approaches for single and multilayer depth estimation: a novel depth estimation

based on the sparse coding of light fields, and an improvement of the existing second-order

structure tensor [163] that is designed specifically for superimposed light fields.

The sparse coding depth estimation uses a specialised dictionary to encode redundant light field

epipolar plane images with a sparse linear combination, such that the disparity for every atom

is known. We first learn the structure of the centre view using dictionary learning or the set of

orthonormal bases from the principal component analysis and lift the trained generators to the

higher dimensional epipolar space using shifting proportional to the disparity. We show different

shapes of dictionary elements, where each type covers different aspects of spatial coherence within
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the views and among epipolar plane images. Using the generated light field dictionary atoms,

we then employ the Lasso to compute sparse coding coefficients and preserve tractability of the

problem. The aggregation of sparse codes with respect to the disparities they encode, allows

us to infer the depths of individual pixels for single or multiple depths present on the pixel

of the centre view. We also show how the estimates can be improved with explicit occlusion

handling.

Using statistical analysis, we are also able to detect regions where the Lambertian assumption

is violated and estimate a pointwise reflection mask light field.

We further propose an improvement on the existing method [163] for multilayer depth estimation.

This method uses the second-order structure tensor to estimate orientations of superimposed

patterns. While in [163] they treat vertical and horizontal epipolar plane images individually,

we show an improvement, where contributions from both epipolar plane images are jointly used

to recover both orientations jointly in a single tensor. The evaluation on synthetic ray-traced

datasets [163] with the original approach shows that we only perform on par; however, the

proposed improvement leads to more robust results, we show with the challenging Lytro Illum

data.
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Boxes

BadPix(0.01) BadPix(0.03) BadPix(0.07) MSE

Our SC 78.518 46.377 24.541 8.717
EPI2 [166] 73.690 45.694 29.795 10.928
LF [77] 65.550 38.417 23.019 17.434
LF OCC [160] 87.390 55.143 26.520 9.850
OFSY 330/DNR [145] 60.028 33.894 19.246 9.561
PS RF [78] 76.390 35.231 18.946 9.043
RPRF [68] 80.548 47.732 23.794 8.550
EPINET [140] 49.040 19.759 12.839 6.240

Cotton

BadPix(0.01) BadPix(0.03) BadPix(0.07) MSE

Our SC 74.713 42.209 13.928 2.247
EPI2 [166] 66.467 35.611 16.694 4.318
LF [77] 54.154 23.361 7.829 9.168
LF OCC [160] 79.978 33.716 6.218 1.068
OFSY 330/DNR [145] 26.742 8.597 3.036 2.653
PS RF [78] 70.408 14.980 2.425 1.161
RPRF [68] 70.712 23.829 2.803 0.813
EPINET [140] 28.066 2.310 0.508 0.191

Dino

BadPix(0.01) BadPix(0.03) BadPix(0.07) MSE

Our SC 66.18 27.596 10.350 1.226
EPI2 [166] 56.552 30.192 15.667 2.076
LF [77] 73.795 45.115 19.026 1.164
LF OCC [160] 86.775 48.889 14.913 1.134
OFSY 330/DNR [145] 17.275 6.290 3.434 0.782
PS RF [78] 75.968 16.442 4.379 0.751
RPRF [68] 73.827 30.710 5.375 0.494
EPINET [140] 22.401 3.452 1.286 0.167

Sideboard

BadPix(0.01) BadPix(0.03) BadPix(0.07) MSE

Our SC 75.625 42.629 18.376 2.825
EPI2 [166] 65.754 36.006 18.953 4.561
LF [77] 59.756 35.423 21.989 5.071
LF OCC [160] 84.703 51.149 18.495 2.304
OFSY 330/DNR [145] 45.591 21.189 10.355 2.478
PS RF [78] 79.976 36.283 11.752 1.954
RPRF [68] 77.556 39.158 11.845 1.343
EPINET [140] 41.880 12.080 4.801 0.827

Table 6.3: Quantitative Comparison of Results of Our SC Method on Lambertian Light fields from
Benchmark [64]. Each table contains one of the benchmark light fields; i.e. Boxes, Cotton, Dino, and
Sideboard. In each table, the first row contains a list of metrics that we use in our method and each
row has a specific method that we compare to. The BadPix(x) metric quantifies the percentage of pixels
given a mask which picks those values whose absolute difference from ground truth depth map is above
x. Finally, the fifth column shows Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the estimate with the given ground truth
data.
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Figure 6.8: Qualitative Comparison of Results of Our Proposed Sparse Coding Method (SC) on a
Lambertian Light Field Benchmark [64]. The first row shows the name of a specific dataset from the
benchmark [64]. The second row shows the centre view with ground truth disparity map, with its range
on top. Each consecutive row is a squared error of individual pixels. The number above each heat map is
the largest value from all pixels in the centre view (for scaling), which better shows the difference between
each method.
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Figure 6.9: Qualitative Comparison of Results of Our Proposed Sparse Coding Method (SC) on a
Lambertian Light Field Benchmark [64]. The first row shows the name of a specific dataset from the
benchmark [64]. The second row shows the centre view. Each consecutive row is a squared error of
individual pixels. The number above each heat map is the largest value from all pixels in the centre view
(for scaling), which better shows the difference between each method.
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Center View Mask (Our SC)

Depth Foreground (Our SC) Depth Background (Our SC)

Our ST+ ST [163]
Depth Foreground Depth Background Depth Foreground Depth Background

Figure 6.10: Results of Lytro Scene with a Semi-reflective Surface. The images show the depth of
respective layers of foreground and reflection for our sparse coding approach ST (second row), improved
second-order structure tensor ST+ (third row, left) and the original version of our implementation of the
structure tensor proposed in [163] ST (third row, right). Note that we used TV-L2 denoising [126] to
smooth the pointwise depth maps of ST and ST+, but we kept the identical parameters.
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Center View Mask (Our SC)

Our SC+ Our SC
Depth Foreground Depth Background Depth Foreground Depth Background

Our ST+ ST [163]
Depth Foreground Depth Background Depth Foreground Depth Background

Figure 6.11: Results of Ray-traced Tiger Dataset with a Semi-Reflective Surface. The centre view shows
(top left panel) that the scene consists of a Lambertian statue which is reflected with a planar mirror below
the object. The bottom images show depths of respective layers of foreground and background for our sparse
coding approach (ST) (second row, left panel) plus the estimated mask (top, right panel). Our improved
sparse coding with PCA-based set of generators and explicit occlusion handling (ST+) (the second row,
right panel), improved second-order structure tensor (ST+) (third row, left panel) and the original version
of our implementation of the structure tensor proposed in [163] (ST) (third row, right panel). We used
TV-L2 denoising [126] to smooth the ST and ST+.
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Figure 6.12: Results of a Maria Dataset Captured with a Gantry with a Semi-transparent Occluder.
The centre view shows (top left panel) that the scene consists of a Lambertian statue which is occluded with
a semi-transparent thin planar object. The bottom images show depths of respective layers of foreground
and background for our sparse coding approach (ST) (second row, left) plus the estimated mask (top right),
our improved sparse coding with PCA-based set of generators and explicit occlusion handling (ST+) (the
second row, right panel), improved second-order structure tensor (ST+) (third row, left panel) and original
version of our implementation of the structure tensor proposed in [163] (ST) (third row, right panel). We
used TV-L2 denoising [126] to smooth the ST and ST+.
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CHAPTER 7
Light Field Single and Multilayer Multi-view

Geometry

In the past years, unconventional imaging devices like light field cameras achieved fast commer-

cial and theoretical development and first affordable hand-held light field cameras are available

in the market. While the theory for geometry and reconstruction the standard 2D cameras is

well-founded [58], many problems that seem obvious for the 2D still remain open for light field

cameras. The light field cameras sample the scene as a regularly spaced dense set of views, which

contrasts the traditional imaging where only a single view is taken, and information about light

distribution is inevitably lost in the projection. Furthermore, due to large requirements on

storage and processing of more than one light field, most problems addressed so far with the

light field is about processing a single light field view. This chapter is focusing on a fundamental

computer vision problem where geometry is recovered from a set of sparsely sampled light field

views.

We elaborate an approach for pose estimation that is tailored to 4D light field cameras and

shows results through several examples of real-world and synthetic light fields. We show how

to deduce a set of linear constraints on ray space correspondences between a pair of light field

cameras from the relationships between scene geometry and light field structure, and an analysis

of the light field projection in terms of Plücker ray coordinates. From these rules, we infer a

relative pose of the light field cameras and obtain a point cloud reconstruction of the scene.

The proposed linear solution has interesting relationships to pose estimation for generalised

cameras based on ray-to-ray correspondence. Our approach also compares favourably to direct

linear pose estimation based on aligning the 3D point clouds obtained by reconstructing the

depth of individual light fields. To improve the results, we further show a non-linear multi-view

refinement with a bundle adjustment based on the linear subspace constraint that is consistent

with the light field geometry to obtain better pose estimates for multi-view light fields.

We further show that with our estimated light field poses, we can apply the results to reconstruct

a complete geometry of a multilayered scene. We present a framework for complete multi-view

volumetric reconstruction, which can handle a presence of strong reflections or transparent oc-

cluders from a series of light fields and can reconstruct multiple layers at the same time with
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the use of methods proposed in Chapter 6. Our reconstruction model relies on the well-founded

global convex optimisation framework based on weighted minimal surfaces. To allow the esti-

mation of the superimposed light fields, the pointwise costs are not based on the principle of

photo-consistency. Instead, we perform a layer analysis of the light field obtained by finding

superimposed oriented patterns in epipolar plane image space to get a set of depth hypothe-

ses and confidence scores, which are integrated into a single functional based on our results

in Chapter 6.

Finally, we demonstrate the results of the estimated poses to stitch multiple views into a refocus-

able panoramas and show a full 3D reconstructions of complex multilayer scenes reconstructed

from a sparse set of light field views on synthetic as well as Lytro data.

Contributions We investigate the problem of estimating a relative pose for light field cameras

and formulate a mathematical framework for linear structure from motion, which is based on

two key observations: first, when describing rays in Plücker coordinates, the projection into

homogeneous light field coordinates is a linear map; and second, a projection of a 3D scene

point in a 4D light field is a two-dimensional linear subspace. Together, these two yield linear

correspondence constraints between rays in the first light field and sub-spaces in the second.

This is a previously unexplored insight and the first systematic treatment of the structure from

motion problem which is tailored to 4D light fields.

While the pose estimation is, in principle, also possible using any of the previously existing

approaches for pinhole or generalised cameras, we experimentally validate it using our method,

which takes into account the specific light field geometry and leads to a significant increase in

accuracy and robustness.

Furthermore, we extended the linear approach to construct a non-linear optimisation problem to

combine multiple light fields and formulate a light field bundle adjustment on top of the linear

framework to improve the results where the energy is using the 2D subspace constraint used

to parameterize the rays corresponding to an identical scene point. We further bring forward

a global optimisation problem to reconstruct full scene geometry from multiple light fields in

a single functional, which takes into account multiple layers present in a scene. We show how

the multi-orientation analysis of the epipolar plane images shown in Chapter 6 can be used to

obtain a set of depth hypotheses for every available ray and then be used to construct volumetric

cost functions for the presence of object interiors and surfaces. The proposed cost functions are

embedded into a convex variational energy minimisation scheme for dense surface reconstruction

and thus can produce a full geometry for all layers of the scene in a single pass without the need

to maintain all the large light fields in the memory. All of the new building blocks are assembled

into the first complete 3D scene reconstruction pipeline from multiple 4D light field camera

views, which can deal with strongly reflective objects or partially transparent occluders.
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7.1 Related Work

7.1.1 Light Field Structure from Motion

Techniques for estimating camera motion and scene structure from multiple images have been

perfected over the past three decades [58, 127], to the point where it now works on large-scale

Internet photo collections [6, 46]. Reliable technology is available that can serve as a starting

point to produce relightable models, which are getting close to being indistinguishable from

their real-world counterparts for human observers [139]. However, these frameworks are tailored

to 2D perspective projections and are, thus, not directly applicable to correspondences between

the ray spaces of light field camera views.

There has been comparatively less work on pose estimation beyond pinhole cameras. Possibly,

the most general linear framework defines a generalised camera as an unordered collection of

rays that are captured by its sensor elements [125]. Correspondences need to be established be-

tween rays that are assumed to intersect the same scene point, leading to a generalised epipolar

constraint in terms of Plücker ray coordinates. In general configurations, 17 ray-to-ray corre-

spondences are sufficient to allow us to pose an estimate [96, 146]. This also can be applied

to light field cameras; however, in this chapter, we will see that we can obtain more accurate

results using the geometry of the light field. The main reason is that we take into account the

relationships between projections within a single light field, which contains essential information

about the 3D scene structure.

It is already possible to obtain quite accurate dense depth maps from a single light field [80], and

pose estimation can be performed by aligning point clouds, as is common for RGB+D cameras

such as the Microsoft Kinect [74]. Linear pose estimation from these registered 3D point clouds

is straightforward [66, 86, 117] because the depth can be obtained from individual light fields;

however, this largely relies on the accuracy of the estimated depth map while our method shows

that a sparse set of features can lead to more accurate results.

7.1.2 Surface Reconstruction of Superimposed Light Field

Volumetric 3D Reconstruction

Purely silhouette-based approaches are the most simple and naturally independent of object

BRDF but can, at best, recover the visual hull [94]. Very recently, a method has been proposed

to refine the visual hull based on internal occluding contours, which also yields good results on

specular and transparent objects [180].

Space carving was one of the earliest approaches using photo-consistency measures in volumetric

3D reconstruction [93]. Here, voxels in a volume are carved away if they are not consistent with

the data in the input images. Notably, the work had already considered possible consistency
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measures based on non-Lambertian BRDFs in the theoretical part but did not provide concrete

examples or experiments yet. It was only a few years later that Yang et al.[172] introduced

line model fitting (LMF) in RGB space as a consistency score for Phong-like BRDFs within the

space carving framework to successfully deal with specular highlights.

Another line of research built upon the idea of shape reconstruction via photo-consistent minimal

surfaces [43]. The branch of Lambertian multi-view 3D reconstruction with minimal surfaces

is now very refined [15, 40, 49, 98] and allows us to, for example, optimise for a super-resolved

texture map [49] and perform photometric bundle adjustment [40, 49].

The work of Faugeras et al. [43] only considered Lambertian matching scores, Jin et al. [79]

introduced a rank constraint of the radiance tensor as a non-Lambertian photo-consistency

measure, which was later improved and discretized in a volumetric graph cut framework [175].

It is also possible to build surface consistency measures for transparent objects based on ray-

casting, such as in the approach [70] to the reconstruction of flowing liquids. Photometric stereo

nowadays incorporates arbitrary BRDF models [52] and has been successfully integrated into [43]

by defining a photometric cost function on a surface and performing mesh evolution [159].

Convex Approaches for Volumetric 3D Reconstruction

An efficient way to reformulate the weighted minimal surface problem in 3D reconstruction is

as a convex minimisation problem, which allows us to use fast solvers and helps us achieve

globally optimal solutions independent of initialisation [35, 92]. The key idea is to leverage the

equivalence of the weighted integral over a closed surface and the weighted total variation of

the characteristic function of the enclosed volume [44], which is a convex functional. To avoid

the trivial solution of an empty surface, additional convex constraints are necessary. These

usually come from silhouette information. In the case of perfect binary silhouettes, one can

make use of the observation that the set of all shapes consistent with a given set of silhouettes

is convex [35]. For per-image silhouette likelihoods, one can construct volumetric data terms

from probabilistic considerations [92] and perform essentially binary 3D segmentation into the

object’s interior and exterior. It is also straightforward to formulate depth map fusion with

convex functionals [55, 176]. In principle, this can be independent of BRDF if a method such

as the Helmholtz stereopsis [179] is employed to infer the depth maps.

The reconstruction method we show in Section 7.4 builds upon the formulation in [92] and

constructs both a surface-consistency term and a volumetric cost from the given light field

data.
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7.2 Linear Pose Estimation for a Light Field Camera Pair

7.2.1 View Correspondence

In case we consider two light field cameras, we assume the coordinate system of the first camera

to be aligned with world space. All objects related to the second camera are written with a

prime symbol. We assume that the coordinate frame X ′ of the second camera is related to the

first by a rigid motion, X ′ = RX + t, with rotation R ∈ SO(3) and t ∈ R3.

Light Field Correspondence

In a classical pinhole camera image, a single 3D point is projected onto a unique 2D point. A

correspondence between two views is a relation between one 2D point in the first view and a

second 2D point in the second view. In contrast, a light field camera samples many subaperture

views and, thus, multiple rays emanating from the same scene point. Consequently, a light field

correspondence consists of a list of light field coordinates for each of the recorded light fields

{li}i=1,...n ↔ {l′j}j=1,...,m. (7.1)

For a valid correspondence, all rays in both lists must come from the same scene point; hence,

when given two light fields, candidates are, for instance, SIFT [105] feature matches across all

subaperture images. Note that if the light field cameras are internally calibrated and n,m ≥ 2,

then it is already possible to triangulate a 3D point in camera coordinates for both sides of the

correspondence.

Strategies for Structure from Motion

From a set of correspondences of the form shown in Equation 7.1, we can immediately formulate

two promising strategies to recover relative camera pose:

1. Consider each ray-to-ray (R2R) correspondence individually and apply a method based on

the framework of generalised cameras [96]. This is discussed in Section 7.2.1.

2. From the left and right sides of Equation 7.1, compute corresponding 3D scene points

for each light field, then estimate the pose by aligning the two-point clouds (3DPC). This

approach is discussed in Section 7.2.2.

In Section 7.2.3, we will establish a third possibility and then demonstrate its merits. We

transform each ray into the respective other light field and derive a linear set of constraints

from all the corresponding rays in this domain. The resulting set of equations has interesting

similarities to the set of equations from the generalised epipolar constraint [125] but implicitly

takes into account the information on 3D scene structure inherent in a single light field. It is an
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ideal unification of both ideas; indeed, we will demonstrate in Section 7.5.1 that it outperforms

both methods explored above.

Ray Correspondence in Generalised Cameras

A light field camera can be understood in the context of generalised camera models [125]. In

this framework, a camera is described by the set of rays that it samples in its coordinate frame,

and pixel correspondence is generalised to ray correspondence. It turns out that mathematically

elegant correspondence equations arise from describing these rays in terms of Plücker coordi-

nates. We will briefly review the central parts of the theory leading to the system of equations

for pose estimation. Details and proofs can be found in the literature [144].

Rays in Space The Plücker coordinates of a ray r are given by a pair (q:m) of vectors, with

direction q ∈ R3 \ {0} and moment m ∈ R3. A point X ∈ R3 lies on the ray iff

m = X × q.

Two sets of coordinates (q:m) and (q′:m′) define the same ray if there exists w 6= 0, such that

q = wq′ and m = wm′.

Thus, ray coordinates can be considered as homogeneous coordinates. In upcoming formulas, the

symbol r will denote the 6D column vector obtained by stacking direction q on top of moment

m.

Transformations of R3 and Ray Coordinates We consider the case that space undergoes a

rigid motion provided by rotation R and translation t, i.e.

X ′ = RX + t. (7.2)

In this case, transformed Plücker ray coordinates can be computed as

(
q′:m′

)
=
(
Rq:Rm+ [t]×Rq

)
, (7.3)

or in block matrix form,

r′ =

[
R 0

E R

]
r =

[
I3 0

[t]× I3

][
R 0

0 R

]
r, (7.4)

where one can see the decomposition into pure rotation (applied first) and translation (applied

second). The matrix E := [t]×R is called the essential matrix.
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Generalised Epipolar Constraint Two rays (q1:m1) and (q2:m2) given in the same coordinate

frame intersect iff

qT1 m2 + mT
1 q2 = 0. (7.5)

Now, consider the setting of generalised cameras, with (q:m) a ray in the coordinate frame

of the first camera. If (q:m) is transformed into the coordinate frame of the second camera

according to Equation 7.3, then it should intersect each corresponding ray (q′:m′) in a single

3D scene point.

Substituting Equation 7.3 into Equation 7.5 applied in the coordinate frame of the second

camera, we obtain the generalised epipolar constraint [125]

q′TEq + q′TRm + m′TRq = 0, (7.6)

which needs to be satisfied by every ray-to-ray correspondence (q:m)↔ (q′:m′).

Light Field Camera Pose from Ray Correspondence Given a list of light field correspondences

of the form shown in Equation 7.1 with n rays in the first and m rays in the second light field,

then we obtain n ·m equations from the generalised epipolar constraint as in Equation 7.6, which

are linear in the rotation and essential matrix coefficients. In [96], a method was proposed to

recover the pose parameters R and t from this system of equations. In Section 7.2.3, we give an

overview of the implementation and also suggest an improvement with regard to the numerical

technique.

7.2.2 The Light Field Projection

In this section, we will first show that the projection from Plücker rays in world space to

homogeneous light field coordinates is projective linear. Second, we derive the linear 2D subspace

in homogeneous light field coordinates, which is the projection of a single scene point. Together,

both results will be used to construct a set of two linear constraints on the rigid motion per ray

in a light field correspondence in Section 7.2.3.

Intersections of Rays with the Light Field Planes Planes in space can be described by a

homogeneous 4D vector â = (a;α) with a ∈ R3 and α ∈ R. A point X lies on the plane iff

its homogeneous coordinates X̂ satisfy âT X̂ = 0. One can show that a Plücker ray (q:m)

intersects with the plane in the point with homogeneous coordinates

X̂ = ([a]×m− αq; aq). (7.7)

Note that the focal plane Π of the light field corresponds to aΠ = (e3; 0), while the image

plane Ω is parametrised by aΩ = (e3;−f). Substituting these values in Equation 7.7, we find
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that the intersection points of a Plücker ray with these planes are

XΠ =

(
−m2

q3
,
m1

q3
, 0

)
and XΩ =

(
fq1 −m2

q3
,
fq2 +m1

q3
, f

)
(7.8)

in R3, respectively.

5D Homogeneous Light Field Coordinates from a Plücker Ray Projecting a Plücker ray into

the light field requires divisions by q3. This is analogous to the pinhole projection, which required

division by Z. Similar to this case, it is advantageous to switch to homogeneous coordinates

to obtain linear projection equations. Thus, we parametrise a single ray in the light field with

homogeneous 5D light field coordinates l̂ = [x, y, s, t, 1]T .

One can now read off the projection equation for a light field camera in the camera coordinate

system from Equation 7.8 as

q3



x

y

s

t

1


=



f 0 0 0 0 0

0 f 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 −1 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0


[
q

m

]
. (7.9)

Note that to obtain (x, y)-coordinates in the reference frame relative to (s, t), one needs to

subtract XΠ from XΩ. We call the 5× 6 matrix presented above as light field projection P (f).

It depends only on the focal length.

Projections of a Single Scene Point Consider a point X in world space. For fixed (s, t), the

coordinates (x, y) are computed according to a pinhole projection through a camera located

at (s, t, 0) with image plane Ω.

The pinhole projection equations impose an affine relationship between (x, y) and (s, t) which

can be written in homogeneous light field coordinates as

1 0 f
Z 0 −fX

Z

0 1 0 f
Z −fY

Z


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:M(X,f)



x

y

s

t

1


= 0. (7.10)

In particular, the set of all rays intersecting a single scene point forms a linear 2D subspace of

the homogeneous light field coordinate domain.
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Recovering the 2D Subspace from Correspondences From a set of feature correspondences

of the form shown in Equation 7.1, obtaining an estimate of the subspace matrices for both

light fields is straightforward. We solve Equation 7.10 for the three unknown coefficients of M

or M ′ given the lists of ray correspondences {li}i=1,...n or {l′j}j=1,...,m, respectively, in the sense

of least squares. For greater robustness, it is advisable to employ a RANSAC scheme when using

real-world data. Some outliers can also be efficiently discarded in advance because all matches

within a given light field must lie in a certain disparity range.

Recovering and Aligning Two 3D Point Clouds From estimates of M(X, f) and M ′(X ′, f) for

a single correspondence, one immediately obtains a pair of corresponding 3D points X ↔ X ′.

An obvious way to estimate camera pose is to align the two corresponding 3D point clouds

estimated from the list of correspondences. For this alignment problem, several algorithms have

been proposed in the literature [66, 86, 117]. However, pose estimation via point cloud alignment

turns out to be not very robust because, due to the small baseline, the estimate of 3D points is

very sensitive to small errors in feature locations. The frameworks of generalised cameras and

our novel method, which is introduced in the next section, easily beat it in terms of accuracy.

7.2.3 Recovering Relative Pose of Light Field Camera Pair

In this section, we first describe the proposed system of equations to recover pose given a set of

light field correspondences of the form shown in Equation 7.1. Although arising from a different

principle, this is the same structure as used in the system shown in Equation 7.6, which is

related to the theory of generalised cameras. In the second part of this section, we describe

how this type of system can be solved for R and t. While we could, in principle, employ the

exact algorithm as in the previous work, we introduce a variant that substantially improves the

numerical accuracy.

Let us now consider a single correspondence and assume we have estimated subspaces M and M ′

for both light fields from Equation 7.10 in the last section. If a fixed ray l̂ on the left side is

transformed into a ray l̂′ by computing the projection in the second light field, then the projection

must also satisfy the subspace constraint in Equation 7.10, i.e. M ′l̂′ = 0, as all corresponding

rays intersect at the same scene point. Writing l̂ in Plücker coordinates (q:m), using the ray

transformation in Equation 7.4 and projection in Equation 7.2.2, this expands to

M ′P (f)

[
R 0

E R

] [
q

m

]
= 0. (7.11)

We abbreviate with M1 the first three and with M2 the second three columns of the 2 × 6

matrix M ′P (f), which leads to the simplified form

M1Rq + M2Rm + M1Eq = 0. (7.12)
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Figure 7.1: Ray Transformation between Two Views. A ray r given within the coordinates of one
light field (red dots) will also intersect the two planes describing another light field in the general ori-
entation (green dots). A key observation leading to the proposed method is that if the ray is given in
Plücker coordinates, then the projection into the coordinates of the second light field is projective linear,
see Equation 7.4 and Equation 7.9.

Accordingly, each ray in the correspondence yields two homogeneous linear equations in the

components of R and E.

Discussion

The generalised epipolar constraint in Equation 7.6, as well as the new proposed subspace

constraint from Equation 7.12, lead to a linear system of the form

AEvec(E) +ARvec(R) = 0, (7.13)

where vec(E) and vec(R) are vectors of all the components in E and R respectively, and AE

and AR are the coefficient matrices resulting from the set of all correspondence constraints. The

correct solution for R is a rotation and the essential matrix is of the form E = [t]×R.

The existing work of Li et al. [96] on pose estimation from generalised cameras proposes a

numerical method where, first, the essential matrix E is recovered, from which one obtains the

rotation R using a decomposition step [58]. The arising twisted pair ambiguity can be resolved

uniquely by choosing the solution which leads to a smaller residual in Equation 7.13. The

reason given in [96] for solving for E instead of R is to avoid degeneracies from certain camera

configurations. In the case of typical feature matches from light field cameras, we found that

these degeneracies do not arise in our setting, which is much more robust in order to recover R

directly and completely ignore E. The numerical technique is the same as in [96] but is here

applied to the other variable.
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Solving for R and t The discussion in [58]1, shows that finding the solution to Equation 7.13

subject to ||vec(R)|| = 1 is equivalent to solving

(AEA
+
E − I)ARvec(R) = 0. (7.14)

To recover R, we first compute the last column of V in the singular decomposition of relation(
AEA

+
E − I

)
AR, rearrange it into a matrix, and project the result onto the space of rotation ma-

trices using the method cited in [66]. Substituting the resulting R into Equation 7.13 now leads

to a linear system in t. The least squares solution is computed with the singular decomposition,

after which the initial pose estimate is complete.

Refinement Iterations

The initial linear estimate (R0, t0) for rotation and translation does not usually solve Equa-

tion 7.13 exactly because the correct solution for R and t is subject to a non-linear set of

constraints. Furthermore, as suggested in [96], we use (R0, t0) as an initial estimate for the

solution of the minimisation problem

min
R∈SO(3),r∈R3

{
AE [t]× vec(R) + ARvec(R)

}
, (7.15)

and iterate the following two steps until convergence:

1. Minimise the energy with fixed tn for unconstrained unknown R. The solution is then

projected onto SO(3) to obtain Rn+1.

2. Minimise the energy with fixed Rn+1 for unknown t to obtain tn+1.

All sub-problems are simple linear problems, which can be solved, for instance,with the singular

decomposition. The iteration sequence leads to a local minimiser of the energy, which fits the

correspondence constraints more accurately than the linear solution. If we require more accuracy,

then the results of the initial estimate can be used to initialise further iterative refinement via

non-linear bundle adjustment we show in next Section 7.3.

7.3 Non-linear Bundle Adjustment Refinement

This section explains how we can profit from more than two views, improve upon the linear

pose estimation shown in Section 7.2.3 and fuse multiple views into one larger optimisation

problem.

1The Section 9.6
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7.3.1 Light Field Coordinates and Projections

A single scene point X = [X Y Z]T given in the reference frame of the camera will be visible in

multiple subaperture views. In Equation 7.10, it was shown that the set of all rays l̂ = [x y s t 1]T

that pass through X forms a 2D linear subspace in the 4D light field where M(X, f) ∈ R2×5

depends on X and the focal length f , which can, generally, differ between individual light fields.

In particular, this constraint needs to be satisfied for all matching features, i.e. rays in which a

common point X is observed.

If a real-world camera is considered, then we need to introduce a suitable pixel coordinate system.

Here, a single ray is described within a discrete set of subaperture views indexed by (o, p) and

relative pixel coordinates (m,n) within the individual subaperture view. The resulting set of

coordinates lp = [m n o p 1]T are called the homogeneous pixel coordinates, which are related to

the homogeneous light field coordinates by a 5 × 5 intrinsic matrix H via l̂ = Hlp. The exact

structure of H and a method to calibrate it for a given light field camera is described in [37].

7.3.2 Light Field Features Visible in Multiple Views

A light field feature F consists of a set of rays l that correspond to the same scene point in

multiple subaperture images. To detect them, we employ SIFT [105] on all subaperture views

and search for matching features that lie approximately on a common linear subspace for a

valid M(X, f). The estimation is performed with a RANSAC scheme to aggressively filter any

outliers. The eliminated features are also those which are radiated from non-Lambertian points.

It is necessary to eliminate these features on the level of individual ray projection of a point on

the light field because they can drastically influence the quality of the estimate of the energy

in Equation 7.17. The result is a set of features Fi,j , where i indexes the light field and j is the

feature within this light field.

In Section 7.2.3, we described how the relative pose can be determined from two light fields

using a set of corresponding features between these two views. Many scene points are sampled

on more than two cameras. We fix a reference view among our input light fields, select a second

light field which has the most feature correspondences with the first one and register it to the

coordinate system of the first one using the set of constraints shown in Section 7.2.3. The process

is then iterated until an initial estimate for pose (Ri, ti) relative to the reference light field is

available for each input light field between consecutive overlapping views.

We now show how to improve the initial estimate using a final global optimisation pass through

all the views and features similar to bundle adjustment. The bundle adjustment is commonly

known as the refinement step for structure from motion, although the equations for light fields

are different. Our formulation leads to a more rigid estimate if tailored to the light field setting

because multiple feature observations are available from each viewpoint and it optimises the

consistency of the same 3D points present in all views jointly.
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7.3.3 Bundle Adjustment for Light Field Cameras

Bundle adjustment means solving a global optimisation problem for the refinement of estimated

3D points and camera parameters. The initial guess, which was determined as in the previous

subsection, is refined iteratively during the minimisation of non-linear energy. The problem of

bundle adjustment is well-studied for conventional 2D imaging [155], but it has not yet been

specialised to light field cameras.

The variables to be optimised are a set of scene points Xw
j in a world coordinate system and

a set of pose parameters Ri, ti for the light field camera views. The input is a set of feature

observations Fi,j in homogeneous pixel coordinates (possibly empty) for each light field and

scene point.

Given that the camera and world coordinates are related by Xi,j = RiX
w
j +ti, we have by Equa-

tion 7.10 that in the ideal noise-free case with perfect parameters,

M(RiX
w
j + ti, fi)Hil

p = 0 for all i, j, lp ∈ F,j . (7.16)

Thus, we minimise the residual energy:

E(Xw
1 , . . . ,X

w
M , R1, . . . , RN , t1, . . . , tN ) =

∑
i,j

∑
l∈Fi,j

∥∥M(RiX
w
j + ti, fi)Hil

p
∥∥ . (7.17)

We then determine the final pose parameters of the camera setup. The energy in Equation 7.17

is minimised with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm that is built into MATLAB.

7.4 Multilayer Multi-view Variational Surface Reconstruction

In this section, we will show an approach for scene reconstruction under the presence of super-

imposed layers into a 3D voxel volume from 4D light fields with known camera calibration and

respective depths as we showed in Chapter 6. The problem of the superimposed light field is

studied in Section 3.2.2, where we discussed how the presence of multilayered scenes behaves in

the light field setting. Furthermore, we showed two methods for depth acquisition from these

light fields in Section 6.2.4 and Section 6.3 which we later use in our reconstruction pipeline.

In this section, we show how a complete geometry of the scene is obtained in a single optimisation

pass. Moreover, we show that it is not necessary to separate the individual layers of a light field

in advance. Instead, we work with a confidence distribution over the possible depth values for

each ray and aggregate all available information into a global cost volume.

We will explain the technique from its general features to the specific details. First, we introduce

the functional to be minimised for reconstruction. Then, we introduce the technique of updating

the individual terms in the functional given a single depth map with attached confidence values.
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Finally, we describe the methods to obtain information regarding these layers given an individual

4D light field. An overview of the complete reconstruction pipeline is sketched in Figure 7.4.

Surface Reconstruction Energy

The aim is to reconstruct the closed scene surface Σ in a volume Γ ⊂ R3, which is segmented

into an interior region Γint and exterior region Γext by the surface. The key idea is to define a

functional that describes energy E(Σ) such that the minimiser of E corresponds to a surface,

which is optimally consistent with all of the input data. Hence, we define a surface consistency

error ρ : Γ→ R+, which is large if a point is unlikely to be on the surface and is small otherwise.

To simplify handling this mathematically, we follow the steps elucidated in [92] and switch to a

formulation with a binary indicator function u : Γ → {0, 1}, which is related to the surface by

setting u to the characteristic function of the interior region. The functional that we use comes

from the segmentation in the 3D volume Γ,

E(u) = λ

∫
Γ
ρ |Du| +

∫
Γ
audx, (7.18)

where the regional cost a is negative if a point has a preference to be inside the surface, and

positive otherwise. The weighted total variation corresponds to the integral of the cost function

over the surface. This is a convex functional over the non-convex domain of binary functions.

However, we can relax to the functions valued in the unit interval, solve the resulting convex

problem [126], and threshold the result to obtain the global optimum [30], all of which is a

straightforward process.

Therefore, for the remainder of the section, we show how to compute the surface consistency

error ρ and regional cost a for the scenario of multiple light field camera views.

Updating the Cost Volume for a Single Depth Map

Light fields are highly redundant structures and require a lot of memory. Thus, to efficiently

construct the cost volume, we follow an incremental approach, where we only have to store the

data for a single light field at a time. In a multilayered scene, for every light field view, we

have several depth hypotheses per ray. Each hypothesis is associated with a confidence score,

which estimates how sure we are that this hypothesis is the correct one. In our approach, every

hypothesis generates cues for the surface position within the cost volumes. In this subsection,

we describe how the costs change in a single pass over the volume, given a single depth map with

confidence scores from a single view. The next subsection will then explain how the multiple

depth hypotheses per view are generated.

The exact input to this pass is a single depth map d that is defined on one of the views of the

light field (usually the one in the centre), a confidence map c assigning a positive or zero weight

to each disparity measurement, and the projection π from the cost volume region Γ onto the
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Figure 7.2: Incremental Update of Cost Volumes from One Disparity Layer and Confidence Map. The
voxel is first projected into the image plane of the centre view, where we can look up disparity and
confidence. Based on these values, we update the cost functions for x. The illustration here is for the
situation where the voxel x is just behind the depth sample from the point of view of the camera, so it
should be inside. In this case, a negative value is added to a(x), see Section 7.4.

image plane of this view. For simplicity of notation, we assume c and d to be defined everywhere,

with c being zero outside the given viewport.

The cost volumes are now updated as follows, see Figure 7.2. For each x ∈ Γ, compute the

depth z(x) of the voxel. We distinguish three cases:

• If |z(x)− d(π(x))| ≤ ε, with a small constant ε > 0, then the surface is likely to pass through x.

Thus, we decrease the surface consistency error by our confidence in this estimate

ρ(x)← ρ(x)− c(π(x)).

• If the distance of x to the camera is a bit larger than d(π(x)), i.e. d(π(x))+2ε ≥ z(x) > d(π(x))+ε,

then x is likely to lie inside the surface. Thus, we decrease the regional cost a by the confidence

score, i.e.

a(x)← a(x)− c(π(x)).

• Conversely, if the distance of x to the camera is just a bit smaller than d(π(x)), i.e. d(π(x)) + 2ε ≥
z(x) > d(π(x)) + ε, then x is likely to lie outside the surface. Thus, we increase the regional cost a

by the confidence score, i.e.

a(x)← a(x) + c(π(x)).

Our implementation discretises Γ with a voxel volume, and the update step can be performed

very efficiently on the GPU (a few milliseconds per input light field and depth hypothesis layer

depending on volume resolution) because it is independent for every voxel. In a final pass, all

of the cost volumes are filtered with a Gaussian to alleviate noise or sparsity in the disparity

estimates. Some examples of costs are shown in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3: Depth Maps and Costs. Left: Single depth map layer obtained for one of the centre views
in Figure 7.8 using a second-order structure tensor, as shown in [163]. Middle: Slice through the regional
cost volume a, red values denote a preference for beginning inside. Right: Slice through the surface
consistency cost ρ. Darker colours mean it is more likely that a surface passes through this point.

Depth Layer and Certainty Estimation

We finally describe how to obtain a set of layered depth maps d1, . . . , dN and associated confi-

dence maps c1, . . . , cN for the centre view of a given 4D light field. Any variant of multi-view

stereo can be used to obtain a single depth map (N = 1), often with a sensible way to generate a

confidence score. However, a single layer is only sufficient for a Lambertian scene. Any method

that can generate a depth map for a light field is suitable if one wants to recover only a single

layer; in fact, our method works well as a replacement for depth map fusion.

For multilayered scenes, we have two options. First, we can use the second-order structure

tensors for two-layered scenes [163] (ST) or its improved variant introduced in Section 6.3 (ST+);

we could also use the more robust sparse coding shown in Section 6.2 (SC and SC+), which turned

to be particularly robust on real-world light fields.

For accurately calibrated light fields, the simplest ST [163] is sufficient. This produces two

depth layers d1
s,x, d

2
s,x for the horizontal epipolar plane images, and two depth layers d1

t,y, d
2
t,y

for the vertical epipolar plane images. While we can feed all of them into our pipeline, it is

much better to retain a sparse number of very accurate depth cues than many inaccurate ones.

Thus, we filter out very conservatively: it is only if both estimates agree, i.e.
∣∣d1
s,x − d1

t,y

∣∣ ≤ δ

and
∣∣d2
s,x − d2

t,y

∣∣ ≤ δ with a small constant δ > 0, we keep the average of both estimates with

confidence 1. Otherwise, we discard the pixel and set the confidence to zero.

The second option to recover multiple depth layers is as presented in Section 6.2 (SC) based

on the sparse coding of the light field, which returns a probability volume a(λ, p) over multiple

depth hypotheses d1, . . . , dN for each pixel p. This is equivalent to having a set of N constant

depth maps dl with probability cl(p) = ai(p), which we provide to the reconstruction pipeline.

While it may be computationally overall much more expensive, this approach is more robust in

practice and can, in theory, also deal with scenes with more than two layers. On the accurately

calibrated or synthetic datasets, the structure tensor ST is sufficient. However, for Lytro data,
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Surface Reconstruction Algorithm

Step 1: Build cost volumes:
Initialise: ρ← 0, a← 0
Iterate for each input light field i:

1. Compute a set of depth hypotheses di,j with confidence maps ci,j , see Section 7.4

2. Use each hypothesis-confidence pair (di,j , ci,j) to update the cost volumes, see Section 7.4

Step 2: Optimise for scene surface: Solve energy in Equation 7.18 using the previously computed
cost volumes, see Section 7.4

Figure 7.4: Summary of the Surface Reconstruction Pipeline.

the ST is not robust enough, and we use the more sophisticated approach of handling depth

estimation of multiple layers with the SC instead.

7.5 Experiments and Evaluations

7.5.1 Linear Structure From Motion

For the experimental comparison, we generate random sets of feature matches for two light fields.

We vary the number N of the available correspondences of the form Equation 7.1 as well as the

number of projections per light field K, which we assume to be the same for both light fields,

i.e. K = n = m in Equation 7.1. The light field geometry is set to be similar to the internal

calibration data of the Lytro camera so that we obtain plausible input close to real-world sce-

narios. We perturb the exact light field projections with additive Gaussian noise, although only

on the (x, y) domain because the correspondences are always estimated in fixed subaperture

images. Rotation between the two light fields is chosen at random with a maximum angle of 45

degrees while translation is also chosen at random, but with the additional constraint that the

observation of common scene points in both light fields is possible. For each parameter set, we

average results from 50 different random datasets generated in this manner.

A Comparison of the Accuracy In the first run of experiments, we compare the complete

set of algorithms that have been described in the previous sections. First are the purely linear

experiments, denoted as listed in Table 7.1.

For all except 3DPC, we also tested the improvement from 20 additional refinement iterations.

These variants are denoted by an additional suffix “-R20” after the name of the descriptor. The

complete results for a variety of different parameters can be found in Table 7.2. Note that

although the maximum amount of noise is quite high and is usually above what one would

expect, it allows us to test the limits of the methods.

Finally, we compare these results against two minimal estimators embedded in a RANSAC frame-

work. The first uses [86] with three 3D points (3DPC-RANSAC). As an example for a non-linear
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Camera Pair

3DPC 3D point cloud alignment via [86], as discussed in Section 7.2.2.
R2R-O Ray-to-ray matching, Section 7.2.1, implemented as in [96].
R2R-I Ray-to-ray matching, Section 7.2.1, with our numerical improvements.
LF-SFM Our proposed linear method, Section 7.2.3

Multi-view Refinement

LF-BA Our proposed non-linear multi-view bundle adjustment refinement, Section 7.3

Table 7.1: Abbreviations of the Optimisation Methods for Pose Estimation. Abbreviations of the op-
timisation methods for pose estimation of the four linear methods compared against synthetic data in
Table 7.2 and non-linear bundle adjustment for multi-view refinement.

minimal algorithm [90, 143], we use [143] based on six ray correspondences. The source code

for the core method is provided by the authors, we re-implemented the suggested 100 RANSAC

iterations (MIN-RANSAC).

For every parameter combination, the proposed method was the most accurate, often by a

large margin. Interestingly, the linear variant is usually sufficient. The non-linear refinement

iterations, while substantially improving the results for the original method R2R-O, often give

only marginal improvement and can even reduce final accuracy sometimes. This is also the

case for R2R-I; hence, we believe it is the improved numerical scheme which makes non-linear

refinement obsolete and our proposed method consequently much more efficient.

The closest competitor to our proposed method is matching based on the generalised epipolar

constraint. The suggested numerical variant R2R-I consistently leads to much better results

than R2R-O if used as a purely linear method. However, if enough matches are available, then

non-linear refinement corrects the initial results from R2R-O, so that both lead to almost the

same results.

Somewhat surprisingly, matching based on 3D point cloud alignment is not a contender and

completely breaks down in the presence of noise and for smaller rotation angles. In both cases,

it fails to recover remotely accurate translation.

The Influence of the Number of Matches on Accuracy In the second run of the experiments,

we investigate how accuracy increases with the number of available correspondences. We plot

angular error over the number N of available correspondences and also over the number of

projections per light field K. The results for the four linear algorithms shown in Table 7.1 for

two different levels of noise can be seen in Figure 7.5. In the case that we vary N , we set K = 10,

when we vary K, we set N = 20, as indicated by the dotted lines in the graphs.

Our proposed method is again the most accurate, followed by R2R-I, i.e. [96] augmented by the

suggested numerical improvements. The methods illustrated in previous works are significantly

outclassed by these two. In general, it can be said that it is preferable to have fewer but more

precise matches. However, with less than around 15-20 correspondences available, the results
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Figure 7.5: Angular Error in Rotation for Different Number of Matches and Rays Per Match. The
graphs show how the angular error in rotation depends on the number of matches (left) and the number of
rays per match (right). Compared are the four linear methods in Table 7.1: 3DPC [86] (red) and R2R-O [96]
(cyan), R2R-I with our proposed numerical improvements (blue), and our proposed method LF-SFM for
4D light fields (green). Top Row: Small amount of noise (σ = 0.2). Bottom: Large amount of noise
(σ = 1.0).

become significantly less robust, even if there are, in theory, enough pairs of rays available.

The likely reason for this is that all rays within the same light field belonging to a single

correspondence from Equation 7.1 lie very close to each other in ray space due to the small

baseline between the subaperture views.

Computational Efficiency. Although we mostly attain higher accuracy, for light field cameras,

the proposed method is computationally more efficient than previous experiments on R2R-I

correspondence [96]. Thanks to the change in the numerical method, there is usually no longer

a real need for non-linear refinement iterations, as shown earlier. More importantly, although a

single correspondence of the form Equation 7.1 leads to n ·m linear equations in the framework

in [96], only 2(n + m) linear equations are necessary for the proposed linear method. Thus,

our method scales much better with the number of projections per correspondence because it
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Correspondences 10 matches, 10 rays per point 40 matches, 10 rays per point 10 matches, 20 rays per point

Noise level σxy 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 time[s] 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 time[s] 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 time[s]

A
n
g
u
la

r
ro

t.
er

ro
r

[d
eg

]

linear methods

3DPC 1.31 4.23 5.78 9.30 0.00 1.01 2.96 5.24 7.55 0.01 1.38 2.18 5.38 7.76 0.00

R2R-O 1.55 4.81 7.31 11.65 0.07 0.70 1.35 2.68 3.55 0.51 1.34 2.38 7.11 9.34 0.56
R2R-I 0.69 1.73 2.59 4.29 0.09 0.38 0.88 1.91 3.29 0.57 0.49 1.17 2.37 4.17 0.59

Proposed (LF-SFM) 0.58 1.27 1.59 2.20 0.04 0.27 0.40 0.78 1.14 0.18 0.29 0.78 1.14 1.65 0.07

iterative methods

3DPC-RANSAC 1.31 3.24 5.13 5.93 0.03 0.79 1.79 2.31 4.84 0.12 0.88 1.70 3.93 6.12 0.13
MIN-RANSAC 1.40 3.27 3.91 6.36 49.18 1.02 2.21 3.09 3.86 194.89 1.20 2.55 4.41 4.27 197.11
R2R-O-R20 0.68 1.63 3.13 4.27 1.51 0.37 0.91 1.79 3.54 9.48 0.49 1.17 2.49 4.42 10.62
R2R-I-R20 0.66 1.62 2.79 4.07 1.69 0.37 0.91 1.80 3.55 10.06 0.53 1.11 2.56 4.26 10.32

Proposed (LF-SFM)-R20 0.49 1.22 1.54 2.13 0.99 0.23 0.42 0.74 1.05 3.65 0.33 0.87 1.00 1.62 1.97

A
n
g
u
la

r
tr

a
n
sl

.
er

ro
r

[d
eg

] linear methods

3DPC 9.49 13.84 25.72 24.31 0.00 7.50 15.58 18.54 33.27 0.01 9.85 15.43 16.62 23.45 0.00

R2R-O 2.37 4.73 6.53 15.45 0.07 0.87 1.90 4.59 3.95 0.51 1.49 1.96 6.68 13.08 0.56
R2R-I 1.25 2.32 3.98 6.81 0.09 0.67 1.05 3.64 4.11 0.57 0.96 2.11 2.92 5.60 0.59

Proposed (LF-SFM) 1.22 1.95 2.36 3.32 0.04 0.52 1.13 1.39 1.99 0.18 0.59 1.29 2.13 2.79 0.07

iterative methods

3DPC-RANSAC 7.55 8.72 11.27 16.67 0.03 3.22 5.88 9.06 14.33 0.12 7.05 5.06 10.99 11.48 0.13
MIN-RANSAC 3.03 4.77 5.42 10.98 49.18 2.11 3.83 4.23 5.22 194.89 2.56 4.35 6.58 6.79 197.11
R2R-O-R20 1.19 2.27 4.47 7.41 1.51 0.61 1.26 3.40 4.76 9.48 0.86 1.94 3.45 6.23 10.62
R2R-I-R20 1.16 2.22 3.95 6.89 1.69 0.61 1.26 3.42 4.78 10.06 0.90 1.78 3.06 5.75 10.32

Proposed (LF-SFM)-R20 1.15 1.83 2.58 3.57 0.99 0.55 1.01 1.52 1.87 3.65 0.66 1.33 2.05 2.62 1.97

Table 7.2: Accuracy of LF-SFM and Different Methods. Different numbers of correspondences N , projec-
tions per correspondence K, and levels of noise σxy on the (x, y)-coordinates are compared. Error metrics
are the mean angular deviation from the ground truth in degrees for the estimated rotation as well as the
translation vector for 50 random datasets. Noise standard deviation is given in units of pixels on the
subaperture images. In all cases, the most accurate method (highlighted in bold) is the one proposed in
this work. Note that iterative refinement can only marginally improve the result for the methods that
employ the proposed numerical scheme, while it makes a huge difference for the previous method R2R-O.

naturally removes a lot of the redundancy that ray-to-ray matching causes in this scenario.

Non-linear Bundle Adjustment. We evaluate the non-linear bundle adjustment step (LF-BA)

to our proposed linear structure from motion (LF-SFM) on the synthetic Warrior light field shown

in Figure 7.9. The comparison with reconstructed point cloud and respective camera poses is

shown in Figure 7.6. The bundle adjustment turns out to be more accurate for more than two

views than the earlier linear method. Nevertheless, it is important to keep in mind, that the

non-linear bundle adjustment step needs to be properly initialized. As the initial guess, we use

results of the linear structure from motion LF-SFM which we further refine with the proposed

bundle adjustment step LF-BA.

7.5.2 Light Field Living Panoramas

In this section, we show one of the applications that employ the pose estimates from our light field

structure-from-motion pipeline to create refocusable panoramas out of several light fields recorded

with the Lytro Illum consumer plenoptic camera. Lytro dubbed their light fields “living pic-

tures”, and we refer to these as “living panoramas”.

As far as we are aware, existing work on light field panorama stitching is not built on structure

from motion principles for light field cameras. Instead, brute force search over the parameter

space is performed to optimally align the individual light fields according to a photo-consistency

score [19]. Large light fields are often assembled from sequences of regular 2D images, where
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Linear LF-SFM Non-Linear LF-BA
Opacity R error t error R error t error

Temple
50% 49.723 48.7 20.310 13.177
70% 137.204 121.523 37.550 35.311
90% 97.783 72.764 42.681 40.407

Warrior
50% 64.615 66.867 26.411 27.941
70% 68.501 80.288 29.202 30.013
90% 15.358 22.238 12.311 18.388

Figure 7.6: Results of the Linear Structure from Motion (LF-SFM) and the Non-linear Bundle Adjust-
ment Refinement (LF-BA). Left: Quantitative comparison of the LF-SFM shown in Section 7.2.3 and its
refinement by non-linear bundle adjustment shown in Section 7.3. The error is measured as the average
angular deviation of the estimated camera extrinsic parameters R and t from the ground truth in degrees
(multiplied by 100). Right: An estimate of the proposed bundle adjustment refinement (LF-BA) on the
synthetic dataset Warrior, centre views are shown in Figure 7.9.

the camera’s pose can be estimated by structure from motion approaches for conventional cam-

eras [91, 132].

Alignment and Refocusing

After obtaining correspondences from matching the SIFT descriptors [105], we can run the

proposed pose reconstruction pipeline: first, we estimate the 2D projection subspaces in Equa-

tion 7.10 for all of the input light fields and correspondences; then, we estimate the rotation and

translation for each light field compared to the reference frame, as explained in Section 7.2.3. We

can then transform each individual measured ray as shown in Figure 7.1 into a single reference

coordinate system with relations in Equation 7.4 and Equation 7.9. We can add the bundle

adjustment LF-BA, but it turns out that the estimate from LF-SFM is sufficient.

With estimated pose, we can generate views of the assembled light field panorama with a syn-

thetic focus setting.

To create such a view, we consider a focus plane parallel to the parameterising planes Ω and Π.

To assign a colour to a pixel on this plane, we sample all of the available rays that pass through

its area. If a point on the focus plane lies on the surface of an object, then all of the individual

rays agree with each other, which results in a sharp image of the scene. However, if the point

lies in front of or behind a surface, then the intersecting rays belong to different scene points,

resulting in a blurred rendering.

Two refocused light field panoramas with Lytro Illum datasets are shown in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: Living Panorama from Multiple Lytro Light Field Images. In the regions that are in focus,
one can observe the precise alignment of the individual rays. Note that a ghosting effect becomes visible in
some out-of-focus regions, which is caused by the undersampling of rays in the (s, t) domain. Without more
sophisticated post-processing, which is beyond the scope of this work, these artifacts can only be reduced
by capturing more data. Given that many light fields from only slightly different viewpoints overlap, it is
also possible to virtually increase the aperture. This can be observed at the centre of the panorama, where
the effect of depth-of-field is stronger than at the borders, where data from only one light field is available.
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7.5.3 Volumetric Surface Reconstruction of Multilayer Scenes

Synthetic Datasets

The synthetic test data used for the ground truth verification was created with a custom real-

time graphics engine. The well-known Cook-Torrance BRDF [34] was used as a material model

for the Warrior light field. Since a specific BRDF is not modelled, the function can be arbitrary

highly glossy or specular distribution function. While shadow mapping and specular highlights

are disabled, the diffuse lighting coefficient comes directly from the Fresnel term described by

this model.

We render 24 light fields with a 17 × 17 subaperture views and resolution of 512 × 512 pixels

around the scene to be reconstructed. Ground truth information for depth maps for all layers,

as well as for camera orientation, is stored for validation. The central object is a fully textured

triangulation created from the 3D scan of a bronze statue depicting a Chinese horseman done

by Artec 3D2.

Note that the point cloud Xw from Equation 7.17 already provides useful information about the

scene’s geometry; hence, we use the point cloud to determine the bounding box for volumetric

reconstruction.

For the first scene Temple, a dome consisting of planar semi-transparent surfaces is built around

this object. The surface textures have been obtained from an RGBStock and DeviantArt3 and

are reminiscent of stained glass. Due to their partial transparency, these surfaces provide a

non-trivial challenge for 3D reconstruction, see Figure 7.8, because the object itself cannot be

seen directly, only through the glass.

Despite the difficult input data, we can recover the geometry of the dome as well as the statue

within a single pass in great detail (as observed by visually comparing our estimated volume to

the ground truth). In our reconstruction, 93.5% of the voxels are labelled correctly compared

to its respective ground truth on the dataset Temple.

For the second scene Warrior, a reflectance layer is added to the statue, which reflects the

walls of an opaque Lambertian cube around the scene in a distance. The reconstruction results

are shown in Figure 7.9. The scene is very difficult for traditional multi-view reconstruction

due to the strong view-dependence of the observed colours of surface points. Despite this, our

light field-based algorithm faithfully recovers the surface geometry in convincing detail.

2https://www.artec3d.com/3dmodel/bronze-statue
3http://www.rgbstock.com and http://www.deviantart.com
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Real-world Datasets

For real-world light fields, we create the scene of a lantern with a cup inside which is shown

in Figure 7.10. The faces of the lantern are painted with different semi-transparent colours, each

of which has a slightly different opacity. The scene was captured in a 270 degree angle. In each

view, some parts of the interior object were occluded by the non-transparent painting.

To record the scene, we used a hand-held Lytro Illum camera. We decoded and calibrated the

images using the Light Field Toolbox 4.0 [37]. Each image consists of 15×15 subaperture views;

however, only 9× 9 are useful due to the strong vignetting of 625× 435 pixels.

There were two challenges involved in the scene, in addition to conventional layer separation.

First, the semi-transparent paint creates microfacets on the surface, which is not perfectly planar

and causes refractions within the inner object. Second, there are reflections on the occluding

surface, which adds a third layer to the occluder.

For depth estimation, we employ the sparse coding approach SC shown in Section 6.2 which is

able to handle multiple depths in our scene. From the estimates, we generate a cost volume

according to the description in Section 7.4, using the expansion coefficients as a measure to

describe the certainty of the surface estimate at the respective depth. An initial estimate of the

camera extrinsic was made from the LF-SFM shown in Section 7.2.3, which was then optimised

for rotation, translation, triangulated features and focal length (assumed to be same for all

captured images) with the proposed bundle adjustment framework LF-BA in Section 7.3.

Considering the challenge imposed by the data, we believe the result to be an acceptable initial

demonstration that the framework can deal with real-world datasets.

7.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a novel framework for linear structure from motion for a light field

camera pair and a non-linear bundle adjustment optimisation tailored to multiple light fields. We

then demonstrated our results on light field panorama stitching and a challenging multilayered

volumetric scene reconstruction. The linear algorithm for structure from motion builds upon

the framework of generalised cameras [96, 125]. In contrast to [96, 125], where the epipolar

constraint based is based on ray-to-ray matches, we make use of the inherent 3D information

encoded in the light field structure and obtain a set of linear constraints from the transformation

of rays in the first light field onto corresponding 2D sub-spaces within the ray space of the second

light field. The linear algorithm not only reduces computational complexity but also leads to pose

estimates that are more accurate and more robust to noise, as observed in numerous numerical

experiments because it is specifically tailored to the redundant structure of the light fields
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We also demonstrated how the light field 2D subspace manifold can be used in the optimisation

for more than two views, and we propose a bundle adjustment refinement step that intrinsi-

cally optimises the linear subspace constraint to fuse multi-view light field poses into a single

optimisation framework.

We demonstrated our results on a proposed variational scene reconstruction which, for the

first time, can recover scene geometry from multi-view light fields with superimposed layers.

Our reconstruction approach proposes a global surface reconstruction framework that merges

multilayered hypotheses from multiple viewpoints and recovers the complete scene in a single

optimisation pass. We show that our complete pipeline works for synthetic as well as real-world

light fields captured with a hand-held light field camera under very challenging conditions.

Furthermore, we demonstrated our results on multiple individual light fields captured with a

consumer plenoptic camera, and we then stitched them into refocusable living panoramas, which

also increased the virtual aperture and the effect of depth-of-field.
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Figure 7.8: Surface Reconstruction Results on Synthetic Dataset Temple. First and Second Row: Input
centre views. Note that the windows are 50% opaque and are not specular; thus, only two layers are
present. Third Row, First Column: Result for the geometry of the statue within the dome if our pipeline
is run with ground depth maps - this is the optimum that one can hope for, but is unrealistic to achieve
in practice. Third Row, Second Column: Result in practice with estimated disparity layers. Third Row,
Third Column: Reconstruction result of the whole scene using our pipeline with the estimated depth maps.
The visible part of the top of the dome was also reconstructed but is cut off here for better visibility. The
voxel volume is restricted only to the area of the statue 374 × 400 × 224.
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Figure 7.9: Results for Synthetic Dataset Warrior with a Reflective Surface. Note the exceptionally
strong viewpoint dependence of the appearance in the input images (top row). Bottom Left: Result
with ground truth depth for reference. Voxel volume resolution is 374 × 400 × 224. Bottom Centre:
Result using our method with the depth estimated according to Section 7.4 using a second-order structure
tensor. Bottom Right: Once depth has been estimated, the light field can be separated into its individual
layers using [82], and the layer corresponding to the surface used to infer a texture via projective texture
mapping. Here, colour has been assigned to each vertex based on the average colour of the projections
into the centre views.
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Point Cloud Reconstructed Geometry

Figure 7.10: 3D Reconstruction Results for Lytro Light Field with Visualised Features. First and
Second Row: Selected centre views from overall 28 views captured with Lytro Illum with refined pose and
point clouds from Bundle Adjustment shown in Section 7.3. The green crosses depict the inlier features
that were detected in centre views. The triangulated feature 3D points projected onto the centre view given
pose from LF-SFM are depicted by blue circles. Red circles show the closest 3D point refined by bundle
adjustment and projected with refined extrinsic camera parameters. Bottom Row, Left: Estimated camera
poses with the point cloud refined with LF-BA. Notice that most points used for extrinsic calibration come
from the Lambertian surface underneath the lantern, because a significant part of the points occupying
the non-Lambertian lantern was eliminated. Bottom Row, Right: The reconstructed surface of the entire
scene with the point cloud and camera poses as a result of our surface reconstruction pipeline. The sparse
coding SC we discussed in Section 6.2 was used for depth estimation. The voxel volume resolution is
300× 300× 300.
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Conclusion

In this thesis, we examined an extensive subset of materials that differ from Lambertian with

a rich light field structure and showed how to either overcome the challenges arising from such

materials or went even further and showed how we can benefit from such properties to better

interpret the scene. We showed several methods on how to tackle inverse problems where the

non-Lambertian nature of the scene or object is the key feature. We demonstrated that

we can efficiently benefit from the angular sampling of the light field and can address various

severely ill-posed inverse problems which often require additional terms or information about the

scene. Our results show that the introduced approaches are not limited to laboratory settings

and with the proposed methods, we achieved encouraging results in a various non-laboratory

setting with a standard hand-held device, such as Lytro Illum, that suffers from many calibration

inaccuracies.

In this thesis, we have explained how to separate diffuse and specular components by following

their physical properties by using the rich light field structures. We have shown that we can

decompose the scene into geometry, the material properties parameterized by a probabilistic

distribution function and challenging natural lighting. We have presented a method to calcu-

late the depth of multilayer scenes that consist of one or more depth layers, such as partially

transparent or specular objects. Finally, we have presented a robust approach of how geometry

can be recovered from a pair or multiple light fields and how a full 3D reconstruction can be

estimated of the scenes that consist of one or more depth layers.

Separation of Diffuse and Glossy Components In Chapter 4, we presented a method for

detection of the glossy or specular component and its separation in light field images. The

method is built on the colour-based approach for separation using the sparse representation of

the image [8] in the classic 2D camera and the optimisation framework for light field labelling

of epipolar images and volumes.

The light field labelling framework is used [51] to separate priors for the diffuse and glossy com-

ponents, which is consistent with their physical properties. The glossy component is regularised

according to the predicted direction of its flow in different viewpoints according to the specular
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flow [3]. Our experiments with hand-held light field camera Lytro Illum images show that we can

separate the respective components significantly better than the original colour-based sparsity

method [8] and even outperform the light field-based method [153]. We perform qualitatively

on par or slightly worse with state-of-the-art light field methods [12] for intrinsic decomposition

with their benchmark light fields with ground truth available. Lastly, we demonstrated on the

available ground truth data that although the proposed optimisation approach requires initial

depth map and light source colour, it is often very robust against inaccuracies of the estimates

from the standard off-the-shelf methods we used in our experiments.

Recovery of Geometry, Natural Illumination and BRDF from a Single Light Field Image

In Chapter 5, we introduced a method for inverse decomposition of a scene captured with a

light field camera into three main components of the rendering equation [87]: geometry, spatially

uniform glossy material, and natural light. The problem of such an inverse decomposition is

one of the most complex tasks in computer vision. The core of the optimisation framework

is formulated as an energy minimisation problem. We first used a coarse initial depth map,

which assumes that visual violations in depth can be overcome with the strong smoothing and

adopted a standard off-the-shelf light field depth estimation approach for Lambertian materials

with strong smoothing to eliminate the specular highlights. The proposed energy term optimises

all unknowns with the shading refinement on the normal field with a set of soft constraints to

preserve normal’s unit length and where consistency of normals in different views is optimised

with the global framework for depth labelling [51]. Our results show that the proposed method

can improve the coarse normal maps on fine geometric details and find the strongest locations

of the light sources rather than reconstruct the complete illumination in details which is a

limitation arising from the severely-ill posed nature of the problem. Encouraging results were

achieved with real-world light fields captured with Lytro Illum. Some parts of the captured

objects can estimate the normals but results generally depend on the quality of illumination.

Depth Estimation of Lambertian and Multilayer Surfaces In Chapter 6, we demonstrated

two approaches for the depth estimation of scenes that consist of multiple depth layers. The first

approach introduces how the redundant light field structures can be efficiently represented with

sparse coding and can lead to robust depth estimation. The second approach is an improvement

on the existing second-order structure tensor [163].

For the sparse coding light field representation, a specialised dictionary is introduced. The

dictionary atoms are designed to encode the naturally redundant light field structure. We

formulate a problem where the input light field is compressed with a sparse linear combination

of dictionary atoms, where each atom encodes a specific slope that can directly be interpreted as

disparity. We introduce two efficient strategies of how these atoms can be created, where either

dictionary learning or a set of orthonormal vectors is created from the centre view and the

patches are further lifted to encode specific depth by shifting a stack of the trained patches.
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The lifted dictionary atoms are used as a set of basis vectors and a Lasso problem is performed

to find a sparse linear combination with the least number of elements. The aggregation of the

individual sparse codes by their respective disparity allows us to infer the single or multiple

depths present in individual spatial locations due to superimposed patterns in the scene. We

employ the statistics where the aggregated distribution of the coefficients that encode a specific

depth is fit to a mixture with one or more modes where each mode corresponds to a distinct

depth.

The second approach improves the existing light field method [163], which employs a higher-

order structure tensor to estimate the depth of multilayered scenes. The proposed extension is,

unlike the original method, using the vertical and horizontal epipolar plane images jointly in a

single structure tensor. The joint treatment of both tensors from epipolar plane images leads

to a slight improvement in the robustness to the original method [163] which is also shown with

results on Lytro Illum light field.

Light Field Single and Multilayer Multi-view Geometry In Chapter 7, we introduce a set of

linear equations that lead to a two and multi-view light field structure from motion consistent

with the light field geometry. These equations are based on the framework of the generalised

cameras [96, 125], where the ray-to-ray matches are used in the generalised epipolar constraint

to estimate a pose. Unlike the framework for generalised cameras, we use the light field structure

directly and formulate a set of linear constraints and match ray with a light field 2D manifold.

The 2D manifold is a natural representation of scene points for the light field. The proposed

linear constraints significantly improve the computational complexity and lead to more accurate

results since the constraints are built on the inherent light field structure.

The proposed light field 2D subspace manifold can further be used to build a non-linear optimi-

sation step for refinement of multiple light fields in single energy. The additional optimisation

by bundle adjustment can further improve the linear light field pose on rays where light fields

views overlap by the assumption that all the matching rays radiated from the same point must

be consistent for the 2D light field manifold for all views.

The refined light field poses are further used in a variational surface reconstruction, which

reconstructs the complete scene geometry from multiple light fields under the presence of su-

perimposed layers. The core of the reconstruction is a global surface reconstruction framework

that jointly estimates geometry from multiple multilayer hypotheses and leads to the volumetric

scene reconstruction. We additionally show that the estimated camera pose can be used to stitch

multiple light fields into refocusable living panoramas.
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8.1 Limitations and Future Work

This work shows numerous methods to tackle the problems of digital image processing with the

materials that deviate from the Lambertian property. Nevertheless, the results and methods

presented in this thesis suffer from certain limitations, problems and are built on certain as-

sumptions, which we highlight in the following paragraphs with some potential directions for

future research.

Separation of Diffuse and Glossy Components The main limitation of the method shown

in Chapter 4 is that it requires approximate information about the scene’s depth and light and

it may already be affected by the inconsistencies due to the nature of non-Lambertian materials.

The provided depth map does not have to be highly accurate, as the experiments show, and

the effect of highly specular regions can be mitigated by smoothing and inpainting; however,

the depth map remains necessary prior information. Similarly for light, which we simplify to

a single light source. The real-world experiments captured in the natural lighting, where light

distribution is often very complex, show that only a rough light source colour is needed.

An exciting extension would be to combine the contributions of specular and diffuse compo-

nents into a generative model and incorporate the depth and light colour estimation into the

optimisation pipeline. The model can either be integrated into the existing method or be used

as a separate step of the global iteration. The enhancement of the depth map would mitigate

the dependency of the method on the initial depth map and improve the provided initial depth

consistently with the specular flow.

Recovery of Geometry, Natural Illumination and BRDF from a Single Light Field Image

Similar to the approach for separation presented in Chapter 4, the light field inverse rendering

shown in Chapter 5 relies on initial information about the scene’s depth map. Although the

depth map is iteratively refined, the refinement is mostly visible on the fine geometric details on

planar surfaces but limited on scenes with large depth gradients.

An interesting extension would be to deal with the spatially variable reflectance. The presented

method is limited to only a single BRDF, which largely restricts the use of the method. The

ambiguities arising under such conditions are strongly challenging with just a single light field

image, even though multiple rays are sampled from a single point. One possible vein of research

is to add further information, such as photometric clues, and provide more than one image under

different lighting conditions. It can also add supplementary clues for depth to reduce dependency

on the initial coarse estimate, and from the photometric clues, many specular highlights can be

eliminated, since the object appearance depends on light.

Another direction that can lead to further improvements is including the specular flow as an

additional term in the optimisation. The light field regulariser based on the specular flow turned

out as a powerful prior for identification of the glossy component. The specular flow requires
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only illumination and depth, which are available as optimised variables, thus the specular flow

can then be incorporated into optimisation as a regularizer of the input images. This can be

particularly beneficial for the segmentation of the scene into different BRDFs.

Depth Estimation of Lambertian and Multilayer Surfaces Both approaches we presented

in Chapter 6 work within the limitation that the reflection or transmission occurs on a planar

or nearly planar surface. This is particularly important for the semi-specular surfaces because

the curvature of the material can significantly change the orientations of the reflected rays and

this can lead to distortion.

An interesting problem appears with the semi-transparent surfaces. Our setting allows the only

very little effect of refraction and the planar transmissive object should be very thin to mitigate

the refractive and other effects. Nevertheless, the setting where we consider a non-planar, thicker

object is an intriguing problem: there is a strong theoretical background to model refraction,

such as Snell’s law and Fermat’s principle (as briefly mentioned in Section 2.2.3), which connect

the geometry of the transparent refractive object to distortion rays incident with the object.

Combining the light field dense angular sampling and using the theoretical tools to model the

distortion can lead to an inverse model, where we infer depth from a refractive object. Note

that this inverse problem is verified as severely ill-posed in computer vision.
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